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FOREWORD •• 

( .. ·- 

'fhisis a handbook on the Hill Juangs of Keonjhar who are one ofthe 
most backward groups of the State. They have their own language and 

I . . . - customs and practices which they retain even now despite considerable 
~~:;wli'fi:h have taken place in the tribal life of the countryin general , 
the State in particular. Primarily being a group dependant on shifting 

cultivation the Hill Juangs of Keonjhar who claim to he autochthones of 
Jiighaland of Keonjhar with Gonasika the s~ce or river Baitarani as the 
most significant landmark, have been seldom studied in· detail. Their· 
physical aspects and material life w;re studied by a few scholars in the past. 

' -_ . . , 
In pursuance of the decision to prepare monographic handbooks of the 
important tribes of the State this, workwas assigned to Shri Siba Prasad 
Rout, Research Officer (then a Junior Research Officer). Shri Rout had 

·4?i.~t1;ifi<t11ce of field work among the tribe and that knowledge and experience 
. have l>~e~. properly conjoined for this monograph to show the multiple 
asp~c-J of Juang life. This cannof he claimed as a comprehensive · study 
•but we. hope that this could provide a suitable base line for anthropologists, 
.s?:dministrators and scholss's from different walks of life to appreciate and 
undrestand the life of the Hill Juangs. We hope that this small work will 
be judged in its proper perspective . 

. ,, ,, 
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Editors 
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CHAPTER I 

. I ~ P~OPL~ AND THEIR 

• ••·:•J~••'I'he People . -t~ang was by E. A. Samuells 
1t~· _"_/ . ·.· . . . . . · .-/'fa 1856. In the "Journal of· the 
~; ·'o;t~ Juang, .one of the. maJo1'_ al>'!Pr Asiatic Society of Bengal", he 

1 ~ • ginal tribes of Orissa, are fourrt'l in wrote : 
-[-.,. the districts of Keonjhar and. · k- I:>he~an8:1. yery little is known "The dress of the . men is ordi- 
f'. ·a11out}he,1rhistory, but they have nary one of the native peasantry, 
U their or.altales about their origin. but the women wear no clothes 

Accordiag to Dr. V. Elwin, the word whatsoever. Their only covering 
i> -! • ; ·: . . . ·:-- . . . . . "' i :"'; • -' J uang' in the tribal dialect means consists of two large branches of 

. ' , · sifupiy 'man'. Ari alternative term,' leaves (or rather _ of twigs with 
ff l ~iwhich their neighbours .use to the leaves attached). It is from 
""': '' denote the Juang is Pattua, mean- this original custom · that the 

· )1 ·" ing the wearer of leaf-dress tribe have obtained from their r though leaf-dress has long been neighbours the name of Puttooa f: -1:·:·an~1.oned since the time when quasi the_ pe~ple ol the leaf .• J.'. .... 
··· ·. -Captain J. Johnstone forced No covermg 1s worn on the upper 

the Juang to wear . clothes. The part of the person; but most of 
Juang call themselves 'Juang', and the females I have seen had neck- 
fail to give the real connotation of laces 'of colp'!!>d earthenware 
the term. They are medium in l&eads (made by themselves they 

• " •. •. sta:tl!re_ ~th long head, prominent told me) . . ..... Their villages are 
cheek-" --bone, and broad nose small, seldom containing more 
having _-dep_ressio~, at the root than six or eight families ... The 
Their hair is black and coarse Puttooas do not themselves own 
and the skin colour varies: from land, although they 'sometimes we 
brown to black. Except a few were told, assist in its cultivation. 
they:= possess fairly strong body- The pursuits are chiefly those of 
build. On the basis of their lingui- the chase." 

1 stic affinities the Juang are 
. _ ~,::;gr,Qup_e!l_. as Mundari, and they 

'I!?~-:- ~,,;,speak a dialect known as Juang. 
~,i~O-~_,,_ .. ,. 

", ·· ' ·• Early .• ac~ounts on the J uang 
give a ·va'.ried pictiire· of the tribe . 

.. The first flash of light thrown on 

w, 

... 

.. 

The next account. of the Juang 
written by Colonel Dalton, appears 
in "Descriptive Ethnology of 
Bengal", 1872. According to him 

· the Juang were, "in habits and 
customs the most primitive people" 

.. 
{ 1.iJ-, 
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0. he had "met with or read of", and 
he considered £he Juang as 
survival "of the stone age· in situ". 
There huts were "amongest the 
smallest that human beings ever 
deliberately constructed as dwell 
ings", though the dormitory was 
"a building of some pretentions". 

.., 

In 1891, H. H. Risley published 
his "The tribes and · castes of 

I 
1 .• 

- Mr. Vivian Meik's book, "The 
people of the Leaves" published 
in 1931 gives a picture of the Juang 

. which is far from truth and reality . ., 
In the words of Dr. Verrier Etwin, 
Meik's "worthless book would \.not 
deserve mention" which is "~i"~ 
shinglyfree from the pendantries 

', \ 

., " . . ·.. . of maps and names either of people." ~ 
W. W. Hunters A statistical or places". · · - ,: 

Account of Bengal", publish~~ in · 
1877, describes the Juang, ff~ir The most exhaustive paper cm ;:::;:;, 
dress,, and their economy. "The'r" .•. the Juang written by Dr. Verrier~ 
men wore a single cotton cloth. '~lwin Ta~eared.in ''Man in India", \;··~"- 
The women had not even this, but \J't..t_X-AVIII, 1948 Nos. 1 and 2. Dr:-·.-..,, _ _..~, 
simply a string round their waist, Elwin toured in Jua.ng villages of , :' 1 
with a bunch of leaves before and Keonjhar and Dhenkanal and des- -- :i 
behind. The, life they love best cribed may aspects of. Juang · life 
is. to wonder about · the wood and culture ; but the fact that he 
collecting wild products, which spent most of his time in Dhenkanal 
they barter for food". and Pallahara and collecterf'his data. .,,: · . / - , . , .. ,,;,., 

mostly from these areas and. not · '"' 
. - . 

from Keonjhar led him to• write orr;: 
many things which are not typical · 
Juang customs. Bengal". • He gave an elaborate· 

list of the Juang clans and descri 
bed the social status of the: people. 

· Re describes that the Juang "are 
beysnd the/pale of Hinduism, and 
no member of any recognized 
caste will eat or drink with them. 
Juangs themselves: will take cooked 
food; water :and sweet meats from 
the Bhunjas, but a Bhunja will not 
take even water from' a Juang. In 
course of . time no doubt they will 
attain a higher social position and 
the. first step in this direction has 
already been taken by their partial 
adoption of some of the Hindu 
Gods". 

Prof. N. K. Bose's article on 
"Juang Associations was published 
inMan in India", Vol IX, 1929. Mr. 
Bose' gives an elaborate list of 
Juang clans and. describes their 
dormitory life and kinship system. 

· Population and Distributi!on 

The population figures of the 
Juang show a great variation from 
time to time. At the time of E. A. 
Samuells, in 1857, the Juang, w~re 
estimated to be l ,005 .in Dhenk:i.nal 
inhabiting '58 different localities," 
while at the time of E. T~ Dalton's • 
survey they numbered about 3,000 
in Keonjher alone. W.W. Hunter 
gives their number and distrrlimtion 
as follows- 

Place where the 
Juang are'found 

1. Keonjhar .. - 
2. Dhenkanal 
3. Pallahara 
4. Hindol 
5. Banki 

Total population \. 
·' 

4,592 
4,120 
367. . 
290~··.· .. :..,. 
290 , \~: 

Total . . -9,659 _: · < /.(\ 
~·· -.. ~. 

'i 
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·~· ,,tr-.') .. J' '!~f _:;;,. 
In Keonjhar the Juang are found along a range of hills to the west . ;~. ~1\ 

in four Pirha [maximal territorial and south of Keonjhargarh, the dis- , W: 
organization) and their figure in trict headquarters. K a t. h u a, ~ · 
Dhenkanal includes those living in Satkhand and Jharkhand pirhs 
Pallahara. The Juang of Cuttack,. from the northern• spatial unit· 
Kcraput and Mayurbhanj as which is separated from Re.~ena 
enumerated by the 1961 Census are pirli by the river Samakoi. ~e 
labourers who migrated to such centre of the Juang country lies 
place for a temporary period for Gonasika at the slope of Gupca- 
construction work, Out of the ganga pahar, which is the source 
total population 49·64 per cent are of the River Baitarani. 
males and 50·36 per cen¼re . . _ . ;::,;. 
females and 26 person live in urb~.-.. The Juang of Jharkhand pirb. ~ 
are~s. In .. · e. ducation they .are f~r~ .. c coonnss.i icd. er t}.1ems~lves sup~rior to the \'~\. 
behind the general mass and their . ~A the other pirhs. The~,..._ 
percentage of illiteracy is as much state two reasons to account for .. \.._ ¼_ ! 
as 95·48 in general which is. 91·36 their superiority-the remote hilly , . ~ 
for males aud 99·56 for females. tract they inhabit, and the ,.popu- \ 

lousness of their pirh. Next to '"' t.: 
Jharkhandias (Inhabitants of 
Jharkhand pirli), the Sotl.handias _ 
place themselves in higher status. 
The Satkhand pirh comprises Of 
seven villages, six J uang and one 
Bhuinya, but the fact that they are I 
the original J uang of the land arid 1 

· they live near the source of the 
sacred Baitarani river enhances 
their superiority. The Kathua and 
Rebena are considered lower 
because the Juang of these pirhs 
are mostly plains dwellers and t9,ey 
have long since lived in tht?close 
proximity to the caste=-Hindus. 
Further more, Rebena and Kathua 
piths are inhabited mostly by 
Juang labourers living in . multi: 
clan villages. 

The J uang . cover a Block of hill 
and forest country in' south and 
west of Keonjhar, on the hills and 
plains of Pallahara to the east and 
in the plains villages of Dhenkanal 
ilong the southern border. 
Keonjhar is viewed to be the true 
"mati pritivi" of the Juang, where 
they originated · and where from 

:"'•they migrated to Pallahara and 
Dhenkanal. Keonjhar located in 
northern part of the State lies 

· between 21 ° -1' ~~~0' 
North latitudes and85°-11' East an~ 
86°-22' East longitudes and has a 
totalarea of. 3,216·5 Sq. miles or 
8,330•7 Sq. Kms .. It is broadly 
divided into ·upper and Lower 
Keonjhar, the lower area consisting , 
of a fertile and· thickly populated 
plain, and the hill and forest clad 
upper part being the abode of the 
Juang arid Pauri Bhuinya. The 
Juang area of Keonjhar is divided 

. Into four pirhs, namely, Jharkhand, 
Sat-hkhand, Rebena and Kathua, 
which are the maximal traditional 
territorial units. These pirhs have a 
roughly north to south alignment 

) 

l - ••• i)' - 

Dhenkanal lies between 20° -29' 
north and 21°-41' north latitudes 
and between 84°-16' east" and 86°-2' 

· east longitude with an · area of 
4,226 square miles or 10,945-4- ' . 1 
square kilometres. The Juang ar~. . • "_' 
found mainly in Pallahara, · ~,... 
Kamakhyanagar and Sadar Sub- -:.;_. 'I '1"'t 
divisions of the district. They are • -,,J~ 

-~ 
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L \ .. '\~~;4;,irt~~~ii:i:t~/r::'.::C:,:J\,"t ;:;,'.·~·:{<>•.:~:?!t;}t"',;·, .. • .. t ~~•~f'Jk~''::'i1ti:'" ,Ji,.<• ·,:o,\:~tfTHE PEOPLE :AND THEIR.' :CANff: ~liiif !~}t1!t!~~{ill¥f, - .·.. .. ·:' 
:· 7r0,:tI,~11du: . Hqinogeneous J u a .. n ·g .. 

'.·' · •.: ... :··.,i·:·'ym.a. g.~·.s/ate····.·•,···r•·~ .. :reJ. y•, m ... ~.·.ti.·. w. itli .... · .·t·n· ·.•.• .. ffi -:- , ,·. l)neti~ifnaL:, Tho.1,1gh "'tlie'h· riuinber; ~ .· " . . . ' .. ·· - ·.· .. ·;. . ·. ·. 
'! '\"';,;. in .P,allahara can ·.•·b .. ~· c.·0· .. u··n·.t.e· ... d·.···· .. "' .. ' .... • .. :n.·.".·.'.,: ..... /,,' .. '.in.to.two·•.1,e.ct.ion. s,'the.·:·th .. an·•.·fy".a.·.·.,>.·(1it· ~ t,:.-·-• .. .f ~;,v. 1-·. . ,,, ,.,, . ,,.... .., ~ . ·_ ,_, •• , 

) .~ \~ ion~1ngers.·, 4s.a resuit ,p(~pfo·: .,}{those ,wJ10 'dwell in:J~Jir~rigi,nal· ;;;; • . 
t••·.:.· .. ,,.l;ng. ·e·d·.ii··1nte.·.r.·J(i£,i;1.·.·.o.'.n.·.~'..c, .. w.ith Hie Or .. iva .. · ' .•.: .. ·.;·:·· hoI).l.ela,tid) .and. th. e Biz. agu··· iiJya. (lit,•··'.'. ·:.·.f'.·.:c .. /·.,," ,::._--,~,,,, ,.~--;n-,xl;"...,,-,,,..:_·Yf!.•" '-·,, -,i , ,J-,_, .,.·. ,-.,--:- ._,,,,.,.;,-., --- .. ,,... -_ .,.'1.-- '•l'" . lJ,iJPpt; ~pi~,~itli'.~-:Jµa'rfg,:/;uU· Dhenkah~t.· z \~.·.thdse.fh0 liaye field) .. ~he. T}zahiy(l~' /S,,/.: . :,~ ,,~i;:~;i~!~~~!t1ti:t}ti~l~) - . i:[n~r~;f ~~- 0t5t!1~~:,:;i,~''.' 
~: l llang cul ture:";?JteY:t,, :i,re =f l()'oked ·•·.· ' ' ... Gr . 3:~1kJ1/S ':tewed . t(), pe the bir_tli;;~:'{f1,J,,;., 
(l.~f:ct.ClW!l, bJF~tlie.ft'~ne1ghbo ~--iil:~>caste·· -~ . ace· of the,'.Juant··.Jlie'Jµatig ,(}f . .,Jl,:_~·i 

~..:...:.... -~efbple:;,it~tJr",:-c;ustpnis ar~ C ":lSide·, . .· Keonjhar dai,w-" th~mselves ; . t~ .... he ~:,:,,~- -'j ,: r. ~;~~;1l:~~~1~~!~i~jt·t\~f ~J!f $~%;~q:t (;;~;'.{: 
• , DhenRav-:!),i;,:f~-1'.~P/(tr,ugglpig ha.r5f to - .. m1gl'.at~o1:11s .not,kn,ow~·c·iJhe.Jm,mgy':f.} 

• give- up~'.theirl'~tradiHorial' custbins, ' ,Je~e1:1ds.',give mt:tlt!Pie"/re:;tiims :fol"' . ,:·::;;- 
t·," .their chahg(!,'dance' !!,id, ~bng,:?ahd . • '·"· ~ucli,}niir·atjon. It ,i~,' t;'aid that hl'; '{;:, 
.,,. th'Mr.dre~s':irid~oihanj.e~ts. -'They;, goof'i{?ld:/~days_.''the. king 'at,< 
.. ,,.~f rapidly i;itirig/ _ up···,qi:iy;~\;,,, .~eonJliargar,h,._ u~ecl,:. tcl":\collestt:/;~ 
•·,"1i$on,s .· .. and . •m•rniei /arid "'• .. ' fnfants fo'• an~ull! saerit!<e to ~et;;; 

t,..;,,,-;: fc.Teh (Oilrr1~n) 
:- ~organization' t .. ' . ' ,.y· .• y .·,•:, -< :,: 

..• 
~ 
~ -~-~;,,,,..-:~_ .•..•.••..•..•.•.•...•. :''~ .L.H,..,..., ..•. '-'-"~: .•. .°~ ~ "- '-"'""",.,., ... .,}I~ i: 1-,:-"'"''"';""' ~ •..•...•..•.••.•. ..L ~ .l..l.c.t..1..1.0...l.c.:t. UU.lJ.J..15 ,·,. 1.1.tt;-;,~ .l 

i ;,"~,~,~~~.,t1;\~?\~li.zr;re.rh_arriage;. etc: . . . 1,3huini~ -re1?e)l\on .iri .. : ., the, ·. year ; ',,:;~: > . : . 
. ~,~i:~~X:, ~~Y-,:;~~;:a.~s'1f;nH~te. tl\,emselv~s' , 1.8.l;>r · Tlie .. reb~llion fo_itiated 'by the . ·., " .. ~ > : 
~1.tltJ'e O:py~ ,way,of life ~o. much ' Bhuinya under the· leadership' of .'·::., :., .,: ·',_ 
:1 1110 t~at~~!· ,are,.J.~\~·.g~.as~ .. .°! ~0re:? · -:,:. .J;)h~~anid~~,r;:Bhliinya:; the adopte~f :·-.~· · • :·, 
:¥':get.ting their lap.gQ.age: '·:It· 1s reall-v · .· -,, son of the then ·Mahara ., "· ·· ""-.~ "' -:, :·,;x;'-c<·'•· ··. .. · .,~ . · · , .J.,, , ; , , • • • nx,••.,was % •• •• 

'\a~foms_hmg .that they· have. ·:for- ·. ,· directed against th k. Tft•¥ J . ;r •.: ·,. '.: 

, ··· ·· · · :tr~i~tii1·,:tt~l:f~li/4~1;;tli~i~R1~i1
' 
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-also jcined · their hands with the 
Bhuinya and many had to sacrifice 
their life in the battle. This created 
a great havoc in the peace-loving 
Juang of the place and out of ter 
ror some deserted Keonjhar and 
travelled. all the way to take shel 
ter in Pallahara and Dhenkanal. 

The factor of pstracism leading 
to the· influx of J uang f'amilies to 
Dhenkanal and Pallahara i4ow- 
.ever considered to be most im~s 
tant by the Juang of Keonjhar: 
The Juang of Keonjhar have a tri 
bal assembly of their own to decide 
judicial matters. Their political 
organization enforces strict rules of 
punishment for the offenders of 
the society; The persons violating 
incest· taboos are immediately 
driven out of the village arid all 
their belongings are sold or thrown 
away. The offenders-are also debar 
red from taking shelter in the neigh 
bouring villages and . they, thus 
travel long· distances to settle down 
in .far-off places. The Juang of 
Keonjhar hold the view that the 
migration of Juang families, on 
account of incest cases, has formed 

-the bulk of J11_ang. nor··1--":,...,, in 
. Pallahara an=se 
Juangs, otherwise called Bhagudiya 
are ~Iways remembered by the 
Juang of Keonjhar who offer 
special shares of offerings· to 
"Na sa Bhaqudi" (lit; nine hundred 
Blwgudiya) in village rituals. 

N-.,. ~-r . ,; 
ADIBASI ~'....;_ . ·71 t 

of the human race". Some of the ~·· :~ 
legends give contradictory accounts.. - .. -.~ 
but the most common one as has .:.l 
bee. n narrated by Elwin is as .·.·.•.). 
follows:- / • 

.•.•, 

\ 
\ 

"Dliaram. devta (Sun ~od) 
created the earth and made the th-st 
couple named Rusi and Rusrfini, 
who lived on Rusitangar, a small 
hillock near Gonasika, The rest:':' 
of the earth.was floating and -.;:~ 
so flexibl~rthat it was quite.· unfi~.;_ . 
for .· h~a.n .• habitation. DharamY. ~\ 
~ wanted to make the ear~~. 
solid and steady. In his medi~a-'-. ~,_,,,, i 
tion he came to know that the . 
blood 9f the Husi's son would make ·· .. 
the earth solid. He went to Rusi •. .., 
and begged for the child .• The Rusi 
agreed to part with his son, but his. 
wife did not. Dharam created a~ 
tiger' and sent it to catch ·the :6oy,. 
but a~ the boy was roaming with 
his bow and arrows and was very 
strong and stout the tiger was· 
afraid of approaching .him. 
Dharam came· to know. it and he 
requested Rusi to contrive to make 
his son leave the bow and arrows 
behind while taking bath. Rusi .. _ 
did accordingly, and while .his son · { " 

,_ • '_, ~ f ..;, •... -··' •• 

was taking bath in a-stream, keep- 
ing the. bow 'and. arrows aside, tne • 
tiger leapt on· him and killed him. 
.It carried the dead body around 
the ·earth and wherever the .drops 
of blood fell on 'the ground it 

Creation of earth and Origin of the 
race. 

The Juang have a number of 
legends to . a account for the 
creation of earth and the birth 
of the' Juang, "the first produced 

became steady." 

••.. 

Another story which is more or .. 
less similar to the above · one ' 
depicts the glory ~f the past and 
the origin of the Juang, It tells / 
how the Juang were born from R~, ~ :k 
(sage) and called themselves. ·Ba§_ x~-.....;; 
Putr~ (lit; son of Rusi). ~>--{ · 

5 .. , 
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· their religious [ife and - political 
organisation, and all these common 
features confirm the belief that the 
Juang and the Bhuinya are brother- 
'tribes. Their origin is quite at dark 
and it is· difficult to state that both 
splited off from a single branch, 
but the process of culture contact 
and borrowing of culture traits 
between the Juang and tlie Bhuinya 
can never be doubted. " ..._ 

The hill Juang also come in con-s, 
tact 'with the Pana (Untouchables) •. 

' . 

and the Gour (milk-men) with 
whom they live. In: each Juang 
village, two or three Gour families 
are settled down by _the Juang. 
They live on the land of the Juang, _ 
herd cattle and supply milk and 
milk-products to the Juang for vil 
lage rituals. The Pana· live spora 
dically over the . Juang Pirlis of 
Keonjhar and their number is quite 
insignificant in· this area, but they 

· are numerous in the plains . J ming 
villages of Keonjhar, Pallahara and 
Dhenkanal. As in other tribal 
areas, the Pana of the Juang area 
are very clever and often cheat the 
Juang in many-ways,~ 

Thef ertile and thickly populated 
plain area of Keonjhar .Iying at the 
foot hills to the north is mainly 

F'\.~- ,1 
t ·-'")(~1 

. I 

. ,.\,: 
inhab_ited. by var. ious caste people. ,.,jf .. }l_~l 
Keonjhargarh, _the headquarters of ~ · ?ij 
the district attracts people of vari- ~ 
ous castes and communities .. Karanz" l 
Khandayat, Chasa, Gour, Teli, Pano, · 
etc., form · the caste population I 
while, Bhuinya, Gond and Bathudi -"'•· f 

, constitute the strength of the tribal 
population. To the south t of "' 
Salkluuul Pirh, lies a wide fertile 
plateau which extends up - . to .. _,.;.. 
Rebena Pirli in the south. Tfin!.._,c~ 
area wit?l.f anghira .at its heart · is\ . \ 

- often known a"S Hunda Pirh, Tl\e 
are~is mainly inhabited by caste 
people like the Chasa, Teli and Gour 
who are fairly rich persons. They 
are the Sahukars (lit ; money-len 
ders) who advance loans d money,. 
paddy, etc., to the tribals and to' 

- . :·. ·• . -~· 
the poor caste people. In Dhenka- 
nal and Pallahara, the Juang live 

. 
amidst, the vast population of innu- 
merable castes, and they are' so 
much influericed by the Oriya cul 
ture that they hardly exhibit . fill:Y 
distinguishing features of their own -<,~. 
culture. The impact of Hindu cul 
ture and _the r~spoh~e of ih; J~a~g 
to such changes will be • described • 
in the last chapter. 

.~ 

\ 
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FOREWORD 

This is a handbook on the Hill Juangs of Keonjhar who are one of'fhe 
\, .most backward groups of the State. 

' customs and practices which they retain even now despite considerable 
ch!!p.ge.~~wliich have taken place in the tribal life of the country in general , 

~-~-¾~~•\fi(.~:\~~r:,t:/:,/:,\ _!}/- ·-, )f,,'.•ana the State in particular. Primarily being a group dependant on shifting . - . . 

They have. their own language and 

·cultivation.the Hill Juangs of Keonjhar who claim to b.e autochthones of 
pigh-land of Keonjhar with Gonasika the so/ce or. river Baitarani as the. 
most significant landmark, have been seldom studied In de-tail. Their 
physical aspects and material life w~re studied by a few scholars in the past. 

' - , In pursuance of the decision to prepare monographic handbooks of the 
important tribes of the State this work was assigned to Shri Siba · Prasad 
Rout, Research Officer (then a Junior Research Officer). Shri Rout had 

. iiexpricµce of field work among the tribe and that knowledge and experien~e 
· have be~ri properly conjoined for this monograph to show . the · multiple 
aspecf of Juang life. This cannot be claimed as a comprehensive · study 
•but we. hope that this could provide a suitable base line for anthropologists, 
;•3:dministrators and scholars from different walks of life to appreciate · and 
undrestand the life of the Hill Juangs. We hope that this small work will . .. 

be judged in its proper perspective. 
' 

I 

Editors 
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CHAPTER· 111 

, _SETTLEMENT. PATTERN 

The Juang, live both in '!imall 
and big villages. The typical 
J uang villages are situated on hill 
tops.,or_ slopes or on valleys amidst 
hills · and forests all around. The 
houses :Jse half hidden under the 

•• overhanging branches of mango 
arid jackfruit _trees and any place 

__ . with a number of these trees gives 
"- 'the identity of a Juang settlement 

or .an abandoned village site. The 
J uang settlements in Pallahara are 
a f~w in unmber which are situa 
ted mainly on valleys, and in 
Dhenkanal these are built on plains 
just like the. neighbouring Oriya 
villages. The so-called plains 
J uang villages of Keonjhar lie on 
"the foot of the hills thus providing 
botJ1 plains _paddy land and podu 
land for jh'~ - v~lagers. All the 
settlements- are · preferably con 
structed near streams or rivers to 
ensure supply of drinking wafer for 
the inhabitants. 

·. t"-1- The Juang ha~e no term of 
. their -9wnJor 'village'. It is regar- 
ded as the minimal territorial unit 

- ·"' <'Y ?.'tld J:nay consist of one or more 
•• wards situated dose to each other, 

or dispersed over a little distance. 
Keonjhar, the village Kansa for 

example, has, four settlements 

known by the same name. of the - 
main village. The village Sansailo 
in Dhenkanal has got a similar 
pattern. This village has five 
distinct wards situated close to each 
other, but have different names of 
their own. Thus we get Tala Sabi, 
Upper Sahi, Bankasalua, Nua Sahi 
and Bathra Sahi though all owe 
their identity _to one village, i. e., 
Sansailo. The distance between 
the . wards of a village is usally a 
furlong or two, but at times these 
are separated from each other by 
high hills and dense forests and 
are· situated at distance of one ta 
two n:i!tr:;. , 

Village in J uang society, is the 
largest corporate group and it has 
a formally recognised territory of 
exploitation with well delineated 
land boundaries, It is as in 
Keonjhar a land-holding · unit hav 
ing uncultivated toila (podu) land 
and virgin forest lands, the area of 
such land varying from village to 
village. A Juang is permitted to 
cultivate, to hunt, and to cut down 
trees from that part of the forest 
which belongs to his village. The. 
boundaries are demarcated frohi 
the time of the Raja, but land 
disputes between the villages are 

... r - 
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not unknown. 'Thus the dispute 
about land between Tangarapada 
and Barura and between Bwitinia 
and Barura led to great hostility 
between the villages and the cases 
were brought to the notice of the 
S. D. 0., Keonjhar, for uecision. 
The picture is different in Pallahara 
where shifting v cultiv:;i.tion is 
completely restricted, and in 
Dhenkanal where the land is 
thoroughly surveyed and the 
ownership of land (mostly irriga 
ted paddy land) has been shifted 
from the village into the hands of 
individual members. 

The traditional Juang settlements 
are uni-clan settlements. In 
Keonjhar, each J uang village was 
traditionally inhabited by the 
members of a single clan, and hence 
in many cases the villages were 
named after the clan name of the 
villagers. Thus the villages like 
Barura, Gungi, Tangarpada, 
Rodhua; Kansa, Dumuria, Saria, 
etc., are so named after the clan 
names of their inhabitants as 
Barun, Gungi, Tangarpadia 
Rodhua, Kansia, Dumuria; · and 
Saram, Here, the land of a certain 
village is also referred to as the 
land of the people of such and such 
clan. · In Dhenkanal and Pallahara, 
on the other hand, we notice a 
marked breakdown of the tradi 
tional village pattern from uni 
clan to multi-clan ones. Due to 
frequent migration of batuibu 
(non-agnatic) and kutumb (agna 
tic) clan families most of the 
Juang villages are transformed in 
to multi-clan settlements. 

The size of the J uang settlements 
varies from small to big ones. 
There are big villages like Bali and 

Khorba in Keonjhar and Sansailo 
in Dhenkanal, and on the other 
extreme we find small villages like -~ 
Sumuta and Nulo in Keonjhar 
district and Gohirakhal and Kakar 
jharan in Dhenkanal district. The 
Juang villages of Pallahara are 
invariably small with 5 to 20 
families. Settlements of average 
size with population of 100 to 150 
and with 20-30 families are "- ,,; ,.___,..- 4 
common pattern. ( '~ \ ·. 

\ 

Changmg Village Sites 

The J uang change their village 
sites very often and according to 
their traditional belief living in a 
particular village for a ~ longer 
period is not auspicious. 'in· the • 
olden days, the Juang were a semi- '"' 
nomadic people who usedto move 
from forest to forest and living 
primarily by collecting fruits, roots 
and tubers. The fact that the 
Jaung do not have a term of their 
own for village, might suggest the 
fact that in olden days they were 
not living in a particular settlement 
for long and were changing their 
settlements so often that they did 
not invent a term for 'village'. _ 
Investigation in more thaa forty 
J uang villages in Keonjhar, and 
about ten villages in Pallahara and, 
Dhenkanal shows that no Juang 
village, irrespective of its size, has 
not changed its site. Changing 
village site is widely prevalent in 
Keonjhar, but in -Dhenkanal and 
Pallahara it is not a common 
occurrence, though not completely 
absent. Some villages change" 
their sites more frequently than 
others. Some have definite sites to . ? 
which the villages are shifted from 
time to time, but changing sites 

... 
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SETTLEMENT PATTERN 

cannot be. doubted at all. The 
village Sarkadiha or Barhagarh of 

·, Keonjhar district has three definite 
sites, and every three or four years 
it -is· shifted to one of these sites. 

Gonasika, Barura, on the other 
hand have not changed their sites 
since the last ten years. Alanga 
changed its site in 1961, Phulbadi 
and Bali in 1962, and Tangrapada 
~1963. In Dhenkanal, the villages 

.., are not able to change -their sites 
due to a number of practical diffi- .. 
culties, but Aluajharan changed its 
site to the present location only in 
1962. 

11 

matter in the villsge- council held 
in the dormitory house. Before 
selecting a site for habitation care 
is taken on the following points :- 

( 1) The proposed site must not 
be too far from the agri 
cultural fields of the 
villagers; In fact nearness 
to toila field is one of the 
important factors for 
selecting a new site . 

• 

,. 

The reasons for changing a 
village site are many i.e., shortage 

~ of toila ~land - near the village, 
frequent deaths in the village, 
co~tinued 'disease or calamities like 
houses catching fire, failure of crops 
and cases of sorcery and witchcraft 
leading to quarrels and conflicts 
between the village members are 
the main causes 'which lead to the 
shifting of a village from one place 
to another. To these one more 
reason may be aided, i.e., the 
general boredom of living in a 
particular village for longer period. 

• There are· instances to show that 
some change their sites just· for a 
change. Gonasika changed its site 
after an accidental outbreak of fire, 
Phulbadi for constant crop failure 
in the old site, Barura as a result 
of sorcery and witchcraft and 
Tangarpada just because it had 
lived in one place for sufficiently a 
long period and has not changed its 
site since a pretty long time. 

The decision to move the village 
to a new site is made by the 
village elders, who first discuss the 

(2) There must be streams or 
fountains close to the 
proposed site so that the 
villagers do not have to 
face shortage of water 
supply. 

(3) Above all, the new site 
should be auspicious by 
divination and there should 
be little or no apprehen 
sion of future calamities 
caused by the evil spirits. 

Tests Applied 

A number of tests are applied by 
reading omens whether the village 
site would be auspicious, but of all 
the following · are the most 
numerous- 

(a) The Nagam (ritual head 
of the village) clears a 
patch in the proposed 
village site and plasters it 
with cow dung and water. 
He worships the forest 
deities and the ancestors 
of the village by offering 
husked-rice and a chicken. 
The chicken is ceremoni 
ally offered to the deities 
when it is alive and is 

• 
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left .there for one night 
tied in a big hole dug for 
the purpose. Next morn 
ing, the villagers come to 
watch and if the chicken 
is found alive the site is 
presumed to be auspicious. 

j, 

J 
l~,~ 

( b) The second method of 
reading 'the omen is by 
placing three piles+of un 
boiled rice-grain each pile 
consisting of three grains 
of rice, two below and one 
above the two. One pile is 
placed. for the health 
of the villagers in the new 
site and the second and 
the third ones stand for 
the health of the cattle 
and for future harvest. 
After propitiating the 
deities and the ancestors 
these rice grains are kept 
in position and are cover 
ed by a brass grain 
measure (pai), by a basket, 
and by another big basket, 
respectively. The edge of 
the basket is thoroughly 
plastered with cowdung 
and water to prevent the 
ants and other insects en 
tering inside and disturb 
ing the rice grains. The 
iice grains, thus arranged 
are left for one night and 
next morning, these are 
carefully uncovered to 
watch if all the piles are 
kept in tact. If any pile 
is tilted or any grain of 
rice eaten away by the 
insects the site is consider 
ed inauspicious and 
abandoned without fur 
ther consideration. On the 
other hand, the proper and 

undisturbed position of 
the rice grains or an in 
crease in the number of 
the rice grains indicates .,, 
future prosperity. 

( c) Prediction by a· man in 
trance is another method 
of selecting village site, 
but this is very rarely 
taken recourse to. The 
man is possessed by ~ , 
spirits and during his ~ 
trance he might suggest 
if the proposed site would 
be proper for habitation. 

After a site is selected prepara 
tions are made to shift the village 
to the new spot. Just aJter the 
harvest in January. or February the v 

proposed site is cleared and. trees " 
and bushes are cut down, On (.,an 
auspicious day, the Nagam sticks 
the sacred pillar first for his house 
then for the Padhan's house and 
then for the rest of the families 
The houses for the N agam and the 
Padhan are built first following 
which the .other houses are built. 
The dorrnitary house, the majang, 
is built preferably in the centre of 
the village by the joint effort of 
the all unmarried boys. and the~ ~ 
girls. The frame of the houses is 
set up by the men and women take 
care of plastering. 

After the houses are constructed, 
and before the villagers move to 
the new village, the Naqam in 
stalls the sacred stone of Gramsiri 
in front of the m,ajang and prays 
for prosperity in the new village. 
On an auspicious day the whole 
village moves to the new · spot and 
offer cooked rice, liquor, and other 
delicacies to their ancestors for 
occupying the new house. 

I 
~ 
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Juang Settlement 

~ The typical Juang villages are 
compact settlements. The majang 
is situated preferably in the centre 
of the village, and the houses of the 
individual families are dispersed 
here and there encircling it. There 
is no regular road which passes bet 
ween the houses, as the houses are 
not built in regular rows unlike 

~t'lfat of the Kondhs. In front of the 
majang, there is specious ground or 
plaza where the boys and girls 
dance with their changu ( circular 
musical drum). 

In Pallahara the plan of Juang 
settlement is just like that of 
Keonjhar, but in Dhenkanal the 

':- Juang villages are made in imita 
tioa of the Oriya villages. Here, 
the village has a definite road and 
the houses are built on both sides 
parallal to each other. 

Juang houses are small in size, 
the size of a house varying from 15' 
by 8' to 30' by 10'. Houses as small 
as just to accommodate a married 
couple and one or two children are 
very common in hill villages of 
-Keonjhar, but the plains dwellers 

"" tend to build big houses of more 
permanent structures. The walls 
of the houses are made of wooden 
pillars stuck vertically close to 
each other, and these are plastered 
with cowdung and mud mixed to 
gether. The roof is thatched with 
wild grass on the hills, and of dried 
paddy stalks in plains villages. 
Each married couple . has one 
house of its own, the group of 
children sleeping in the majang. 
and the cattle are kept in a separate 
shed built for them close to the 
sleeping room. Guests and relatives 

take shelter in the majang, and 
after the sons are married new 
houses are built for them. Pigs 
and goats are kept in separate sheds 
made of wooden planks. Sometimes 
the goats are kept in the sleeping 
room, but pigs are always kept 
outside .. 

A J uang house is functionally 
divided into three distinct pants, 

~ each portion having a name of its 
own. One portion is called daala or 
the store section where a wooden 
platform is raised for keeping grains 
and cereals. The portion opposite 
to the daala is called ukusung 
(literally, hearth in Juang dialect), 
where a hearth is made for cooking 
daily meals. In between daala and 
ukusung is left a small portion 
called kelang where paddy is 
dried and husked. This portio_n 
serves two purposes, i. e., for dry 
ing and husking paddy and for 
affording sleeping accommodation 
to the members of the house. The 
basic plan of the house remains un 
changed both in Keonjhar and 
Dhenkanal, except the size and the 
structure. In Dhenkanal the houses 
are much bigger in size and often 
have the .double roof system. The 
space between the wooden roof and 
the thatched roof is used for storing 
grains and spare household 
appliances. Windows, a new intro. 
ducatjon in Juang houses of 
Dhenkanal are still quite unfamiliar 
to Juang of Keonjhar. 

Contents of a Juang house 

The contents of a Juang house 
are few. The Juang, who live from 
hand to mouth, have nothing much 
surplus to be stored for the future. 
Just after the harvest and before 

v 
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the Juang start, selling their agri 
cultural· produces for paying off 
the debts, one might find bundles 
of paddy and other grains on the 
store portion of the house. But 
this portion soon becomes empty 
after amonth or two when the 
Juang start paying off their old 
debts. Loans· are liquidated either 
by selling the agricultural produce 
like mustard and rasi or by=paying 
th" produce in kind. Except a 
few rich Juangs, others do not get 
surplus of crops for future savings. 

The household appliances of a 
Juang family, though of little 
market value, are of great use for 
the Juang. These consist of one 
or two mats, one or two wooden 
structures serving the purpose of 
pillow, a few earthen cooking pots, 
earthen jars and gourds for fetching 
water, a few brass or aluminium 
plates and pots, a few bamboo 
baskets, a pair of carrying poles 
with strings, about five axes of 
varying size, two or three sickles, 
a plough, a yoke, two or three 
hoes, one or two digging sticks for 
digging roots and tubers, a pestle 
for husking pa'°ddy, a slab of stone 
for grinding spices and a bow with 
a bunch of arrows for hunting 
purposes. Fishing is insignificant 
to the Juang. They have no fish 
ing implements except a few traps 
and the fishing rods. Mats of date 
palm leaves are woven by the 
women and girls in leisure hours. 
These are used as beds and the 
spare ones are sold in the market. 
Cots of wooden planks or of strings 
are still not so common among the 
Juang. Wooden head-rests are 
made by the men by cutting off the 
chiffs of wood from a log and by 
making a little hallow on its back 

to accomodate the head. Earthen 
cooking pots and jars are purchased 
from the market, but the Juangj> 
themselves make their gourd 
vessels. Cups and plates for faking 
daily meals are made by women 
who pluck Sal and siari leaves from 
the forest and prepare the leaf 
cups and plates. Baskets, iron 
parts for hoe, plough, digging 
stick, sickle and arrow ~ 
purchased from the market though .• 
the Juang of Pallahara make their 
own baskets. Wooden plough, the 
yoke, carrying pole and strings, 
bow and arrow, etc., made by the 
men. The hoe is more important 
than plough for the hill Juang who 
cultivate their fields by hoes and 
where ploughing becornes c" difficult _ 
on the hill the women and men • 
turn the soil with hoes.• Digging 
sticks ,buluk) and axes (budia) 
are of great importance for the 
Juang, who consider these things 
to be their (emblem) santak or 
ista. The axe is as indispensable 
to men as digging-stick are for the 
women. Living primarily on glean 
ing economy, a Juang cannot part 
with his axe which is used for 
felling trees in connection with 
shifting cultivation, for chopping" 
firewood, and for cutting" meat or 
vegetables. While going out a 
Juang would never forget to carry 
an axe on his shoulder just for 
safety. Likewise, digging wild 
roots and tubers, which form a 
main item of the diet of the hill 
Juang is not possible without a 
digging-stick. Bows and arrows 
are or not of much use except on 
communal hunting occasions, or 
for occasional shooting of birds 
and beasts. The husking lever, 
which is operated by the feet is not 
common in use except in the plains 

! 
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CHAPTER III 

LIVING CONDITIONS."-c 

Sanitary habits 

. _ As described in earlier pages the 
· Juang settlements are situated 
mostly on hills save some plains 
village. · Streams and rivers are the 
main sources of getting water for 
the Juang. There are wells in 
a few plains Juang villages, but 
these wells are so insignificant in 
number that only a very minority 
of the ' Juang . depend on wells. 
.For the water of their daily _ use, 
the Juang have to depend primarily 
on streams and rivers. On the 
hills, the water of the , stream is 
considerably pure, as most of the 
fountains and...,streams flow right 

. from the hills and the Juang. 
· settlements are - preferably built 
.close to the source of the streams. 
By the time the river passess 

_ through a number of villages to 
· reach the plains its water gets 
contaminated to a great extent; In 
villages the J uang pass their 

. excreta close to the . bed of the 
stream · and after. the - rains the · 
water is thus polluted. Bathing the 
cows and buffalos in streams and 
rivers . 1s very common in J uang 
area, which no doubts pollutes _the 
water. To add to these, the 
funeral gr~~nds .of the Juang are 

situated on • the . bank of the 
streams and the rivers. After a 
cropse is cremated the ashes and 
the offerings, etc., are washed by 
the water of the stream and are' 
allowed to flow away - in the 
current of the stream. This also 
pollutes the water and. !he" 
villages - through which the stream 
passes· fetch such - water for their 
daily use. The .Juang, however, - 
ar() quite habituated to drink such 
contaminated water and their regis 
tance to stomach disease seems to 
be greater than the outsiders. - 

There are no definite pits . 
• throwing a~ay the : ,tµb~ish{t ~nd 
refuse. Afterswee:pihg 'the house~ 
and the orchanls, the. refuses are ~ 

I ' ·\..... ' 

thrown away carelessly at the back 
of the house close to the mustard 
plots. These places are often 
breeding grounds for · innumerable 
flies and+other insects. Cowdung 
is thrown daily in the mustard 
plots lying close to Hie dwellings. 

• 

As regards _other sanitary habits 
the J uang men are cleaner than the 
women. They take their bath .regu - 
larly, often twice a day Oil£€ Jn}he 
morning before going to work" on 
toila and once in the afternoon on 
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Cleaning cowshed is a must for women 
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_.tt\eir way back home,f,roJn toilsome 
labour. The women. not having 

~'" sufficient clothings cannot wash 
'- their clothes daily. The men take 

nacked bath in streams. Clothes 
are washed with soaps purchased 
from market or. by boiling them 
'with ashe,s. · . The plains J uang are 
n9J doubt more .particular in wash 
ing their clothes than the hill J uang 
who never mind it much. 

.. 
the place for, deflcatron. Thao adults 
on the other hand,· prefer 
excreta, near the streams 
forest. 

•. 
to pass 
in -the 

In dressing their head the J uang .• 
~ ·' · are ._ not . so particular like the 
. • ·,_ c::t Bht.iinya. . They comb their hair by 

bamboo combs made by themselves 
in Keonjhar, and by wooden combs 
purchased from, market in Dhenka- 

~lPa.t~,Qh~.\t!;~ ,. hills;"' · the men have 
longh~ir)i.nd some· unmarried boys 

• allow tl\eir hairto grow to a certain 
. length ;' but cm the plains this 
fashion is out of date and is looked 
down upon by others. The · men 
comb their head daily after bath, 
but the-women comb their hair once 
or twice a month. The girls do it 
ID-ore frequently on the day of 
''goihg _to the market; to ·t~e !air, or 
while going. fo their bandhu villages 
on'dancirig expeditions. The girls 

~: make a long arid cyllindtkal bun 
~-· -1.ding a bunch of red and yellow 

ribbons •. and decorate their bun 
, with':r-<\1rass "h~ir-pin; They use 
·""-···· · kusilhi oil (b;qtigrur ajan), rasi oil 

. (ramtila · aianf, "or mustard oil. 
_f "'fCocoannt oil is too dear for them 

· to rise. 

The Juang houses are kept clean 
by the women. The floor of .the 
house is plastered daily with cow 
dung and red-earth, but the walls 
are • plastered O'rtcc in a week or , , 
two ..• The courtyard and the plaza 
are swept very rarely. The inajang 
is plastered by the unmarried girls 
( selanki) once or twice in a week 
on ordinary days, and positively on 
every ri 'ual or festive occasion . 

The housewife washes the' plates 
every clay. Food js eaten in leaf 
cups ma de by the women and these 
are thrown away .after 'use. 

The Juang above the age of eight 
. to. ten· years brush their teeth· e;very 
mo~nihg wit!J. sol tooth twigs which 
are coUecte.d from the Jungle by the 
\yom~n and the gilrs. The women 
brush their· teeth while taking bath . · 
in th~ . stream .. Th~·· i chiidren are 
not particular about the.;time' an;it 

Foo,d 

Rice ii esteemed to be the .ideal 
food by the Juang. Even .ID.f,at, 
Without rice, \S not . considered a 
heartl-, meal: The plains · Ju~~g 
cultivate . lowland paddy andthus 
produce more paddy for family 
consumption. On the, other harj.d,· ·' 
paddy c{,lfrvation oo the hills is ex· 
posed to untimely rains and to the 
ravages of wild animals and. a 

_., Juang has least chance of getting 
a bumper paddy harvest from his 
rocky toila field. Hence, unlike the 
pla:ins dwellers they produce varie 
ties of crops like beans, millets and 
pulses which are eaten· in liue of 
rice. Their diet is also greatly 
supplemented by fruits, roots and 
tubers collected from thejung1e. ·On 
'the hillsthe paddy harvested }?y an 
· average Juangrcan hardlyfeed him 
, arid his family. for four. to five 

·. ~onths. '.:~~t~~-~~lt~ftQPs . sue~ aJ 
rasl ·and :must~rc:t.:lte' produces .. are 

> .- "< _,C,C•"'~.,-~_;_ ._,- .- - 
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exchanged for paddy and rice which 
can be eaten f\jr another tw:o or 
three months. For the remaining 
three to four months the Juang 
have to depend on food collection 
from the jungle. Just after the 
harvest rice is eaten continuously 
for a month or two, but soon after 
this much time is spent in collecting 
wild tubers and ~oots which arc 
plenty in this season. In' summer. 
jack fruits and mango begin "to ripe 
and these are eaten in plenty for a "' 
month or two as a substitute for 
rice. Wild fruits like kendu and 
char are so abundant in summer 
that the children <nend most of 
their time in the jungle eating such 
fruits. Rainy months are the most 
busiest part of the year for agri 
cultural operation and in these 
months the Juang like to eat well. 
Much rice is stored for rainy 
seasons. Mandia cakes, mushrooms 
of multiple variety and a few varie 
ties -of wild roots and greens are 
also very delicious food for the 
Juang in rainy months. There are 
as many as forty varieties of roots 
and tubers, about fifteen kinds of 
greens and about five kinds of 
mushrooms eaten by the Juang. 

The .Tuang get meat by occa 
sional hunting. Ceremonial hunting 
is inaugurated on Amb Nua (new 
mango-eating) ceremony. The 
Juang eat the meat of all animals 
and birds except bear, snake, 1 

tiger, and vulture. · The meat of 
the deer (mirig), sambar (seram); 
wild goat (kutra), hare ( alang) , 
bison (sayner) etc., are great 
delicacies. Hunting is never always' 

' ~ 
a guaranteed success. For getting 
meat readily "to entertain the~ 
guests or to prepare if~tiv:e ,.meals·· 

\J 

the Juang rear .pigs (buiae), gl,.~ 
(meram) and chickens (senkoe). 
These are also sacrificed in rituals 
and :their meat eaten. The hilt/ 
Juang still continue to eat beef 
and buffalo meat, but in Dheuka- 

. ' 

nal beef and buffalo meat are 
strictly prohibitted. 

Methods of food preparation and 
daily-diet system. · · 

The diet-pattern of the J,uang~ 
is never systomatic and standar- • dized. The type of meal and the 

, amount of food they eat vary from 
time to time according to the 
availability of food materials in 
different seasons. In a feast a 
Juang can eat rice of as 151,uch "as 
one mana or more, hue in his > 
house this amount is cooked for 
four to five persons. An ordinary 
meal consists 'of a leaf cup of 
cooked-rice and some salt. Some 
times, wild greens collected by .the 
women :are 'boiled with a little tur 
meric and mustard to serve as 
curry. Occasionally, tl:til may also 
be cooked of the pulses which · the 
Juang grow on their field. Vege 
tables like pumpkin {boitalu) ,.gourd 
(suku}, beans (sima) and saru, etc,~ 
cultivated by Juang, are 0ooked as 
curry. The JuangHave two terms 
for eating and drinking, but for 
eating rice they use the work 
'drinking'. This is because, in the 
long past, when the Juang produced 
little rice and were spending most 
of their time in the jungle ; they 
used to boil rice into gruel and 
used to drink such gruel as their 
main item of food. Rice is never 
washed before it is cooked, and the 
gruel is not thrown away. After 
eating rice the Juang driti;k the 
J~i;uel (dak :taczn.a) . 

• 

,, 
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GiJfiis and,vegefables are always The girls prepare c~kes to irese,n:t . • 

• b'oi:fed with a iittle salt, a little as gifts to their bandlui boy-frie~cfs.f' 
",turrileric paste and with mustard, Rice cakes are very common, but 
the fast two things being produced . . cakes made of tnaudia, maize, 
by themselves. ou is stored, to , mango kernel, gangei, and a few 
cook meat. The. Juang, extract oil other crops are more tasteful than 
from rasi (raII1.tila), cultivated by rice cakes. . Cakes are .prepared 
;theip.-_a,nd {io,111 iusum (bosuirur) either by steaming them in earthen 

• O seeds" c'olledeci from the jung}e; pots, or l'>y roasting them on fire 
'· \ Meat is usually cooked by boiling after rapping the paste in sal or 

and adding the gruel of the rice as siori leaves. 
t its ju~ce, but it ~ay also .be eaten ~y .~ The adults take two meals a day, 

roasting on embers, ~xtr~ meat one at noon and one at night; but 
can be stored by smoking it or by the children eatthrice or four times 

•1 drying it in t~e sun. Almost all ~he a day. They are given more to eat, 
p_arts of an animal are eaten, exc~pt as they cannot stand, starvation. 
~e,horns, the hooks, and the h~1c~s. Besides eating their shares, the 
~:!..C;f~.,.!!~kin~,, guts, .. ~tomac~, b~:un, children may also eat with their 
tongue,"'a~t:h~ar~f of. the ammal parents when the parents take their 

• are eon~dered extremely tasteful. meals. 
• Fish is roasted and eaten and may. 
b& stored Jor future use by smolifi;J.·g: 
it on the fire or" by drying, it il'l the 

" sun." Maize (juarii) both gr~en and 
ripe, are eaten after roasting on 
embers, but cal! also be husked and 

' boiied after it is, dried. Cakes are X . • . - •. 

~ .. ::prepared by gfiriding m_aize into 
powder, and liqaor may als:@ be · 
prepared· J:?Y' .. b9iling maze grains. 
Green jack fruit is eaten roasted or 
boiled but the ripe ones are liked 

•.•. by ,.alt· Mango is eaten both raw 
arid ripe," but the kernel is stored 
for ~re paring ·. cakes in rainy 

, months: Fruits .are always eaten 
raw. The fo~ts ancf;";'J¥Iit#fs . afe 
eitlier boiiea or iire roasted·. on 
!$re': . some · kinds o'f wiltf p<'iHtto 
taste''fi;itttfr arid therefore elitborati · ,. l , • . 

,A S,teps are taken to, make thein edi 
ble and tasteful. 

r . ,. 
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, 
~; · c'lkes (aldk) do not constitute a 

regutJr Hem of tiie Juang ciiet. 
Tliese are pieparetl o'ItfesHve anti 

. ceremonial oc¢aSi€ffis for"e:itihg· ancl: 

.for distributing among the relatives ... 

The Juang · are e1dremely addic·a 
te<dl toli'<'{UOr; but thr~ hill' J uang are 
i-n:ore-1:lJtbituated· fn: drinking, thall\ 
trhe· JOlains- Juang; In 'Dh"enkaitial; 
the tribal- council of the . )u-a:ng 
prohibits drinking .Iiqusr 6n: o,i•dt ·, 
nary occasions. Liquor is drurik 
only during. marriage and· festive 

. oc~asi:oiis :Hrd dul"irig-religious rites. 
In Keonjhar liquor is taken more 
as an intodeaiht •than as food. 
Liquor is drunk during rituals anti 
marriage after it-is offered to the 
ancestors, It has five uses for the 
Juang :- 

( 1) Liquor is drunk as an, intoxi - 
cant just for pleasure to forget the 
trials and tribulations of life · and . 
to get temporary relief. 
(~) It is l!isetl as medicine; The 
Pnohnii1' liquor is believed to drive 
out cold and headache. 

(3) InPallahara. khajuri (date 
palfii) liquor; is fak:en' three to four 
times daily md:re to sa:trsfy hunger 
than to get intoxication. 

::c. 

... 



LIVING CONDITIONS 

;'\(4) Liquor is indespensible for 
rituals. In rituals and on festive 
d'cciisions liquor is offered to the 
:incestors and the deities to keep 
them in good temper and there by 
get their blessings for •plenty and 
prosperity. 

(5) Liquor has high social value. 
The guests ane- relatives are 
entertained with liquor. Jt is 
pleasant to drink liquor in a 
group. Liquor is also used to 
mitigate quarrels and conflicts. 
When the brothers establish 
separate families of their own the 
villagers perform liquor ritual for 
blessing. 

Liquor is purchased from the 
liquor shops established by the 
local Sundhi, but in some villages 
in Keonjhar the J uang prepare 
their own liquor. The Juang 
drink as inany as six varieties of 
Jiq,uor such as :- 

~ 

Of all varieties, liquor prepa~ 
out of cereals has the best taste, 
while mohua liquor is considered 
to be the most sacred and most 
intoxicating. Only mohua liquor 
can be used for ritual purposes. 
In plains villages of Keonjhar, the 
Juang are more addicated to rice 
beer which is prepared by the 
Kolhas, but on hills they depend 
mostly on mohua liquor. The 
Juang of Dhenkanal use mohua 
liquor in rituals and on other 
ceremonial and festive occasions. 
In Pallahara, toddy is so common 
that it constitutes an item in the 
daily diet of the Juang. Juang 
settements in Pallahara are built 
under date-palms, and each family 
has date-palms and palmyra palms 
of its own. Toddy is utracted 
from these palms daily and both ~ 
children and adults drink it 'three 
or four ,times a day. 

(i) Mohua liquor called arkhi. 

(ii) Rice-beer known as handia 
orpachhi. 

(iii) Liquor made from 
or juani mada. 

maize 

(iv) Liquor made from cereals 
like akogang, kasala, and 
jiuiori, etc. 

(u) Toddy or khijiri mada 
extracted from date-palm 
trees. 

· (vi) Salap mada, extracted from 
sago-palm trees. 

Tobacco is extremely popular 
among the Juang which is smoked 
or chewed with lime. In Keonjhar 
and Pallahara, the Juang grow 
tobacco in their mustard plot and 
store it for the year. They smoke 
tobacco by rolling it with sol leaves. 
When relatives pay their visits & ~ ~ 

Juang greets them and V presents 
tobacco and sal leaves as a token 
of respect. In Dhenkanal, on the 
other hand, such kind of. smoking 
is looked down upon. The Juang 
here, either smoke bidi purchased 
from the local shops and markets, 
or chew tobacco leaves with lime 
Both men and women chew 
tobacco, and they have to depend 
on the market for this as they 
donot cultivate tobacco. 
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· ~he sum up, it can be said th~t 
the Juang struggle hard to get 'their 
food by cultivating fields and by 
gleaning methods. Collection of 
wild greens, fruits, roots and tubers, 
hunting and occasional fishing are· 
the various methods of . gleaning 
which supplement their diet. 

Health and Hygience 

The Juang are fairly strong and 
· stout and they bear a sound phy 
sique. They vary from tall to 
short in stature, buf most of them 

\, _are of i:nedium size. The hill 
Juang are comparatively more 
stronger and more free from 
diseases than the J uang of the 

· plains. The strong body built of 
. 'the hill \~uang may be accounted 

, · for their , low starch and 
high protein diet. The hill Juang 

, eat less rice than the Juang- of the 
plains, and the major part of their 
diet censists of fruits which are 
eaten raw, the roots, tubers and 

•. the greens which are roasted or 
and meat of the. birds and beasts. 
These provide more protein to 
them than rice. Whatever 
rice a Juang eats contains 
more .vitamin than the rice 

~ we eat The rice, husked 
by their women, contains, much 
of · its brown coating. Rice · is 
never washed· before it is cooked, 
and the gruel is never thrown away 
after it is boiled. The gruel is 
highly nutritious and the Juang 
drink it after every meal. 

-Various parts of an animal, which 
are thrown away by us are of 
great nutritive value to the Juang. 
The lever, brain and ·intestines of a 
goat, for example are eaten by all 
Juangs, 

\~_~,_ 

21 · 

The Juang, especially those· who 
dwell on hills, get ·fresh air and 
cool breeze. They labour hard 
from dawn to dusk on their field 
exposing· their body to the heat of 
the scorching sun and to the ravages 
of rains ; but they never like to sit 
idle. This keeps them hale and 
hearty and increases immunity to 
fight out diseases" 

Diseases and their Treatment 

In spite of the healthy climatic 
and other favourable conditions the 
J uang are not free from diseases. 
Most of the Juang villages are 
covered by overhanging branches 
of the mango and jackfruit trees 
and sunshine hardly touches the 
ground. In rainy season, such 
places become slumpy and malarial 
breeding flies and mosquittos. The 
Juang have developed a strong 
registance for such climate, but at 
time they fall prey to malaria. 
Some are chronical sufferers of 
stomach troubles (itip kasu). Head 
ache ( bakap kasu) is occasional, 
but certain skin diseases like yaws· 
and itches are all-; pervading in 
Juang areas. 

The Juang give multiple reasons 
to account for their ailments. A 
few may attribute the factors of 
untimely bath and irregularity in 
taking food for bodily complains, 
but most of theni believe in the 
power of unseen forces in creating 
troubles. According to them some 
diseases · are caused due to . the 
"evil-eyes", some due to the play 
of black magic by witches or . sor 
cerers, and some other are caused 
if the family ancestors and the 
spirit dwelling on the hills · and 

)
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fofoits are d~ftig:sei;f. Persons 
violating, social' taboos are believed 
w· suffer from. acute diseases. 
Head-acne is caused liy irrsignift 
cant spirits, and itches are due to 
personal urrcleanlirress, Stomach 
trouble, whether temporary or 
chrtmic ts befreved td be brought 
to the budy of the sufferer by his 
family ancestors o'r by malevolent 
spirits. If displeased, the ances 
tors, and the spirits . may also 
make one to suffer from fever. 
Sorcerers and witches, may inflict 
serious illness, and thereby cau 

!:~ng death to the victim. They 
r re also capable of playing their 
l Iaek magic on the offsprings of 
their erremy who die in young age, 

For curing diseases the Juang 
hardly take the help of the phy 
sicians or believe in the efficacv 
of modern medicine. Illness i~ 
believed to the caused by mostly 
malevolent spirits and unless 
these spirits are properly propi 
tiated with sacrifices and offer 
ings one may not hope for a 
quick recovery:" There are very 
few dispensaries in Juang areas 
as one in Gonasika to attract the 
J uang for the use of modern 
medicine. The Juang, in general, 
have little patience to use medi 
cines regularly and wait for re 
covery. They hope to be recover 
ed immediately after taking one 
or two doses of medicine. When 
the medicine does not cure them 
iri a -day or two the doubt about 
the efficacy of modern medicine 
goes -stronger in their mind. An 
other reason for their apathy to - 
wards modern medicine is due to 
the fact that .it prescribes definite 
-diet and puts other restrictions in 

th 1 f 1
. . h~l·-, 

e norma way o rvmg w 1c 1. 

the Juang does not like to abide, 
by, All these considerations pre 
vent the J uang from going to dis 
pensaries and force them seek the 
traditional methods for curing 
diseases. 

The traditional methods of cur 
ing diseases consist of such rites 
like detecting the cause of the 

~ disease by divination, offering 
chicken and liquor to the offen 
ders, and to blow-off the disease 
or the forces cteating bodily com 
nlaints. Use of herbs and other 
oral medicines is not known to 
the Juang, and there is no tradi 
tional medicine-man in the Juang 

. ' Th . h d' U society. e· witc - -1v1ner-cum • 
medicine-man called Rauha is 

_ popular in Bhuinya society. · A 
few Juangs have learnt this art 
from the Bhuiyan. 

The most common and the 
widespread method of curing 
stomach troubles is by branding 
the belly. A piece of iron rod is 
heated in the burning flame and 
is branded twice or thrice around 
the belly which leaves indelible 
marks on the skin. It is, believed 
that this cures all the stomtch 
troubles. 

Fever is caused due to · the 
attack of some malevolent spirits 
or due to the displeasure of the 
ancestors; hence for curing fever 
it is necessary to propitiate the 
offenders properly and satisfy 
them by offering. chickens, liquor, 
tobacco, etc. Before curing the 
disease it is first necessary to detect 
the offender. The Raulia mea 
sures three reeds of twelve fingers 
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· JI~~: ,:~tiw~~~1;~1 
•''\/ofthe;spirit· responsible for.-·.•· 5rea 
'.· .. ting• .. f~ver.-i!! iUttered.,the·1~i'i\lr;.,::'9f. 
fi~l;:>the reeds incieases. a11<:l 'the.: Rau-·· 
, . Lia detects c. . the ;c: real ·evil-maker 

• . . ::,>· ,. '"f~-\~:;;,.~'tit:-~·· /_!f':::,:·,<\", ' . ,-· ' ,; $uch.,,tesf:,i,il"ay(~•fil.so: be applied to 
,Jiity :~ne _i,fi · .. the viHMe · 

played mischiefto-·.·bring .ill1:1essto.. Sotjie Jaung $iff~r. due' .. to 
somebody'. In' this case· the" offen- repeated 'death of Jh~ir .. childreri?''..' 

,- '. . . . ., - . : ·-' .. -.,_-:- . . . "'.,~. , . . . \}, -:.:. · .. - ';'. . . ··_ . ··:. . ,,.__ . ·. : .·-. ' ·, 

• . , der, if. he ls fp,upjb\o .-1:>e 9::11e .. '"qf Some witches 'or some evitminde~ 
·- .the villagers· i~;fi11ed a·few rup~e,s u ancestors ~ighJ·:J:>e'xJoing. this, \t~ . 

• - . .,,~<}- i':1,,'~i~;l~Jt~;'.~a~es: of ''\Vitchc~aft ta,.l\e ~i!;yetj,$e 9ri . th,e •4:1falTI.j\y'·fo~" 
· llliQ\so.rcety, the offender is expel- past _ -quarrels or . conflicts. To 

>L•:'"'-'-.Ji'°:4· \ .-;::- • : . • • • . . . .. - . . . -_ . -, . . ,;:-·,c> . ,_-,'. . ' : . ' ,-• - • . ,, 

J._~~f/r~m :We .vin~e., 9,:i,,:,J~~ .. / . [,.:Jll'eV,,~~t-,-§.~«ti 'Jl1.;e~~t11r~ .~~~Q,'tl1~, 
·~· 1,~ef.:~~n~.~-:i;1\ii%~P~l~~~;~h•.· ·<~~~? tt/~u1?,;tt;;e1ia.lly.:·_. ~~~d 

is > made . C fo}:{Pr<Jpitiate -,m:i. Th~ 
sufferer contributes .·· one -·_ or ._ }"'lr{ 

- chikens, a •'ma11a: §fr~ce, 'toba~cQ 
an.d ,,. other ni~M~aHe{ lo. the .· Rait:i 'ci;-: 
Lia and the ~a~lia ·, .offers sµcll · ',:if <<;' 
things ·,to. the spirit . by sacrificing '. T 

the c'. chicken. This . cures th'e" ' 
f~v~r of the sufferer. · · ' · 
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CHAPTER IV 

ECONOMIC LIFlE 
The Daily Life of the J uang 

.. Before gomg deep into the details 
· of Juang food-gathering pursuits 
and other agricultural activities, it 
is necessary, at the outset.. to give 
a picture of J uang -daily life around 
their hearth and home and around 
their fieldsand forest. 

The first crow of the cocks rouses 
the ~uang from slumher and marks 
the beginning of their daily activi 
ties. The men come to the majang 
to get themselves warm by the 
majang fire. They · smoke their 
countrymade cheroot leisurely sitt 
ing around the fire · and discuss 
topics of ~ daily occurrence or 
matters concerning village life. The 
women folk clean the house and 

· the sheds and go to the stream for 
fetching water. Coming bock from 
the stream they sit down to husk 
paddy by their hand operated husk 
ing pestle. It is commonly believed 
by the Juang that paddy husked. 
before the sun-rise amounts to more 
quantity and can feed more mem 
bers. The children gather around 
and start playing together or enjoy 
the' warmth by lilting a small fire 
near the plaza or near their court 
yard. 

As soon as the rays of l he rising 
sun peep out from the distant 
horizon and fall on huts and houses 
the men may leave to plough ·their 
fields situated not far away from 
the village. If they intend to go to. 
work on their distant toj~a fields 
they wait till the food is prepared I, 
for them. After the men leave. to 
plough nearby fields or' to fetch 
firewood from the nearest jungle,· 
the women keep themselves busy 
in cooking food, preparing leaf cups« 
and plates, washing utensils and 
doing other tasks. 

.,fr'"· 

As the men return from their 
morning work the women give then, 
a tooth-twig and a · gourdful of 
water to wash their teeth. The., 
ladies go to the stream -and come ~ · 
back with pitchers-f'ul of water 

.· after their hath. Men folk also g<> 
for a bath and return back after a 
while. The children are fed first 
and the adults are given cooked rice 
or boiled roots and tubers as their 
meal. As soon as they finish 
eating, they· light their kolia 
(cheroots) and collect the agricul 
tural implements to carry with 
them to their toila field. In the 
meanwhile, the · women eat their 
meals, bundle up the extra food 

,, 
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·. :iH;d -get ready to. accompany their 
;· . liu.sband for th~' 'day's toil: Tl;le;' 

work· on their fields for the whole 
day, the men ploughing .or sowin&. 
seeds; and the women transplant- 

~-· jng, ,tup1ing _of little clads of earth 
' :,cc, ~;;;: •... ·•. . -. 

·- in=rocky portions of the land with 
a hoe, weeding out grass, debush 
ing extra and unnecess,acry growths 
of trees and bushes, reaping crops, 

~· - . ~ ' 

(); h~lping •', their husba~d in other 
agricultural work. 

In slack seasons, when no labour 
- )~;j::;n~J~4~d; fem agricultural work 
grbup's; of~ men' 'aµd 'YQmen, with 

-. -. -.- .. -. '·' '·if,. ·;, 

• digging, sticks and baskets. go to 

i 

ECONOl\fJ:.C LIFE 

the forest to searchfor roots, fruits 
and tubers. Besides digging out 

i:"\' ro~ts,. and tubers the men try . to 
search · fox: honey and wild eggs or 
shoot some birds ·or beasts. The 

.:;~omen pluc{ sal, and' siari'.)l~ave~ 
.. . ' 
and collect tooth-twigs=for family' 
qse1: On their way back home 

\ they bring loads of Tlrewood from 
f "" ' . .:~. ,ther jungle to cook the meals at 

. ,night'· • . . 
. . ,; '7, ~:•·(-~ 

• , ,, I 

. 
ing. -The, .men, while away, Jhet11 
time· in· tbe,m<1cjang · discussing tlie 
~vents of' th~i~ daily Uf0 till Hie 

•·'. . . ·i 

meals are ready. ,Al> SOOTI! as;cqok,,- 
ing is done the housewife distti; 

' ' 

. butes the meal into definite shares 
keeping each share, iri leaf c?-ps 
made by .her .. A call from inside 
breaks • up" the group arid hungry' 
J uangs go to partake of · their 
meals. The unmarried boys eat', 
their food and taking their mats 
with the;m go back to the majang · · 

to sleep. Others . soon finish tak 
ing their food and lay -their bodies 
on the plam leaf mats to forget the 
toils and termoils of the' day under 

:the spell of the night's-slumber. 

.... The unmarried boys an~ girls 
may like to enjoy the sweetness of 
life by . engaging themselves in · 
chanqu dance. At times they sing 

· ,and dance breaking the silence . of 
the night till the wakeof the day.. 
but the. general praclice is to conti 
nue the dance till the <lead of· the 
night and then retire for sleep. 

~ -f- .. _,.,,;_.· - . 

As soon as the ~rin~.hegin to set 
• .. in- ·th.e -western horizo~. and ib~fore 

. the darkness envelopes the earth all 
"" ., 

including the men and women, and 
the boys and· girls return home. 
'J'hbs~,,-,who- return. from toiia field'.' 
.¢ake a little time to bring a bunch 
~'r firewood or' pluck some lea~es. 
i • ·' ., ' • 

Tbe . women hurry; up to the 
streams and , bring. water for. cook: 

Division ofLabour between 
' · .. the Sexes ·· 

In Juang Society the· men and 
women· work together in their 
struggle for existence. The - women always co-operate with the 
men in eking out their life, hut 
certain .types . qf work are tabooed 
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for women in the formal structure 
of the society. Likewise, men are 
also not expected to do a set of 
activities which are considered to 
he the work ·of the weaker sex. 
Hence, it Ts ~~ite necessary to de- 

scribe the division of labour be-·· 
tween the sexes in Juang society. 
Instead of giving a. long description, 
the work of the men and wqmen 
can be summarised in the follow 
ing table. 

•• 

TABLE 2 . 
Division of Labour between the Sexes 

SL 
No. 

(1) 

Natureandltypes o: 
work 

(2) 

A_gricultural Work 

Ploughing 
Hoeinj 
Sowing 

Weeding 
Degra sing 
Debushing 

Reaping the crops 

Carrying crops home 

Felling ,·own trees from Men 
toila.> 

Harvesting 

Mannuring fields 

2 

"' Catching birds 

Sek doin ; 
the work 

Remarks 

Bringing honey 

Men 

(3) (4) 

T .booed for women 
. Men and W omen Preferably by women 
Men Tabooed for women 
Men and Women More by women· 
Women 
Men and Women 
Men an .I Women 

Men and Women Men carry on shoulder 
and Women carry on 
head. 

Women occasionally help 

Men and Women Men by • bullocks and 
v-. omen by feet •• 

Storing the grains in Men 
straw bundles. 

Men 

Never by worr:en 

Men and Women Considered to be the work 
of women in Keonjhar 
but that of men in 
Dhenkanal . 

Food Quest 

. Collecting r o o ts ar.d Men and Women Preferably by women 
tubers. 

Women cannot catch as. 
they cannot climb up 
trees. 

'" 

.•. 

Men Ditto· 
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SI. ., __ Nature and types of Sex doing ~ Rernarks .. '- ..• No. ' ·, .,_ work the work 
,· 

(]) (2) (3) (4) 

Fishing Men and Womc n Men by fishing-rods, v,r,<r 
men by hand. 

.Hunting .. Men Tabooed for women 

Climbing trees Men Ditto 

Plucking leaves from the Women ;. . Not'. done by men 
jungle. 

l 
'?r 3 Household 1 asks .. 
·f,- Housethatching Men Tabooed for women 

Plastering house Women .. Never done by men 

Sweeping Women Men may do in diffic~Uics ~.,, 

..•. Fetching water .. Women Ditto 

Marketing .. Men and Women ..• 
Washing the cowshed Women Men may do so in diffl- .. culties, 

• Preparing leaf-cups and Women .. Ditto 
~:. ·~ ·'; 

plates. 
Washing utensils Women Ditto , 

4 Food Preparation 
Chopping firewood .. Men and Women 

Huski~g paddy ' . Women .. Never done by men 
.: Winnowing. Women Not done by men . . . 

Cooking Men and Women Cooking, _in the family is 
·~:, done by women but men 

"f:.C . - - . C~)Ok on feasting occa- • - .. sions, 

Serving food Men and Women Women in the familv and 
men in feasts. ' 

Rituals and Rites 

Worshiping_deities Men Occasionally by women 
who often succeed as 
priests after the death of 
their, husband. 

Slaughtering and sacri- Men .. .. Never by women 
ficing g o a t s and 

• chickens .. .:, 

Liquor ritual Men and Women Women partidpaie only' on 
selected· occasions; ' ; 

•• _, -:: 
J 

• C 
.• ·.!., 
-~ 

f 
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SJ, ; /Nature and types of Sex doing Remarks i" No .. work the work 
'- 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

0·6 . ' rEi,te:rtainment 

Dance 

Singing 

Men and Women Men dance with changu. 
Womendanee as per the 
tune of the songs and 
changu rhythms of men. 

Men and Women Only men · sing in changu 
dance. Only females sing 

" in marriage procession. 
Both boys and girls sing 
doli songs. 

,. 

Two . things can be · deduced 
from the above table which 
throw glimpses on the position of 
women in the society. Firstly, it 
is noticed that men are entitled to 
do more outdoor work while most 
of the works concerning the hear 
th and home are meant for the 
women, · The men being stronger 
can do work like ploughing fields, 
which requires greater physical 
strain, while the domestic work of 
the women 'are comparatively 
light and leisurely. The women 
due to their practical difficulties in 
carrying babies and undergoing 
periodical ritual uncleanliness can 
not participate in all. outdoor work. 
Secondly, certain work of the 
men like ploughing fields, hunting, 
house building, thatching roof and 
sowing are strictly tabooed for 
:women, but the fact that those 

·which · are considered to be 
· work of the · women can 
be performed by men 
unavoidable circumstances 
that the freedom of 

also 
under 
shows 

the 
women is much more limited 
than the men in sphere or work 
and way"oflife. · , · _ _ ~ 

Economic Life 

The economy of the Juang is in 
transition and it shows au wide 
spread variation in Keonjhar, 
Dhenkanal and Pallahara. The 
Juang of Pallahara have been 
compelled to leave up shifting 
cultivation under the. restrictions 
imposed upon them by the Forest 
Department. They cultivate 
some guda and irrigated paddy 
land but the yield can hardly 
feed them for the whole year. 
Hence, they have taken recourse 
to basketry as the main source 
of their livelihood. 

The Juang living around Dhen- •. 
kanal proper, and Kamaskhya 
nagar are plain dwellers cultiva 
ting low land paddy 'fields like 
the neighbouring Oriyas. They 
have left cultivating toila land 
long since and are not familiar 
with basketry. Their average 
economic standard is by no means 
of · a high standard as the land 
they possess in pretty meagre and 
they are easily exploited by the 
clever Oriyas who instigate them 

✓

\.. 
'- 
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1,to sell away their land for little 
J money. In fact, Juangs of· .tfiese 

areas earn their bread as labou 
rers or daily wage earners. 

; 

In Keonjhar, the Juang are said 
to lead a life least affected -by the 
alien cultures. They still depend 
primarily on shifting cultivation, 
tilling their land by the traditional 
age-old methods. Neither do they 
have enough permanent paddy 
plots, nor do they know baske 
try to supplement their economy. 
Considering the varying economy 
of the Juang, as described earlier, 
it is necessary to give a generaliz 
ed picture of their economy and 
describe the main sources of 

' their livelihood. 

Soures of Livelihood 

In old days, when the Juang 
had· full freedom of the forest, 
they earned their livelihood partly 
from cultivating forest land, and 
partly from hunting, fishing and 
food collection. After the break 
up of. their traditional economy 
they have adopted an ec6nomy 
which is more elaborate than it 
was in old days. The important 
sources of Juang livelihood are: 
( 1) Agriculture, (2) Cleaning, (3 \ 
'Hunting, (4) Fishing, (5) Basketry, 
(6) Animal Husbandry, (7) <Trade 
and barter, and (8) Wage earning. 

Agriculture 

Shifting cultivation is the main 
system of "Juang agriculture. 
Originally the 'Juang were primarily 

_, 
/ 

food gatherers collecting ~ruits, 
, '\__ 

roots, and tubers .,from jungle to 
keep their body and soul together. 
The little agriculture they .were 
practising was very crude and pri 
mitive in nature, .which: consisted of 
scratching ·the vergin soil with 
thorny branches and broadcasting ~· 
some needs. Gradually they began 
to till" the soil with digging stick 
and hoe with iron blades. In 
course of time with the increased 
population pressure a~d the immi 
gration of non-Juang families to 
Juang villages the Juang learnt the 
method of plough cultivation and 
adopted it on their podu land. The 
J uang economy beginning from 
food gathering through shifting 
cultivation by hoes to plough culti 
vation and settled agriculture has 
considerably . affected their . socio- • 
cultural life too. Here it would be 
proper to describe the methods of 
shifting cultivation which is widely 
practised by . the J uang of 
Keonjhar. 

I 

The shifting cultivation of the 
. Juang is called toila chasa, named 
.after the podu land which is called 
toila, ekaa, nala, and guda depend" 
ing on the year of its cultivation. 
Before describing the toila land 
and the methods of shifting culti 
vation it is essential to state the 
types of land owned and -cuhivated 
-by the Juang .and the associated 
ownership pattern. 

. , 
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TABLE No•. 3 
Type of land and the Associated Ownership Pattern 

. . 

No. Type of land Ownership Remarks 

Toi/a, or jungleland cleared for 
the first year cultivation. 

Individually owned 
as long as the 
person cultivates 
it. 

I I. 

! 

2 Ekan . or the podu land cleared 
for the first ye ir cultivation. ~ 

. 3 Na/a, the podu land cultivated 
• in the third· or fourth year. 
4 Guda, or the open patches of 

fallowed land cultivated for 
extra harvest. In such land 
there are hardly any big trees 
or thick bushes to be cut 
down or cleared for cultiva- 
. tion. 

5 Bakadi or kitchen-gardens Individually owned 
where maize and mustard are 
sown. 

6 Bila or Jami, the irrigated Ditto 
paddy plots co _n s t r u c t e d 
preferably near streams or 
rivers . 

7 Virgin forest Owned by the village 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

A, soon as the 
land is left for 
foll o w i n g it 
reverts back to 
the vi 11 age 
ownership. 

Ditto 

Ditto 

... 

Ditto 

The above table which states 
the land ownership system prevail 
ing among the Juang of Keonjhar 
has its limitations among the Juang 
of Dhenkanal. The J uang of 
Dhenkanal have left their toila cul 
tivatiori and have taken up settled 
agriculture. The types of land 
they possess are _ bila or irrigated 
paddy plots and bakadi or kitchen 
garden. The patches of land 
where they grow vegetables and 
certain varieties of oil-seeds are 
called itoila. A family having such 
a: pint divides it info certain 
patches and cultivates one patch 
every year on rotation basis. After 

a patch is cultivated for two or 
three years it is left for fallowing 
for two to three years. Such plots 
however, cannot be termed as toila 
fields in the strict sense of the term, 
as there are no big trees on . such 
plots and felling trees, an import 
ant, phase of shifting cultivation 
is not 'carried on such . plots. 
Moreover, unlike the toila plots of 
the Juang of Keonjhar, the toila 
land in Dhenkanal are owned by 
individual families for good; and 
village ownership on such 'iand is 
completely absent. Guda plots 
are .also owned individually and 
often · quda and toilo: lands are 
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'~nonymous terms for the J uang 
of Dhenkanal. The forest is the 
property of the Government and 
the Juang of this place have lost 
their traditional rights over the 
forest. 

Phases of shifting cultivation 
As stated earlier, the land for 

shifting cultivation is owned by the 
village and after it is distributed to 
individual family heads for cultiva 
tion, the ownership is transferred 
from the village to the individuals 
for a period of two, three or four 
years. Every year, new toila plots 
which have completed eight to ten 
years rotation cycle and are consi- 

"' • dered proper for cultivation are 
~ allocated to individual families by 
the lVagam (priest) and Ardhan 
(secular-head) on the • Bbuin 
Bandha day of Pus Punei ritual. 
On Pus Ptuiei, the villagers assem 
ble in front of the Majang and the 
Nagam sprinkles water over the 
villagers wishing health and happi 
ness for the new year. All shout 
as "Iuuibol" and listen to the echo 

-- 
The forest lying in the direction.' 

• - from where the echo is heard is 
considered auspicious for the 
current year's toiia clearings. 
Next day, the villagers headed by 
the N agam and Ardhan proceed on 
the stipulated direction and select 
a site for toila cultivation. The 
N agam is given a plot first and 
then the Ardluui is alloted his 
share. After this, the Pralas 
(meaning the villagers)) are given 
patches of toila land. Each family; 
is given as much toila lands as it 
can cultivate and the Nagam puts a 
mark on a tree with his · axe to 
demarcate the boundry lines . 

✓ '- 

Certain plots are Jalso. allo~. to 
the unmarried boys . ( kangerlti) 
and girls ( selanki) and to the village ~ 
as a whole to be cultivated . on 
communal basis. The kauqerki 
and selanki cultivate toila to pur 
chase gifts for their batidlui 
friends of other 'villages and to feed 
them on their visits to their villages 
on dancing expedition, The yield 
from tae village communal plot 
cultivated by the villagers is used 
to feed the guests and relatives, to 
pay the annual land revenue and 
to meet other contigent expenses. 

After the toila plots are alloted 
· to family heads steps are under 
taken to fell trees from such plots. 
The Nagam first cuts down a tree 
ceremonially from his toila, follow 
ing which others begin to cut down 
trees and bushes from their 
respective plots leaving a few here 
and there to serve the purpose of 
supporters for beans and other 
creepers. This phase of cutting 
down trees from toila plots is 
called laka deilak (lit., cutting 
field), 

The next phase consists of burn 
ing the trees and bushes which 
is called punja poda. The small 
branches and tree trunks are 
allowed to dry up in the heat of the 
blazing sun and as soon as they 
are properly dried the entire cut 
tings are set on fire. If any thing is 
left unburnt, these are piled 
together around the standing un 
felled trees and fire is set to them. 
The Nagam first sets a patch of his 
toila on fire ceremonially following 
whom ·· others start the work on 
their own plots. Both +men 
and. women work together in burn 
ing toila which takes about a week 
or two depending on the size of the 
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plotf/Ashes ase not spread. over 
thct'field. for the cuttings were 
- already distributed evenly over the . 
plot. Besides, ploughing-and rains 
help in spreading the ashes all 
over the field. The bushes, trees 
and branches thus cut down and 
turned into · ashes not only help in 
clearing the patch to let the sun 
light fall on the· crops, but also 
serve as manure for the fleld, 

The toila field is now ready for 
ploughing. The even arid flat 
portions are ploughed with plough 
by men, but the women use a hoe 
to dig up soil in the rocky places 
where plough cannot be used. 
Some Juangs, who have no cattle 
to plough their toila depend solely 
on hoe cultivation ... 
The Juang do not allot separate 

plots for different crops; they sow 
avariety of grainsin one plot. On 
toila they sow rasi (a kind of oil 
seed! in the first phase and dibble 
seeds of beans on the heaps of 

I 
ashes around· the· standing dried. 
trees. Sowing rasi, is inaugurated 
by the Nagcim who performs a 
minor ritualin his field and broad 
casts rasi seeds all over the toila. 
After the first shower of rains 

the seeds sprout and the entire field 
is covered with green seedlings. 
The rains .also help. the growth of 
grass and other wild bushes which 
obstruct the growth of the crops. 
Steps are, therefore, undertaken to 
weed the unnecessary plants and 
cut down the overgrowth bushes. 
Menswomen and children take part 
in debushing. This completes the 
work on toila. till the crop is 
harvested and brought home, as 
watching over the field before the 
harvest is not· necessary for rasi 
crop. 

The agricultural operations on~1 

ekan, tiala, guda and bakadi lands 
may be described briefly. When 
the harvest on toila is over and the 
field is cultivated for the second 
time in the next year it is called 
ekan. Paddy is the chief crop 
sown on ekan and a variety of 
crops and vegetables including 
kalart, akoyang,jinjari, kasalak, 
pumpkin gourd, saru, khengra, 
juaui, and khudi: are sown all over 
the field. Gourd and cucumber 
seeds are planted around the dried 
trees and the creepers• rest on the 
dried branches. Khudu, jinjarl, 
akoyang and kasalak, etc. are sown. 
around the borders as hedges. 
Before ekan is cultivated, women 
and girls root out the grass. and 
bushes before ploughing. After • 
the sowing of paddy, the bushes 
and wild grass grow up again and 
prevent· free growth of the useful 
plants. Hence these are again 
rooted out. Women and girls take 
major role in such work but they 
are also helped by men. 

As the paddy on ekati begins to 
ripen, the Juang take much pain to 
watch over the crop. As the fields 
are mostly situated far away from 
the village and are often- open to 
the ravages of wild birds and 
beasts, the Juang build small 
watching cabins in the centre of 
their ekan and sleep there at night 
driving away the wild animals by 
shouting loudly, by throwing 
stones or pebbles at them, or by 
making a fire under their macluui. 
Elephants are driven out by 
lighted torches of soft firewood. 
To guard the crops from wild 
animals and evil spirits and with a 
view to get bumper harvest, Juangs 
workship various deities at the 

.. 

... 
,. 
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Reaping crops from hill-clearing 
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. -~irha Pujo. ,ritual, but while repo 
. sing full faith 'in their gods the 
):J uang donot stop their own efforts 

· .. )to watch over the field and to 
--..,~;"/ protect the crop by setting traps . 
'· ' In ·some villages, the entire ekan of 

the village is . fenced an· round by 
wooden . palisades, leaving some 

. p~ssa.ges to allow the entrance of 
the wild animals into the field. 
Near such passages the Juang set 
lever or dead-fall traps to catch 
and kill the intruders. 

Reaping and harvesting are done 
by the members of both the sexes, 
though women play an important 
role in reaping the crop with 

e 
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sickle. The bundles of yiel are 
carried t.o the threshing floor bot ....____J 
by men and women and before the 
crop is brought home the Juang 
perform Gutuladia ritual on their 
respective fields offering shares· to · 
the local deities and to their 
ancesters. 

Cultisatlon on tuila, guda and . 
bakadi involves the processes which 

.• are almost identical with· those 
applied on toila and ekan, but the 
crops harvested from each type of 
field are different, The following~. 
table . states the types of crops 
harvested from each type of land. 

TABLE No. 4 

Types ofLand and the Crops Harvested 

·~ . 

L 

" ~ No. . Types of land Crops Harvested Remarks 

1 

2 

3 

Toi/a 

Ekan 

, Rasi or alsi (niger), biri, or kolatha, Rarely paddy or 
and senae as main crops and beans suluir may be sown 
sparsely. on toila in lieu of 

rasi. 

Na/a 

Guda 
Bakadi 

Bila 

Paddy main, saru, kalart; akoyang; 
Juani, Jinjari, kasalak, pumpkin, 
gourd, and cucumber are sown· 
sparsely. 

Paddy or rasi repeated If the land is found 
fertile nala can be 

, ., cultivated fortwo 
consecutive years. 

Ditto 
Generally, maize and mustard are 
harvested from bakadi alternatively . 
every year. At times, paddy is 
sown in lieu of maize. A Small 
portion of bakadi is used for 
raising tobacco and black pepper .. 

Low land paddy is cultivated once in 
every year. In some villages, 
Juangs grow brlnjal, tomato, and 
some varieties of pulses soon after 
the harvest of paddy. 

I,, 

.. 
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v ~~11 the ~hases of shifting 
\_____~l}!ti~ation, felling trees and 

weeding paddy plots are the 
longest agricultural processes. 
Felling down trees require much 
physical strain and the work takes 
about a month or more. At this 
stage some rich families employ 
parties of labourers from their own 
k
. . \)l 

ms group to cut down trees from 
their. field. A calendar of agricultu - 
ral cycle will be given in subsequent 
pages to show month-wise agricul 
tural operations. 

~ow land paddy Cultivation 

The techniques of low land 
paddy cultivation are quite familar 
to the Juang of Dhenkanal and are 
not quite unknown to the Juang of 
Keonjhar. The Juang living in 
the plains villages of Keonjhar have 
irrigated paddy plots, and those 
dwelling on hills have· constructed 
few such plots on or near the 
stream bed. The low land paddy 
plots are ploughed twice or thrice 

and seed is sown before rains. Th~~'r?i 
hill Juang never manure their''' ,.. 
paddy plots, but in Dhenkanal they 
take pain to manure the paddy 
fields to increase the fertility of the 
land. The Juang donot transplant 
paddy, and after the paddy plants 
are grown up they cross-cultivate 
their plots and weed the grass and 
extra paddy seedlings. The paddy 
fields are much less open to the 
ravages of wild animals in Dhenka- 
nal, and hence the Juang of 
Dhenkanal do not take pains to 
watch their crops at night before 
the harvest. On the other hand; 
the few irrigated paddy plots of 
the hill J uang are often situated in " 
the heart of the Jungle w_,hich. is 
the abode of wild animals. Unless • 
they take pains to keep co~stant " 
watch over these fields and drive 
away wild animals they can hardly 
except to reap a good harvest. The 
various agricultural operations 
carried on different types of land 
are stated in the following table. 

TABLB No. 5 

_, Months and Associated Agricultural Operations 

.,. .. 

No. Types . · ~g.-foultutal operations 
ofland ·· 

....•.•...•. 

Months when done Remarks .• 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 Toilet 

.. 
2 Ekan 

Felling trees 
Buring 
Ploughing 
Sowing 
Debushing 
Watching 
Harvesting 
Degrassing 
Ploughing 
Sowing 

February-March 
April-May 
May-June 
July 
August 
November 
December 
April 
May-June 
July. 

. For pulses onl:, 

•• . 
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''\ Table No. 6 1;."' 

i ~ / Food materials co_ll_ec_t_ed_fr_o_m_J_n_n_g __ Ie __: _ 

No. Main Item 

ADIBASI 

Name of the things collected 

• 

1 Roots and Tubers 

2 Fruits 

3 Greens 

4 Mushrooms 

5 Honey 

6 Eggs & Insects 

Bayam, Basan, Jala Ajang, Kalu, Timsng, 
Saidak, Jarae, Ajang, 

Teren, Kundui, Jamu, Ale, Kantas, Lankan 
Kuliari, Aleichin, Chakanda, Lainga 
' .. ~ 

1 
The food materials collected 

from the forest have seasonal varia 
tion. Fruits are plenty in summer, 
while mushrooms are available 
during rainy season. Availability 
of roots and tubers is .also - purely 
seasonal. For example, bayam and 

timang are plenty in summer, while 
basan is dug only in the rainy 
season. It is necessary, therefore, 
to give a table showing the months 
of the year and the kinds of wild 
fruits, roots and tubers collected' in 
each month. 

Table No. 7 . 
Months of the year and the typ~s of Fruits, Roots, Tubers, Etc. 

available in each month . 

Months Things collected from the forest 

-April-May 

May-June - 
June-July 
July-August 

August-September 

Se_ptember-October 

October~November 
November-Dec<,mber 
December-January 
lanuary-February 
February-March 

:• March-April 

Bayam, Jal Ajang, Kalu, Timang, Saidak, Jarae, 
Honey. 
Ale (Mango) Teren, Kundui, Bayam, Honey 
Jamu, Ale, Unr (Mushrooms) 
Kuliart Sag (greens), Aleichin Sag (greens), Kai 
{insect), Unr (mushrooms), Juani (maize), 
Khengra (cucumber). 
Kusar, Bursuni Sag (greens), Juani (maize); 
Ukulum (mango kernel), Kantaa, Khengra 
(cucumber), Boitalu {pumpkin) Suku (gourd). 
Kantaa, Lainga sag, Lankan, Bayam, Basan, 
Khengra, Boitalu, Suku, 
Basan, Bayam. Sorts sag (mustard greens). 
Saris sag, Bayam, Basan, Ajang 
Soris sag, Bayam, Ajang 
Timang; Basan, Ajang, Sorls sa1 -(beens) 

. • Timang, Bayam, Mumm (mohua flower) 
Timang, Bayam, Jarai, Munun, 

✓
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From the above table it is quite 

"' clear how different types of fruits, 
roots, tubers and greens, etc., from 
an indispensable part of the Juang 
diet, As pointed out earlier, the 
Juang, having scanty agricultural 
produce in their stock, often take 
recourse to collection of fruits, 
roots and· tubers to keep their body 
and soul together. The seasonal 
fruits break the monotony of their 
diet and of all, the mushrooms of 
all kinds are greatly relished. The 
mohua flowers (munun) are boiled 
and eaten, and these may be dried 
and stored for future use to distil 
liquor. The mohua fruits are cru 
shed to extract oil for domestic use. 

., 

C Hunting 

Hunting is one of the traditional 
occupations of the Juang. Bows 
and arrows are their only hunting 
appliances and whenever a Juang 
go'es out he takes an axe, a bunch 
of arrows and a bow with him for 
safety. Juangs are not expert arc 
hers, but their skill in hunting 
was quite praiseworthy in the past 
when they were primarily the dwel 
Iers of _the forest. At present they 

.. still continue to retain their zeal, 
but- it has greately been reduced 
due to the restrictions enforced on 
hunting by the Forest Department. 
The Juang of Dhenkanal and some 
Juangs of Keonjhar living in plains 
villages have little attraction for 
hunting. 

Hunting is more an individual 
affair than a communal concern in 
Dhenkanal. On the other hand, 
those occupying the thick forest 
region in -Keonjhar are comparati 
vely more expert in hunting than 

C 
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.. "' The Juang of Gudinarda and~_.,, 
adjoining Juang villages situated in 
the hearts of Kalapat reserve forest 
are by far the best hunters. In 
Gudinarda the villagers devote more 
time in hunting and every year they 
hunt deer, sambhar, boars and other 
wild games. Occasionally, they 
also do not fear \o aim their arrows 
at dangerous animals like bisons, 
bears and tigers at the risk of their 
life. Bears and tigers are shot for 
sports, but the meat of the bison is 
greately relished. 

The last day of Amb Nua (New 
mango eating) ceremony marks 
the beginning of the communal 
hunting for the Juang. The per 
sons desirous of joining the 
hunting party keep their bows and 
arrows in the dormitory the pre 
vious night. That night they 
observe continence and refrain 
from sleeping with their wife. 
Next morning all assemble in the 
dormitory. The Nagam, offers pana 
(molasses-water) to Gram Siri and 
other. deties for a successful hunt, 
and all go for a hunt. The per 
sons whose wives are in their 
monthly period are excluded from 
the hunting party, lest the expedi 
tion proves to be a complete 
failure. If they fail to kill any 
prey for two or three consecutive 
days, certain rites are observed 
for a successful hunting. The 
members of the hunting party give 
their bows and arrows to the 
village women, who again hand 
those over to the leader of the 
party. The leader wishes good 
luck and returns back the bows 
and arrows to their owners. Ji},,;t 
before the party leaves for hunting 
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one o.f the Juang\'women lies down 

~ .. ~e ground pretending to be a 
slained animal. The hunters cover 
her with twigs and branches and 
say "Here we have killed a seram 
(Slwmbar). Today we shall have a 
successful hunt." Then they go to 
the forest. in · search of game. 

"" Before starting on the · hunting 
expedition, the hunters first select 
a part of the forest where they are 
most likely to find the game. They 
single out four to five persons who 
are reputed to be good archers and 
make them to sit at strategic 
points to shoot at the games when 
they pass before them. Others go 
in· a team and beat at the bushes. 
They make peculiar sounds, yell at 
the top of their. voices, and throw 
stones· at bushes to frighten the 
animals. In this way the animals 
ate driven out of the bushes and 
ate· nrade to pass before the per 
sons who sit at key places to shoot. 
If the· · animal is wounded and it 
escapes the Juang take much pain 
to trace it out. The blood of the 
killis offered to the forest deities 

· and all return home with great joy 
carrying the kill on their shoulder. 
Ha seram. is killed the trip is consi 
dered to be the most auspicious one 
and the party returns home shout 
ing merrily and wistling bamboo 
whistles made readily after the 
animal is hunted. The drummers 
go to welcome the party beating 
their drums loudly. The mem 
bers of the party first · go to the 
hunter's house, remove the door of 
his house and place it outside. The 
kill \-8 kept · on it. The hunter's 
wife spreads a mat for them. All 
theJvillage women assemble and 
~reet the hunter and his party by 
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washing their feet in turmeric *~ 
water. The kill is then cut into •. 
pieces and the meat is distributed. 

Distribution of meat is made 
with great care and consideration. 
The head of the animal is kept to 
be worshipped on the next day. 
The hunter whose arrow killed the 
game, is given a part of- the 
shoulder and a hind quarter as the 

.., hunter's share. Another share con 
taining some meat and a portion 
of the animal's breast is also given 
to the hunter for his maternal 
uncle. The rest of the meat is 
divided into two equal shares one 
share for the villagers and one for 
the members of the hunting yarty. 
The share for the village is equally • 
distributed to all the families of •. . 
the village whether or not. any of 
the members of a family partici 
pated in hunting. The share for 
the hunters is equally divided 
among themselves including the 
hunter. The hunter keeps his two 
shares, i.e., one share as a member 
of the hunting party and one as his 
family share, and distributes some 
meat from his lion share to his 
lineage members and to his villa - 
gers. A small share of this meat 
is equally distributed among all the 
families of the village leaving the 
kutumali (lineage) families of the 
hunter to whom the hunter gives a 
bigger share of meat. 

The hunter takes the breast 
portion and some more meat to his 
mother's brother. His mother's 
brother entertains him with hearty 
meal and. distributes the meat in 
the village. All the families of the 
maternal uncle's village contribute 
one or two pai of paddy to the 

.. 

, 

.. 
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fields' and from stream beds. Some 
~ fishing rods to catch fish during 

leisure hours. But most common 
method of catching fish is to damp 
up the water of a closed area and 
catch fish by hand or by using a 
piece of cloth. The fish caught is 
either eaten or is stored for future 
use. If the fish i~ to be eaten· 
immediately, a little salt and tur 
meric are added to it and it is ·;olled 
in a sal or siari leaf and is fried on 
embers." Most of the Juang relish 
dried fish more than the fresh ones. 
They dry it in the sun or in smoke 
and store it for future use. 

Fishing is comparatively more 
popular in plains J uang villages of 
Keonjhar, and in Dhenkanal where 
the rivers are more wide and 
where there is more scope for 
fishing. On hills the stream beds 
are full of boulders and the streams 
are too. thin and shallow to faci 
litate fishing. However, fishing 
seems . to be more a fancy for the 
children than source of livelihood 
for the elders. The elderly persons 
engage themselves in other impor 
tant economic _ pursuits and hardly 
make any time to take part in 
fishing. It is the young boys and 
girls and in some cases the women 
who catch fish on their way to the 
stream for a bath or for fetching 
water. 
.Basketry 

The art of basket making is 
completely unknown to the Juang 
of Dhenkanal and Keonjhar, but in 
Pallahara the J uang may ex cell the 
expert basket-makers in their skill 
in hcsketry. About a generation 
ago the J uang of Pallahara used to 
w«si.'k as vendors to Doms and Panas 
for carrying baskets. They gradu- 
-ally picked up the art of basketry 

and made their own basket. 
At present basketry is the main 
source of their livelihood. They 
weave baskets of varying types 
and of all sizes and selling those 
in local markets they purchase their • ~ 
daily requirements. 

Basket making is neither a diffi 
cult art to learn, nor is it a costly 
affair. The forest around Pallahara 
is rich in bamboo growths, and the 

~ Juang are permitted to cut bamboo · 
from the forest. The instruments 
required for basket-making consist 
of a long and heavy knife,. a crude 
needle and an axe. Men engage 
themselves in basket-making, and 
the women devote their time in 
doing other tasks. .• 

Bamboo is aplitted into fine strips ~ 
with the help of a knife and ·with 
these spJits, the Juang weave vari 
ous patterns. The most popular 
varieties of baskets are tupa 
(baskets for storing paddy and 
other grains) tankae ( used for 
washing rice before cooking) and 
uttan (winnowing-fan). They also 
show their skill in making small . 
and big bamboo boxes which fetch 
them a good price. Besides the above ,..,, •.. 
things, the Juang make huge and --~-- 
strong baskets which are "used to 
store paddy and other grains in 
greater quantity for future use. 
Fishing traps of various types, and 
hats used by farmers are also 
remarkable for the quality of their 
workmanship and for their dura- 
bility. 
Animal Husbandry 
The Juang have not yet taken to 

animal husbandry on an extensive 
scale. They have not enough cattle 
for their agricultural purposes, and 
hence many of them either borrow 
or hire cattle on payment of two to 

, . 
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, The animals reared are neither 

~-_.,,,Ygiven any fodder, nor. any special 
care is ·. taken for their mainte 
nance. They are taken to the forest 
for grazing and after they return 
home they are closed in shed until 
the next day. Goats are grazed either 
with the cattle or in a separate 
group. Buffaloes are always grazed 
together. Pigs wander around the 
village and eat rubbish. "Separate 
sheds .are made to accommodate - 
buffaloes, cows, goats, sheep, pigs 
and chickens. 

Of all animals the cows are 
considered to be sacred and every 
year the J uang worship their cows 
on Gaudui. ritual. They view the 
c.ows with great. reverence, . since 
they till the soil and give them 
fo~d. 

They also make charcoal by bum- ·~ 
ing logs of wood into embers and: 
sell those. The villagers of. 
Kudiposa, ·:ror example, regularly. 
sell fuel· and charcoal. A load of 
firewood fetches twelve annas er 
a rupee, hut a load of charcoal 
may be sold for three to four 
rupees. 

Trade and Barter 

The J uang are never good traders 
and are not specially interested in 
collecting forest products for sale. 
The · J uang of J uang Pir h of 
Keonjhar take logs and loads of 
firewood to sell in the Keonjhar 
market. The Juangs of Barura, 
Tangarpada, Gonasika, Rodhua, 
Champei, etc., cut timbers of 
valuable trees and take the trouble 
of carrying them as far as ten to 
fifteen miles to sell them in Keon - 
jharagarh weekly market. A 
log fetches three to ten rupees 
depending on its size and quality 
and the Juang purchase tobacco, 
cloth and other necessaries with 
this money. The unmarried boys 
spend . the money for purchasing 
gifts for their bandhu girls. 

1 The J uang of the nearby 
•villages always bring loads of 
firewood to Ke_o}'ljharagarh for sale, 

The Juang women earn a little 
money by selling mats · in the 
markets. They weave mats ol 
date-palm leaves in their leisure 
hours and sell these in the market. 
A mat is sold for eight annas or a 
rupee and the money may be spent 
for buying parched rice, sweet 
potato, cloth or ornaments. • 

In spite of their hard labour i~ 
raising various kinds of crops and 
in earning money by selling various 
things the Juang fail to lead a life 
of plenty and prosperity. Rice is. 
their staple food, but the paddy 
they grow does not suffice for 
feeding them for the whole year. 
Hence the Juang cultivate cash 
crops like niger (rasi) and mustard 
and exchange these for paddy and 
rice. A maund of niger or mustard~ 
can be exchanged for two maunds V " ~ 

of paddy or for one maund of rice. 
The rate of exchange may fluctuate 
and a J uang may get the chance of 
getting little extra paddy or rice 
in exchange of their crops. Birt 
( suluir) and arhar ( senae) are 
also exchanged for paddy at the 
same rate as mustard. One thing 
which very often restricts the Juang 
to earn a good profit from such 
exchange is the trick of the local " . 
money-lenders .. The Teli, Chasa. -·~ 
Sundhi and Gour money-lenders 
·very often advance money or seed 
loap/J to the Juang at the time of 
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scarcity and demand crops at the 
"' r time of harvest usually at high 

rates of· interest. This leads the 
Juang into indebtedness and they 
find that their grainary is emptied 
soon after the year's harvest. 
Such circumstances often force the 

__ Juang to engage themselves as 
},,s-l>;;.;~· daHy. or annual agricultural 
,_· .~-, labourers: 
I 

Wage Earning · 

The Juang do not like to work 
ais: daily or anriual labourers for 
others unless they are forced by 
sheer . poverty. They prefer to 

..., ·wio,x:1'.' w,ithc,tbeir own tribesmen, as 
·:._ :fttek'-l~ttei>a~e thought to be more 

considerate and sympathetic. The 
daily wage varies from area 
to area. In hill villages of 

;:•·, ,i&eonjhar the Juang pay ,daily 
'" , ·-Al , ~- · -' · ~ wage of two annas in cash 

, or. 'two . pai of paddy in kind 
~•,;; ·.. for . employing one of their own 
~: .. --tff;?';"<:t-: , . •. . . • - • , · ¼"f-::~\ '~nslilen. Besides this wage, the 

' labourer is given cooked rice once 
iSO that he can work for' the whole 
·day. If cooked riee is not supplied 
to the labourer he mav work for 

:,'i)t~ , half a day till the noon .and returns 
C~b:rck home. Such, however, is not 
r1,'t· ~ the · case . 'in plains villages of 
! f ~ Keonjhar where the daily wage for 

employing a tribal man is eight 
,c-annas in cash or 'two paiofpaddy 
· or ragi, If a man :is employed for 
a year he is given food and cloth 

·,: ing plus one or two maunds of · 
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paddy per year, Here the servant. 
is considered more as one of the · -: 
employer's family members rather 
than a mere labourer, and the 
employer arranges-for his marriage. 

At times, the Juang .may be 
employed by non-tribals as 
labourers. ·_In this .,cases, the daily 
wage varies· from twelve annas to 
one rupee in cash or two pai of 

• grains and cooked rice. A man 
~ engaging himself as an · annual 
labourer to- a ,non-Juang is given 
fifteen· Khandi of paddy per year 
and one mana of paddy dail)~ .. 
towards his food. 

Some J uangs of Keonjhar and 
Pallahara also . go to cut timber 
from the reserve forest and are 
paid fairly .good wages by the 
contractors. They earn two to 
four rupees daily according to the 
number of trees cut by them. 

-· 

This, in brief, gives a picture of 
the economic life of the Juang. 
Their economy shows variations .in 
Keonjhar, Pallahara and Dhenka • 

; nal, but the general trend is almost 
the same in all places. Agriculture 
is the main occupation . for all 
but while the Juang of Keonjhar 
are primarily shifting cultivators, 
the Juang of Dhenkanal are purely 
settled agriculturists. Basketry, the 
main source . of income for the 
Juang of Pallahara, is quite 
unknown to the J uang df 
Kconjhar and Dhenkanal, 

\ 
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CHAPTER'\> 

Before analysing the different 
units of Juang social organisation, 
it is, at the outset, necessary to 
study the Juang as a member of 
the society and to describe the 
various rites associated with the 
important crises of his life. Hence 
the various observances connected 
with the important phases of life 
such as birth, puberty, marriage 
and death, are described in this 
chapter. It is not possible to give 
a detail description. of all the· 
observances from birth till death, 
but a few important and significant 
ones are described briefly for 
their ethnographic interest. 

Birth 

Birth in a Juang family is 
always welcome. The main purpose 
of "purchasing -a bride" in marri 
age is to beget children. Barren 
ness in woman is severely 
condemned and in case the wife 
fails· to give birth to child within 
four to five years of marriage the 
man is socially permitted to marry 
again. Barren women are consi 
dered inauspicious and people 
a~oid looking at their face when 

,/tarting on important business. 
On the other hand women bearing 
numerous children are esteemed by 

the people. A male child is valued 
more than a female one, in spite 
of the fact that · the parents · have 
to face great economic strains for. 
getting their sons married. The v 

girls, on the other hand, fetch 
paddy, cloth, and other "'materia!-,§ . 
of bride-wealth for their parents 
and the villagers at the time of 
their, marriage. Considering from 
the economic point of · view both 
the sons and the daughters are 
equally helpful for their parents in 
various economic pursuits. The 
only fact that the girls· leave. their 
parents after marriage, and 
the sons perpetuate the family . .,. 
line after the father's death en- 
forces greater attachment" and 
inclination for the sons than the~ 
daughters. 

The Juang are quite familiar 
with the fact that conception takes 
place as a result of sexual inter 
course -between the male and the 
female. There is a popular say 
ing among the J uang which means 
"unless the field is ploughed and 
the seed sown how can one .- 
expect . the harvest ?". . Sexual 
intercourse continues up to the 
sixth or seventh· month of preg 
nancy, after which it is advisable to 

.. 
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observe continence till the child 
is born and attains its sixth , or 
seventh month of age. The 
parturient woman should not' 
eat the meat of any animal slaugh 
tered in rituals and in Keonjhar, 
she is not permitted to eat any 
thing offered in the Gonasika 
temple. No other restriction 
regarding dietary habits is obser 
ved by her. She, however, should 
not see smoke rising from a funeral 
pyre, nor should she come out 
when she hears a peal of thunder 
or sees a flash of lighting. She does 
her daily duties in the usual 
manner and helps her husband in 
doing hard work like hoeing toila 
land, collecting and digging roots 
and tubers, harvesting crops, 
ch?pping firewood, and the like till 
the delivery. She may abstain 
from doing strenuous works for 
ten or fifteen days before the 
delivery. A Juang woman rarely 
needs the help of a midwife for 
delivery. The midwife iSutruui 
hari), when called for takes care 
of the new born, bathe the baby 
and the mother, and cleans the 
apartment. 

• 

.• 
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Difftcult labour is ascribed to the 
evil-eye of the enemies or to the 
ill-will of some malevolent spirits 
dwelling on hills, forests and 
streams. If displeased the ances 
toral spirits also create countless 
troubles in case of child birth. 
To counteract the evil-eye and to 
neutralize the effect of sins or ill 
temper of the · nncestors a number 
of magical rites are performed. 
The ghost-finder (Raulia) is 
summoned to perform rites to expel 
the ghosts. He first gives a few 
medicinal herbs to the expectant 
mother to help easy delivery. ·u 

this fails the Raul:ia gets confirmed ~ 
that some evil spirits are creating 
troubles. The Raulia measures 
three reeds to detect the spirit or 
the person obstructing the delivery. 
If the evil maker is detected to be 
a sorcerer the Raulia performs 
magical rites to counteract or t~ 
neutralize the evils played by the 
sorcerer-. If the labour pain is 
believed due to the whim of some 
displeased ancestor sacrifices of 
chicken, tobacoo, liquor, and 
cooked rice are made to avert his 
ill temper. The other spirits 
causing troubles are also pnoperly 
propitiated to help easy delivery. 

If the baby is a male one the 
Sutrunihari shouts saying that the 
child is 'sengan' or firewood 
(meaning male child ) ; and in case 
of a female child she is referred to 
as alak (literally, leaves). The 
midwife cuts the naval cord of the 
newborn, anoints turmeric paste 
and bathes the baby in tepid water. 
She cleans the mother and the 
apartment, and lights a fire to 
warm the baby and the mother. 
The mother is advised not to expose 
herself to rain or cold. The mid 
wife is given remuneration which 
consists of five to ten pai of paddy, 
one chicken, and leaf cupful of 
cooked-rice and curry. In case a 
son is born she may be given an 
extra. amount of one to two rupees 

· and a brass bangle for her services. 

The period of ritual impurity 
varies from one day to six days. 
In Keonjhar, the wife may take a 
bath the next day after the child 
is born and plaster the" house. 
In Dhenkanal, the Hinduize°'-Juang 
observe the birth impurity fo\ six 
days; · During the days of impurity 

'-- 
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~ the family members do not perform 
any ritual. If a birth takes place 
in the family of a Kamanda (ritual 
asssistant) or in his lineage, he is 
considered ritually impure till he 
manages to slaughter chickens and 
propitiate the ancestors for ritual 

_purification. It is only after this 
that he can sit with the other 
members while performing rituals. 

The mother has to observe 
.eertain food taboos after the child 
birth. She avoids taking curry, 
'meat, and dal which are belived to 
hamper the health of the child. For 
four to five months she takes hot, 
rice and salt, and refrains from 
doing hard labour. This is 
.partly due to the fact that 
'she has to keep constant 
watch over the newborn and 
nourish 1t properly without 
delay. This hardly gives her time 
to go to .work on fields or to do 
any other outdoor work, More 
over, she can not carry the baby on 
her soulder to the field until and 
unless the child is about eight 
months old. Leaving apart these 
practical difficulties, the mother 
assumes all her normal household 
duties as soon as she takes her 
purificatory bath. However, after 
three or four months, she resumes 
her normal functions and discharges 
the duties by helping her 
husband [n the field, doing 
agricultural work and in digging· 
roots and rubers. 

Name giving ceremony (Nimincha) 

A name is given to the newborn. 
·as soon as after five or six days of 
its birth, 'or it may be delayed 
for ttfi·ee to four months. The 
ritual'. called Nimincha aims at 
-naming the child and blessing it 

"' 

for a happy future, free of disease, 
and calamities. The f a t h e 'r 

· procures two to three chickens. 
· worships the ancestors, the vil!agc 
and local deities, and offers 'them 
dried husked rice, milk, molasses, 
chicken. and liquor. He and his 
wife smear a little turmeric powder 
on the chin of the child and kiss it. 
The father prays. 

"Oh Basumata and Dharoni 
Deoeta Boitini Pata, G r a m s i r i 
Pitrupiiaki. To-day I a m 
performing the N i m i n c h a 
ritual for my child. Let him/her 
lead a peaceful life free from 
all calamities. Let there be ..good 
harvest for the family. Let all the 
persons and the cattle be in good 
health". 

In naming the child the names of 
the deceased ancestors are always 
preferred. It is believed that the 
dead persons take rebirth in the 
family. The name of the child's 
father's father (if dead), or father's 
brother are preferred in case of 
male child. In the case of a female 
child, her father's· father's sister's 
name is preferred. At times, the 
Raulia reads omens by 'measuring' 
three reeds and selects a name for 
the child from a whole bunch of 
names. Giving new and fashion 
able names is more a fancy in 
Dhenkanal, but in Keonjhar the 
children are named after the .local 
trees, flowers, roots and tubers and 
after certain birds and beasts. 
Thus we get names like Dunkia 
(a kind of cereal), Basandae 
(a kind of tuber), Bayarn (a kind 
of ·tuber), M unundae . ( mohua How 
er), Endra (leopard), and so on. 
Persons named .after th-eir physical 
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deformity are not completely unfa 
miliar. Lame persons are named 

· <is -Choota or Chhuti, and· blind 
persons are called Afldha. There 
are also persons who are named 
after the name of the day of their 
birth. Thus, boys born on Monda), 
Tuesda:y, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday and Sunday are named as 
Sarnharia, Mangala, Budhai, Guru, 
Sukra and Rabi, respectively. 
Likewise, the girls are also named, 
as Gurubari, Sukru and · Raibari. 
After a name is proposed the 
Raulia measures the reeds and in 
case the length of the reeds 
"increases" the name is considered 
' - . 
auspious and is thereby selected. 

v. 

,The day the child is named the 
mother cooks rice and the chickens 
slaughtered in the ritual. Shares 

_of cooked rice and meat .curry are 
distributed among the families of 
one's own lineage, and in case 
the family can afford to spend 
more, the same may be distributed 
among all the families of the 
village. 

A name once selected is, however, 
not taken as final. It can be 
'changed and a new name be given 
in case the child with the original 
name cries insistently and suffers 
from frequent ailments. Renaming 
the child does not involve any 
further ritual, except that the 
-father may offer some liquor in 
honour· of the family ancestors. 

First Hair-cutting and Ear-piercing 

First ear-piercing (in the case 
of female children only) is never 
associated with any ritual. The 
mother or any other woman of the 
village, who knows the job is called 
iri. She pierces the nose and the 

ears with brass pins purchased 
from the local market. This is 
the practice both in Keonjhar a1td 
Dhenkanal. 

In Keonjhar the first hair 
cutting is never marked by any 
ritual, but in Dhenkanal the child's . 
mother's brother is invited on such 
occasion. He shaves the head of 
the child and is provided with a 
hearty meal and liquor. Some 
J uangs take their children to the 
local temple and ritually shave 
their heads there. 

No ritual is perfomed to mark 
the first-eating of solid food by the 
child. Weaning starts after the 
child is four or five years old, and 
till the child leaves up suckling on 
his own accord. In case, a new 
baby is born before the elder one 
is not old enough to live without 
the mother's milk, then both share 
the breasts. The babies are fed 
whenever they cry and are not 
taught the disciplines of toilet until 
they are seven or eight years old. 

Fostering a'Child 

In order to avoid the premature. 
death of a child whose elder 
brothers and sisters died young, 
the parents may ceremonially hand 
over the .child to the bara bhaiki 
(village elders) and mabhouniki 
(village women). The Juang. 
believe that if the child is ceremo 
nially made over to the care of the 
villagers it restores health and 
happiness. On a particular day 
the father intimates his intention 
to the villagers, and all the '-'~lderly 
men and women assemble in his 
house. TheRaulia reads ~ens 
and · detects the agency creating 
troubles to the f'amliy members jf 
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the affected person. An earthen 
doll is made representing the evil 
maker and the Nagam (priest) 
makes offerings. Praying Basu 
mata (Earth Goddess), Dharam 
Devta (Sun God), Gramsiri (village 
deity and other deities, he first 

. draws a circle on the flour with 
turmeric powder. ~he doll of the 
trouble maker is placed inside the 
turmeric circle and the Ntiqam 
offers husked-rice grains, molasses 
and, liquor to him praying for the 
health of the child. Three pairs of 
split sal twigs, measuring three to 
four 'inches in length and about an 
inch in diameter are kept on the 
hands of , the image and the 
N agam tilts the image to make the 
split twigs fall down on the floor, 
while doing this he holds liquor 
before the image and prays the 
image to forget anger and 
take back his curse. All the three 
pairs of the sal twigs are thrown 
from the hands of the image pair 
by pair until all the three pairs fall 
down in a definite' manner which 
is viewed to be auspicious. Of the 
two split pieces of the twigs one 
should fall down' with the flat sur 
face down and the other one rever 
sely in order to indicate good Juel 
After this the women bathe. the 
child in turmeric water and make 
him to sit on their lap. They con 
tribute one or two beads from their 
necklace and make a necklace for 
the child which is tied around his 
neck They put turmeric powder 
on the cheek of the child and bless 
for his good health. They give a 
new name to the child and .. anno 
unce him to be their son. The eld 
erly :r,:.en and women assemble to 
geth~r and perform a liquor ritual., 
They pour liquor on the ground in 
the name of the deities and the 

pitruki (ancestors) and sprinkle a 
little over the head of the child 
wishing him a smooth life. While 
performing the· liquor ritual they 
pray "Oh Basumata, Dharanuh enta, 
Gramsiri, Pitru Pitaki (ancestors). 
From today the child ceases to be 
the son of his father; he becomes 
the son of the villagers. From to 
day we pour all our blessings over 
him. Let him be free from all 
diseases and let him lead a happy 
life. If any body tries to endanger 
him, let that person be eaten by 
tiger, and let his heart burst, and 
let his tongue be uprooted." , 

Though the child is ceremonially 
handed over to the villagers he still 
retains all his normal relations 
with his family . members. He 
continues Jo remain with his par 
ents, and is fed by them as usual. 
After he grows up, and before his 
marriage, his parents present about 
one or two khandi of husked-rice; a 
goat, and liquor worth two to three 
rupees to the villagers to get back 
their son ritually. A .f.east is held 
and the food is distributed among 
all the families equally. 

Puberty Rites- 

There are no, specific puberty 
rites for the girls when they attend 
their first menstruation, and for 
the boys when they step into adult 
hood. The life of the Juang boys 
and girls revolves around the 
dormitory house, called majang. 
The boys and the 'girls after they 
become youths are

1 
admitted into 

the dormitory as its formal ' 1 - 
--- members. The unmarried bovs 
of the dormitory are call;d . .,, 
kanqeriki and the girls are known 

' j 
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as selanki. The dormitory • life 
of the kangeriki and selanki is 
described in Chapter Six in connec 
tion with youth organization. 

Marriage 

Marriage is the most remarkable 
event in the life of the Juang. 

· It serves as a stepping stone to 
adult tlfe. . Life-long bachelors 
and spinsters have little power and 
prestige in the Juang society. • 
Apart from the biological aspect of 
marriage, i. e., the perpitutation of 
the race, marriage brings reco 
gnition to a Juang as a full-fledged 
member of his community. 
Considering from the economic 
point 0'i view a Jtiang gets a life- 

,; long partner by paying bride 
wealth to help him in all economic 
pursuits. "The marriage customs 
of Keonjhar and Dhenkanal., Juang 
show a wide range of variation, 
but' leaving apart the details and 
the discrepancies a brief and 
general note on J uang marriage is 
given in this paper. 

Fundamenfal Principles of marriage 

No uf arriage can be performed 
without -pr ior considerations of 
factors like the clan . of the 
marrying partners, their genera 
tion and other prohibited degrees 
of marriage. The following five 
considerations are taken into 
account before a Juang marriage 
is finalized. 
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(i} Both the marriage mates 
must not belong to one clan. The 
Juang tribe is divided into a 
number of clans. Each clan is 
exogamous and the clan members 
lfre treated to be brothers and 

sisters. Marriage within one's 
own clan is considered incestuous 
and is strictly prohibited. 

(ii) Not only each clan is exoga 
mous, but each has a number of 
associated kutumb · (non-marrying) 
clans in which marriage is not 
permissible. The members of the 
kutumb clans consider themselves 
to be brothers and sisters and 
marriage between them is not 
approved by the society. Marriage 
is thus permissible between - the 
members of two batullui clans.· 

(iii) The marrying mates, if 
possible should stand in proper: 
genera ti on to each other. Though 
not strictly prohibited or tabooed, 
marriage in adjacent generations is 
considered irregular and improper. 
On the other hand, marriage 
between the members who stand 
in the same or alternate genera 
tion to each other is considered to 
be the most ideal. 

(iv) Within the own or alternate 
generation, the factor of kinship 
relation should also be noticed. 
The rule of marrying in one's 
own or alternate generation does 
not hold good only tn one case, 
where the girl is related to the 
groom as his wife's elder sister. 

(v) The last factor for finalizing 
a marriage is to forecast its future 
sanctity and success by reading 
omens. The omen.- is tested by 
placing four piles of husked-rice 
grains; the piles -representing the 
health of the groom, the health 
of the bride, the health and 
happiness of their future off springs, 
and for the harvest of the family 
concerned. Each pile col)r(ains 
three grains of husked rice, ~wo 
below and the third one lying~n 
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the other two. The piles are pro 
perly covered 'with baskets and 
are carefully plastered all around 
to prevent the entrance of ants 
and other insects inside for disturb 
ing the position of the grains. 
After eight to ten hours the baskets 
are removed and all watch if any 
rice grain is misplaced. Marriage 
is considered auspicious if the rice 
grains are found to be in the origi 
nal position. In case any- rice 
grains. are found missing or mis 
placed the proposal for marriage is 
at once cancelled 

Preferential Mat~s 

Like the factors of prohibition 
limiting choice in marriage there 
are certain points of preference 
shown in a Juang marriage. Any 
marriage fulfilling the above four 
criteria is considered a proper 
one. Neglecting the generation 
factor ip a broad sense, any 
bandhu of proper age is a pre 
ferential mate for marriage. In 
many tribal societies marriage is 
obligatory between certain kins 
thus giving rise to cross-cousin, 
levirate and sorrorate forms of 
marriages. hi Juang s o c i e \ y 
sorrorate and levirate marriages 
are not obligatory though in some 
cases the widowers tend to re 
marry the widow of their deceased 
elder brothers. 

--Marriage between own mother's 
brother's, daughter and father's 
sister's son is avoided but one can 
marry preferably one's classifi 
catory mother's brother's daughter 
or father's sister's son. Marriages 
are G usually monogamous, but 
polJ'gamy is not prohibited in case 
of- the wife's barrenness. 

Adult marriage is very common. 
Marriage is proposed after the 
boy is over twenty years of age 
and after the girl attains he!' 
puberty. Child marriages though 
not completely ruled out, are 
extremely rare and are performed 
by a few rich families who can 
spend more money and grains 
for such marriages. Child marriage 
is a recent form of marriage in 
corporated into Juang society 
from the caste Hindus. Out of 
280 cases of marriage samples 
collected only four were found tr 
be child marriages. 

There are no definite marriage 
months. "Chait" (March-April] 
is considered to be the only 
inauspicious month and marriages - 
performed during this month are " 
believed to result in immature death 
of the 8-room. Marriages are pre 
ferably performed in Summer 
months after the harvest and 
before the rains. After the harvest 
the people are not only well equipp 
ed with sufficient foodgrains, but are 1 

free from agricultural labour too. 
In no case, marriage should be 
performed or formal marriage 
negotiation should start before the 
commensement of Pus Puni ritual 
which is observed in the• month 
of . January. 

Means of Acquiring Mates 
The type of mrriage depends 

on the method by which the bride 
is brought for marriage. Some 
forms of marriages are widely 
practised whereas a few· others are 
occasionally performed. The 
following is ·a list of the various 
types of marriages sanctioned by 
the Jwmg. 

✓
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"'l -- \~ Tnis form <1f,lm1thiU:ge ' means 
~marr~·age. .by, a.rfang~merit ~ or 

, narrsage by riegdfatwn. The " - term Kamandiria means the'rmiddle 
,nen "bringing, up the· marriage t ",, ' -' .. , . 
proposal, and the .term Kania 

J/ineans\,.•the girl. ·or "the _bride''. 
t•' .,.._' -,,;- -- ' .. ' 

· 1Hen.ee.:Kamandiria . Kania means ' ' ' 

.~ the bride brought (for marriage) i?Y 
1 
sending middlemen. Under · this 

-,,. type two sub-types of marriages are >, 

'\ recognised . - 
l . . 
\ 
t.. . (i) Gatang Kania-After a girl is ' ' ,' ·- / 

.~ 'thought to be suitable. and after the 
. :testing of omens -is over the groom's 

• l"t - - -'·· • 

f fatl!~r>de!e.gl:ltes a party of two 
; ~- . id ·thref, m.~11 - to; the ,girl's village for 
,,° i finalizing, . the -. nia:rr-iiige>. proposal. 

\ After the marriage is .settled and on 
, an appointed day a party compris 
jifig of - women, unmarried, boys, 
[ and girls of the bride's village bring 
_\'.the bride .!o the - groom's village 
. for marriage. · The boys accom- ' - . '~any· -them with their cluuiqu 
?musical drums) . and a changu 
/"competition is ,. held , between=the 
groom's,·vi,lla:gers•""'"and? the 'bride's , 

! villagers in the .fbrmer's village. 

also .Iaeks clwiiga ,_ -competition 
between'the bride's•p~rty' and the 
groom's •p1;1,rtya · · · · 

·2. Digar Kania'---IJ.igar Kania is a: 
form of marriage by capture. The, 
bride 'is captured, by the groom's 
representatives; from _the dancing 
ground, on her dancing visit to 
bandhu village, from bathing:ghat,. 
from the jm:i.gl~ while plucking 
l_ea ves or, collecting ro_ots. and tuhers, 
6r one her way .to mark\et .or fairs. 
Before a girl is captured for · 
marriage the consent of the groom. 
and . the girl's villagers is never 
taken. - What is. required is. that 
the-boy's parents must have seen . 
the girl beforehand arid must be 
willing for, their son's marriage. 
The girl's parents and her,villagers 
are· informed only .af'ter she is cap 
tured' and . after the , marriage is 
performed in_the·boy's house. 1,\-fter 
the marriage is over the -bridalpair, 
along with the boys, girls, and the 
elderly men pay a ceremonial visit 
to the bride's village. They carry 
money, clothes, paddy and .other; 

_ things for paying the bride- 
wealth to the girl's' village. 

•• 

Marriage by capture among .the 
_.J~ang does D;Ot invnlve any aggres 
- sion ot1qy.arrel between the hoy's 
. and the girl's villagers. Among. the 
'"'Bh,µinya a mock fight is fought 

_ .. . . ., , bet~een~ girl's ~nd the boy's 
·•,'\··• p. ompous.·· ;roor;- ~a:_ e1!ts·:-;c.a.nnot ~.-.r.t1~s.~~!_. ~e latter:.!nes to ~apt~r.e,.· 
~ · spend m~re m ~rov1d,mg.b~g f~--~th_e girl wlter~ former ~nes 
for the girl's. villagers-andx.hence t()_.,./L end. ~.uch4yp ·"'. marrufge, 
they take., r~to..J!rse to 'v.bring the . by capture _ ong:the l\1m:i,da 2 '1::; 

· fhfide · in ~ Tankcie ..__Otb~.fornL_~QL .. to much=quarrel' d cori.fJiets..,:.,,~!?:?t;Ii · 
-f1!l·a~tJy· · }n T'ankae Qti marri- !he groom capturi~~b.Lg~!t1{~:z::,;1J:f I .age;,~onl~ ~ __ .few•·• ~o~en of the s:ver~ly beaten ·.• by ' th: gn~l's·~. ;\, ., 
L.bridE?s,viUage' come' 'with the bride villagers, But taniong !he Jriangt:'.:::s-~ : 
i to tbe·1~~s ~il.lages. and 'the marriage by ·capture· is the most -~- 
I grooril'!f. _f aih~ges' not have 49_ sporting meari~,of getting .maJri~ges 

spend· m'i,lch-in. p:rb:vj.9-ing. food for arranged without -spending» ll\oney 
•• Jlre{p_arty:· Tliis::typ~-~f marriage· and liquor in prior ,negotiatiO'Q. ~he 

. . ,~¥:2: ' '"~~ > . . 
. ' -----,-.'._~ , .. ,, ,.,-.~. 
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girl's parents or her villagers never 
take a serious -view of their girl 
being captured for marriage, as 
they believe that "the girls are the 
treasure of bandhu kept in their 
custody till marriage and the 
bandhus take away their wealth 
whenever they so desire" . 

3. Mana Mani- 

Mana Mani is a form of love 
marriage. The unmarried boys and 
girls of different villages get ample 
scope to mix with each other. In 
case of bandhu boys and· girls they 
exchange dancing trips and make 
gifts to each other in market places, 
or in fairs. This opens the door 
for a boy and a girl to develop 
special love and liking for each 
other and this being strengthened 
they might like to marry each other. 
Such marriages may be performed 
in three different ways- 

(i) The boy informs and con 
vinces his parents about the girl 
friend he liked and the parents 
might · bring the desired girl for 
their son by arranged marriage or 
marriage by capture. 

(ii) The parents, in spite of the 
son's special liking for a certain 
girl might not agree to bring her as 
their daughter-in-law. In such case, 
the boy may consult with the girl 
and both flee away to a distant 

. place and get themselves married:" 
- -After spending a·few years there, 
the,,,couple-•'might return.c-to their 

.;.•"'---:".--o~n. village. Thj~typi;' of marriage 
is, .called Surum' Kania or marriage 

. by elopement. 

(iii) The intense love between a 
boy and a girl might lead to sex 
indulgence and the girl gets, 
pregnant, In such a case the boy's 
andsehe girl's parents are fined a few 

rupees for providing liquor and a 
small feast to the girl's villagers. 
The boy is forced to marry the girl 
with whom he has indulged in 
sexual intrigue. This form of 
marriage is called Udung Kania. 

Out of the · three types of love 
marriages i.e., love marriage by 
arrangement, love marriage with 
elopement, and love marriage after 
the girl gets pregnant' the second 
type is more common than the other 

~ two varieties. 
4. Wadi Kania (Child marriage) 

Wadi Kania is a variant form of 
Galang Kania and is distinct from 
the latter in that the marriage 'is 
performed when the girl is eight to 
ten years old and the boy below 
eighteen. This marriage is also 
very expensive and it brings '- 
prestige for the family performing 
it. 

5. Burha Kania 
Marriage)- 

In their old age the J uang 
widows and the widowers get 
themselves remarried. A young 
widower may marry a virgin girl 
if he so likes by paying more than 
the standard bride-wealth 'On the 
other extreme a poor vunmarried 
man might .m1irry a young widow 
to 'be ·free from paying heavy bride 
wealth. Leaving apart these 
extreme cases most of the widow 
marriages are performed between 
the widowers and the widows. The 
sexual aspect of the marriage is _. 
lacking or very insignificant in· such" 
marriage. Old widows · and 
widowers get remarried for. render 
ign mutual help to each other in 
their socio-economic 'pursuits and 
for enjoying companionship in their 
old age. Cases of widowers and 

(Widow 
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Table 9 

Type of Marriages in Juang 

Types _of marriages 
(rn Juang dialect) 

· English equivalent No. of easel Approximate 
percentage 

2 4 

A. Arranged marriages 
l. Gatang Kania 
2. Wadi Kania 
3. Tankae Oti 
4. Hatua Kania 

total 

Marriage by negotiation 
Child marriage 
Marriage by arrangement 
Hindu type of marriage .. 

79 
4 

37 
1 

28·2 
1·4 

13·2 
0·4 

121 43·2 

B. Marriage without negotiation 
5. Digar Kania Marriage by Capture 
6. Burha Kania Widow Marriage 

.. 

7.ManaMani 
8 Surum Kania 

Love Marriage 
Marriage by elopement 

134 
20 

3 
2 

.· 47·'9 

7·1 
1-1 

0·7 

. Total 

Grand Total 

159 56"8 
~;,<q-~!Jt1: 

280 

--~--------- ··-...____ ··---........._ 
The above tafi'Fe'-.u~[olds four (2) Love marriages are rare -~ ; 

rteresting features in-"·Juang ~mong · the Juang .. Though the ~':g! 
-"..._ . . youth-o-rganiza!:LQ!l of the tribe ·--_ - . .... --··-. 

---- provides ample scope {cir- free. ex- 
(1) Negotiation in J u a n g ------- -- . - . - •.. . change of love between the poten- 

marriage 1s not necessarily a strict . · . 
for finalising it. tial marnage mates, in very few 

< Marriag~_ by capture, marriage by cases the grow:lng love between 
· ··<_elopemeni,··and_ love marriages in- them leads to -.lh-e_ extent of 

~olving· .,.J:~o neggti::i.Ji9E_ are as marrying each other. OuL.of the 
important as arranged iiiarriag~s_, total 280 cases only five case~ ~ere ! 
In. fact, 56·8 per cent of the total'·----- -- I • f d t b f non TefHo>r!eilto be love marriages. This ·· f 
marriages . were oun o_ e o - ·----- . ., 1 

arralfged type--a.~ opposed to 43·2 shows that love·marri.a~~• though , ( J 
',1;Jl.?•-Per¥ cent of m a'·r-r~i-U e s by not.quite unknown is not very mucfi:<;~'- .. _· 
t:;i&';J• 111;,~otiation. -------- .. ·· favoured by Hie Juang. ··--~---) 

• 
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The .marri-3;ge"~samples_, :. supph!- ' 
me~t~d ?,Y· tJ}~\ da/~;. •<\9llected by 
interview0shi:ny a. marked difference 
b·e-twe'eii the tyre: 6f fuarri;ge · .. pre- . 
ferred ;nµ the typ~, ?:Of ·:ma,:rrtag{ 
actually performed." Gata'iigtKania 
of the. arranged' , variety"ti~~t consi 
dered to be tlie•mbs{ ideal form of 

. marriage, but since this involves 
high . expense -on the _ groom's 
parents ~ very few people · cab. · 
afford it. Digar Kania .. .or 

; marriage · ,by ca,ptur~t ·js t, tli~~ 
· widely p:i:-acti~ec:L)Vhich as conip1ired, 

." . .'1~.. - - •. ~ ···:;;i, ·' • -, - .:·• •· . ;;;;· ·.. ~;i 
to. G-atimg ~ania'is crelatively less x: ~ ., . _,-y -.,. ·;,,: ·r- 

complex and less / expensive. . :No 
time and money are.wasted prior· to' ~' 
the marriage in sending' K:i'j;riand}r~ 
ias (marriage-brokers) and -provi" 
ding them with food and liquor for 
arranging marriages. What is 
"required; ht this tY;pe of marriage 
is that. the · groom's parents must 
have had seen, the girlfheforeh:ih<!, 
and as soon if naing~-: ;.for" bride· 
wealth Rnd for the;,m;rriage feasts 

f . 

are arranged they seek an oppor-; 
tunity .to' capture the girl and per 
form· the marriage· ceremony. 

~ "" - l r 
·1 .. 

0 

~_l:;.-J• 

Financing of Marriage!! 

The main heads of expenses in a 
'Juang- .. marriage are the bi;ide-p'rice 
paid to the girl's relatives, the. feast 
'and.the purchase of marriage .arti 
Ldes~ ,., The . total, expenses for a 
''.1'm~rriage vary·. in Keonjhar"; and . 
=i !)henk~nal, ' -and, :ran'g~ from 
I Rs. l 00 td"h · Rs. 300 or 
-~Th~,~aj9iiipe~sfS are 
f,,"{ . ··•- .. · ·•, . 
~ T-\ 

'systein>c of . paying 
bride'wealth is. n6 more a , custom« 
among the · J uang of Dhenkanal, -· 
In their - marriages, they p;e,sent . " 
some ornaments to the, bride, J?Ut 
donot pay'anything to' her· relatives 
toward1 ·•the \~bride-wealth. Th~, 
overall: ekpense'; of ;"inarrfage .a~e · 
'bornR QY th~ par~iits: but the rela~ 
ti;es and the villagers also: . giver: 
pregnts of paddy; rice, goat., pig; 
chicken cloth, =or . ·,money .. · Tb.is. 
system of helpin,g fa ·. tnarrii}g~ "\is 
reciprocal. 
Death Rites' 

.To the Juang, deathhas" always 
a11 evil a's~ociation. ;It is '7alwi:lys 

..,_ feared and is believed : to '~be the 
.. work of the ho;tile spirits, "black 
magic, . witchcraj], or. the .. ifath 
'or god~ ~~d' d-~ii.f~s :;, . 'r.r~e ''trut~that;, to,;.· 
ijeath is\inavoidable' an~ JlO · · 
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can escape it in the mortal world is 
not unknown to

0 

the Juang, yet they 
cannot face the cases of death 
boldly. They fight tooth and nail 
to save a man till his last gasp by 
administering local medicines 
and by performing all sorts of 
magico-religious rites. Notwith 
standing all their efforts, if death 
occurs the Juang console themsel 
ves and make arrangements for 
proper disposal of the dead.- The 
funeral customs of the J uang of 
Keonjhar vary to a certain degree 
from the Juang of Dhenkanal but 

_ the basic rites are almost identical. 
A general account of the funeral 
rites observed for an . adult who 
dies · a natural death is given 
below.-> 

After a man dies his women rela 
tives including. his wife and a few 
others from his· lineage lend the air 
with Joud lamentation which conti 
nues till the dead body is taken 
to th~ cremation ground. Such 
wailling signifies the· grief of the 
relatives for whom the parting of 
the deceased was extremely frust 
rating. If this is not done it is 
believed that the departed soul 
would not realize the depth of sor 
row of his relatives and would 
grumble in the other world. Ofhe 
corpse is carried on a wooden or 
bamboo bier made of two long poles 
with a rope. The number of the 
small cross pieces is not definite 
unlike the case with the Oriyas 
A piece of mat, formerly used b) 
the deceased,-is. spread over the 
bier and the corpse is laid over it 
Some tobacco and a few dried stl 
lea"s are kept beside the corpse~ 
and" a piece of'. cloth is spread overl 
i_!f It is carried on the shoulder by 

._/ 

four to eight persons and taken to 
the cremation ground -by &n 

untrodden path. 

The Juang burial ground i& pre 
ferably situated in the forest close 
by some stream. Logs of dried 
firewood are cut down and a pyre 
is made. An elderly man brings a 
Jambu twig and waves it over the 
deceased's face. To facilitate the 
release of the soul or spirit from 

~ the dead body he brings some water 
from the stream in a leaf cup and 
put some of it in the mouth of the 
dead body. The body is then laid . __ _ 
down on the pyre the head facing -~ 
towards the east, and then fire is 
set to it. The persons accompany- 
ing the funeral procession leave 
their axes on the path and come " 
back home after taking a bath on 
their way. Just after the funeral 
party leaves the village, the widow 
of the deceased throws away the 
cooking pots and goes half way to 
wards the cremation ground to offer 
a share of cooked rice for her hus 
band. The house is plastered with 
cowdung and water and a copper 
coin dipped in water is kept in a 
broken piece of gourd or earthen 
pot. It is placed on door way of 
the deceased's - house. Returning 
from the funeral ground all sprin- 
kle a little of this water to purify 
their body. 

Next day all the persons again 
go to the funeral ground to perform 
the remaining rites. Some of the 
possessions of the -deceased _includ 
ing an axe, .an arrow, a bow, a digg 
ing stick, one or two untensils, 
leaf-umbrella, a. brass bangle and a 
few bead-necklaces of his wife are 
taken to the funeral place . ·along 

j 
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ver and sickness on them. In such 
cases the child is brought out of.the 
womb after the mother dies and 
both are hurried separately. In 
case the children and the unmarried 
persons die, they are just -thrown 
away and the defiled persons sprin 
kle some water in which a copper 
coin is dipped. 

The role of the mother's hrother, 
however, cannot be ignored. Unless 
he is called the relatives cannot be 
purified: He gets a chicken and 
some husked-rice for his food and 
may be given liquor worth eight 
annas or more. Only in cases of 
death of a kamanda that the 
mother's brother gets the bows and 
arrows of the deceased, his metal 
boul for eating rice, and one of his 
axes. 

The funeral feast is held as soon 
as ,the family concerned can make 
necessary arrangements for it. 
Poor persons give a small feast to 
the· persons attending the funerary 
rites, but rich persons may give a 
feast to all the villagers, and to their 
relatives belonging to other villages. 

Death pollution continues for two 
days in Keonjhar and Pal 
lahara, but in Dhenkanal the 
Hinduaized J uang observe H for 
eleven days. During these days the 
dead man's lineage members in 
general, and his own family mem 
bers in particular, observe certain 
food taboos. They refrain from 
eating non-vegetarian dishes and 
may not anoint their body . with 

0 turmeric and oil, All the families, 
of the lineage throw away their old 
earthen cooking pots. In cases of 
death in a katnatula's own family,"_-·~ 
or within his own lineage, · he has 
to undergo special purificatory rites 
by slaughtering chickens or goats. 
Unless this is done he loses "the 
right to participate in any of the" ... 
rituals. 

The Juang believe that the spirit 
of their ancestors live inside their 
house under the daala portion but 
do not perform any rites for calling 
back the shades or. spirits of the 
deceased. 

#P ••.•••• J 

l 
' 
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CHAPTER VI 

The dormitory house of the 
Juang is called Majang. The 
Majang is usually bigger in size 
than the ordinary houses and is 
situated at the centre of the village . 
It is constructed by the unmarried 
boys called Kangerki who sleep here 

• : at night. The unmarried girls called 
Selanki plaster it in every two or 
three days. Inside the Majang are 
kept the drums, the cluuiqiie and 
foqd grains of the village common 
fund. A fire is kept burning day 
and night at the centre of the 
Majang and the boys sleep encir 
cling it. They .sleep on mats of 
date-leaves w~n by girls and 
have a wooden structure as their 
pillow. While sleeping they keep 
their feet towards the fire and 

~ their heads to the direction of the 
Majang walls, 

I Factors determining the admission 
in dormitory 

The factor of· age determines 
- that the members of certain speci 

fic age categories are permitted to 
be or· are formally admitted into 
the dormitory as its members. 
Generally the dormitory is the 
organization of the unmarried 
youths and one ceases to be its 
member after his/her marriage, 

•• t'.i 

'I 1.~ 

The terms unmarried, as used in 
this context includes the persons of 
both young and old age, and hence 
the bachelors and the spinsters are 
also considered to be the formal 
members of the J uang dormitory. · 

Marriage, as a bar to member 
ship, operates against both sex and 
age categories in dormitory organi 
zation, but the cases of the widows 
or the widowers are an exception 
to the standard norm. The wido 
wers always sleep in the Majang 
with the unmarried boys, and one 
or two widows always sleep with 
the Selanki. In fact the widowers 
(generally old persons who have no 
inclination to marry· again) and 
the widows (old enough so that 
there is least chance of them get 
ting remarried) are conceptually 
considered as Kangerki and Selanki; 
respectively, in an informal way. 
Besides sleeping with the unmarri 
ed youths they also co-operate and 
take active part in the groue 
activities of the youths. 

Sex and age are the two impor 
tant factors for Majang organisa 
tion, but these are not the only 
factors determining whether or ~ot 
one is to be considered a format 
member of .the Majang. In t~i\ 
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connection it may be mentioned 
that the membership of the 
Majang is ' not compulsory. A 
person of proper age and sex may 
not necessarily have to be the 
member of dormitory. The 
factor of wealth fosters the usual 
trend and acts as an important 
determinant. A person desirous of 
becoming a member of the Majang 
should have enough money and 
crops to contribute to the common 
fund of the Kangerki and should be 
able to afford the cost for under 
going the initiation ceremony 
marking his - membership in the 
dormitory. An unmarried boy of 
twenty years in Phulbadi was 
found to be not recognised 
as a formal member of the 
Mojang due to three reasons, 
i.e., for his poverty in contributing 
money and grains to the common 

- fund of the Kangerki and for 
undergoing the initiation cere - 
money to be a Kanger; for his 
incapability to beat changu with 
the Kangerki; and for not sleeping 
in the M ajang with other unmarried 
boys. Since he was not considered 
to be a member of the Majang he 
was debarred from enjoying the 
powers and privileges of the formal 
members of the dormitory. 

boy should undergo an initiation 
ceremony on Amba Nua (first ~ 
mango-eating ceremony) .. 

Admission into the Majang 

I- 

Membership to the dormitory is 
not casual in Juang society. It is 
always accompanied by 'rites-de- 
passage'. The term Kanger is a 
general term to mean the 
un~arried boys of marriageable 
::i.g:,,. But to be considered as a 
formal member of the dormitory' 
'' .e., to be a full-fledged Kanqer , a 

Amba Nua is observed in the 
month of February-March when 
mango fruits are ceremonially 
offered to the village deities and 
ancestors before the villagers start 
eating mangoes. The Kangerki 
have special roles to play in this 
ritual. They worship their clwngu 
and drums and offer shares of 
chicken and rice piles to changu 
gods. Also on this day fr¥sfi 
candidates are admitted into the 
Majang. A candidate desirous of 
becoming a member of the Maiatu: 
contributes some rice and a- 
chicken for the ritual. The old~ 
members of the Majang _cook food 
near the stream. The new candi 
dates offers shares of cooked rice to 
the ancestors in a kneeling posture 
keeping one of his legs on a pole 
spread horizentally over two forked 
pillars of 4 to 5 feet high. The 
elderly members throw hot water 
at his pelvis and p~tes and the 
boy has to face the ordeal boldly 
without complain. A torn. piece of 
mat is tied around · his head and a 
bell hung at his waist. H_e runs 
around the Majang seven times 
with other members of the Majang 
accompanied by a small boy _ 
beating changu with a stick in 
front. While the boys keep 
running· around the Majang the 
older people shout loudly and 
throw ashes at them from inside 
the Majang. It is only after this 
that the boy is formally admitted 
into the dormitory and is known 
as a fullfledged Kanger: 

/ 

v 

ii 
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The significance of tying a mat 
around the head of the new Kanger 
is not known, but tying bell signi 
fies some use. It rings when the 
boy runs and by hearing the sound 
the villagers come to know about 
his admission into the dormitory 
Running seven times around the 
dormitory house signifies that the 
life of the new member is formally 
attached to the association and the 
activities concerning the dormitory. 

Rites-de passage for Girls to be 
Selanki 

Every girl, after attaining puberty 
is called a "Selan" but before 
becoming a full-fledged Selan, she 
cannot take part in some of the 
activities of the formal Selanki. 

V For example, she cannot make a 
gift to Bandhu boys and is not 
given a share of the gift which the 

~ Bandhu Kanqerki make" to the 

village Selanki. She also cannot 
accompany the Selanki when :tfi:ey 
pay formal dancing visits to their 
Bandhu villages. No big ritual is 
performed for a girl to step into the 
status of a formal· Selan. When a 
girl wants to be a Selan she asks 
the elder Selanki and they give a 
share of the gift of their Bandhu 
Kangerki to her.' It is after eatirig 
this, .:';hat a girl assumes the status 
of a formal Selan. 

Age-grades in Juang Soeirety 

The life of a J uang is based on 
a ninefold age-grade classification. 
According to this the male and 
female population are divided into 
nine classes. The distinctive para 
phernalia and privillages of each 
group will be discussed after 
wards. 

TABLE No. 10 
Age-grades in the Juang Society 

__ ___,_~_L (A) Age grades for Males 

Serial 
No.· 

Age grades Approximate 
age in years 

Residence C Remarks 

2 3 4 5 

1 Wadi (Child) 

2 SanaXanger 

Upto 8 years 

8-15 years 

At home with 
parents. 

At Majang ; or 
at home. 

3 "Kang er" (un- 15 years till mar- At Majang 
married boy). ria~ e . 

. "' 

._,,- 
/ J 

~✓
ll 

Ditto Ditto 

Not a form a I 
Kanger. 

Same as ab o v e 
but haying 
uiider~on e 

"i u i t i a t=i e n 
ceremony. \.\ \ 

\'\' :(\ 
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,, 
>Serial O - Age Ofades 
.:• ... No., -- -•-··•,•·· 

· Approximate 
age in years 

Residence Remarks 

2 3 4 5 -- - ------------ ---'---~--- ---------------------~-- 
. 5 Kamathara Kanger After marriage At.home w i t h 

(married man)'. till old age, wife. 

•• 
.. 

Continues to be a' 
formal member 
of the Majang 
till be gives a 
chicken and 
some rice to 
Kanger1'i .; . on 
Amb Nua and 
retire from the 

. youth organiza- 
tion. · 

l 
"8''• 

6 Burha or Bauntae After 51 years 
(Old man). 

7 Kamanda After marriage 
and generally 
in old age. 

Ditto 

Ditto After being instal 
led to an office 
through .i 

special ritual.· 

:ii: 
~ 

8 Widower- 

9 Bach::-lor 

l Wadi (Child) 

2 Toktali Selan 

3 "Selan" 

4 Selan 

) Guruta Selan (married lady}. 

After t h s death At .Majang 
of wife. 

Ditto 
(B) Age Grades for Females 
Up to 8 years At home w i th 

· ·· - parents, 
8tc>t-lyeirs ,Wi'tligirls or 

widows, 
Ditto Aft. e r. p ibcry 

till marriage. · 
Ditto 

After marriage 

Ditto 

!·-<. · § Burhi (Old.lady) 

S Kamanda R a e '··w {,wife of a 
. -· Kamaada ). 

I./ .·, .. ',, 
,: 

,.,;,~- .. '-.~< : ', ' 
,,.'J''" ' 

After marriage 
in old age. 

Ditto 

At home with 
husband. 

Not 'a for ma 1-;1c,~tii~ilf'~, 

,~~ t t ed ,:'5 a 
formal member of the -dormi 
tory after cer 
tain observan 
ces. 

Before start 
sleeping with the 
husband· m ti s t 
offer c a k e s, 
tobacco and 
mat to the 
members of her 
village . dormi 
tory. 

Ditto 

Ditto After the husband . 
becomes a 
Kamanda and 
assumes an office. 
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5 
u ·~ 

Serial Age-grades Approximate Residence 
No, age in years 

- 
1 2 3 4 
-- 
8 A.la bok dae After the death In her house 

(widow) of the husband. along or 
with girls. 

9 Spinster .. Ditto 
"' 

jilt 

..._,,-<, 
') 

I/ ~ ,._,,, 

Remarks 

The discrepaney between the 
biological and social age groups is 
bridged up within the frame work 
of youth organisation. The social 
norm does not favour an ordinary 
person to joke with any body who 
stands in adjacent generation to 
him or her, but the Kangerki anc 

~' Selanki of own, alternate, and adja 
cent generations are allowed to 
joke with each other within 
their own group. This is 
because, , in a broad sence, 

- all the Kangerki are considered as 
brothers and all the Selanki as 
sisters to "each other. , ,; 

/ 

Formal obs~~:~t~!.tr-marking of 
the line bet~ ~ •• e unmarried and 
the married 

After,marriage, a Kanger automa 
tically steps into the status of a 
Kamathara Kanger but he continues 
to work and co-operate with the 
Kangerki till he can afford to get 
himself detached from the associa - 
tion of the Kangerki through a spe 
cial observance, Right after the 
marriage the groom does not sleep 
with his wife. A new house is built 
for him and on the consummation 
day of the marriage he has to take 

'.'farewell from the Kangerki by giv- 
/ ' ing them cakes, tobacco, and a mat. 

After this formal observance the 
boy is permitted to sleep with his 
wife, but he still co,ntinues · to be a 

regular member of the boy's dormi 
tory and fulfils most of the obliga 
tions of his association group. 
When he wants to resign from the 
group of the Kanqerki he gives one 
pai or more rice and a chicken to 
the Kangerki on the Amb Nua 
ritual day. It is after this only 
that he ceases to be a working 
member of the youth's group. 

Similar is the procedure for a 
girl to get herself detached from the 
membership of the youth organiza 
tion. After her marriage and be 
fore she sleeps with her husband 
she visits the Kanqerki and Selanki 
of her village to take farewell from 
them and offers them cakes, tobacco 
and a new mat. 
The Role System II 

Every age group is entrusted with 
special roles and responsibilities 
under the purview of the dormitory 
and youth organization. The roles 
of certain specific age groups as 
directly concerned with the dormi 
tory life would be discussed here. 
The boys and girls of the Majang 
choose a sponsor of their own 
known as Tandakar who acts as 
their guardian and moral adviser. 
The role of the Tandakar is also 
described in this connection. ,~The 
following table summarizes th~'du~ 
ties of diff erent age groups in youth 
organization. \ \ 

- \ 

I 



l: Kangerki 

in Juang 

7. Collecting flC~ and,·ofhef;;i~l' .,stuffs 
every house fpj:''flle~guests arid visitors 

· feedirig Bdndhu;gHU{on theirdancing visits. 
~ . ·. '- . ,., ... ,.-.,· -<,,.c<. 

8. :::a;::: ~nd f•~~~t:\\,l,ljl~fj~ 

- 9. Beating Changu: pv~~ight~P. :riJ~d~li''' 
i9,-·Qlieyil}g'(-_1;a11a~:;51i~i~~:};i1~;:4:Ia:~ts.· 

H'.in~d-,:it a i6mm'unal working 
Tandd:iwr _.- or by oth~r vUhigers,1, 

12, Bringing. firewood to the 
or :bride on the ()C~asio:n. 
Tandakar · and village om1ce1;,s 
,pcca,sions. 

,; 14. Sforing'bµndtes 
Lctimmon f}!~d 

TABLirll
1 

Duties of Various' Age--· Groups 
Organization · 

Various Roles and Responsibilities 
''"' 

L Bringing -firewoed for the Majang .ft.re 

2. Thatching and r~pai;ing of.the '¥Pi~u~•,jnd;, 
"construction of new Majang in case'6{:,.cli~ijg.:s: 
'ing. village sites. · · 

3; Installing stone em-Blem-·f01" Gr,an1 S~ri .~n,a. 
· new village. · · 

4.: Making changu · and .. drums 

5. C~ntribution of goats, pigs, . or 
important village rituals, 



L Plastering Majririg and sweeping -the plaza in 
every three or four days and positively 
tifual occasions. 

2. Supplying leaf cups and plates on 
festivals, and for the, g1,1ests and 
GrincUng spices on above ,_OCC,;\Sions. 

. Husking paddy g'Iven from the . common fund 
,: of" the · yillage. 

4. Grinding cakes on certain .viflage rituals. 

5.' GeUi*g hired as a working party 

6. Dancing overnight on ritual and festive days . 

7. O}?~yi~~ the Tondaktir, the widows, ,and the 
village elders. . 

· ,IB. Widows and 
~'i-;i,l'.s,pinsters sleep 

.. ~ ing' L0with the· 
gi.rls-::}~) "t': , ·. . . ·. 1

/ 

:;

1< ·--<.~:~, ·_.··;, .. ).;/ix .. _,·•.·.· .... ·:(2 .. Q.~ftde. an.· d .. sel.ect the .. ~m~~.e ... to which the·, .. 
. . · · ./ gn,:tsc· shouhl·goon dancing visit. 

. - . : ' . ' '?_-<"';~;//· ,~ 

3. 

1, Taking care of the girls and keeping an eyef 
,y as to what they do. · 
1,-, 

Accompany the girls in. dancing hips 
4: Help in courtship· btit~een the gfrls 

Bandhu boys. 

:1.Keeping 
· Kaiig_Jrki 
works. 

and their 

Carry gifts sent by the girls to their Bandin: 
and bring the information 

an eye on · the activities . of the, 
and helping them in co-operative 
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L 6. Tandakar 1. Taking care of the Kangerki and Selanki and hel.p 
ing them in their need by lending money, rice and. 
other things. 

2. Can hire the boys and girls to work on his field 

3: Should watch and see that the boys and girls do 
not violate· any norm of the society or neglect in their 

" duties. 

4. Can punish them for neglecting in their duty 

5. Must be consulted before any body hires the boys 
and girls as ;.i. working party. 

(L Should give cooked rice to the boys and girls on 
major festive occasion, and should slaughter agoat or 
sheep for them when he retires from the office oi the '.., 
Tandakar. 

Failing to do the duty, as 
· prescribed by the. norms of the 
society, is considered · as a devia 
tion for which the offenders are 
punished by . the village elders. 
The punishment may be of four 
kinds- 

(1) Expulsion from the Majang 

2) Physical punishment like 
·· · standing-on one leg h<)lding 
the· ears, ·puttin·g the second 
finger in excreta, . etc.v in 
minor offences, and beating 
in case of adultery and 
incest. .. 

(3) Fines of money, liquor, goat 
and rice. 

Yerbal scolding. and. caution 
, to repeat the work 

••1 1• again . ~ / . ;;y;;,· .. . . -'·· ,. 
<. 

~

. 

. , 
':'.!.='- 

Both' _the girls and the boys are 
punisher for f?,ilirig .to discharge . 
their/du;(es properly. _ The boys are 
generall punished for not bringing 
firewood · the Majang and for . .noL.· 
obeying the v ',ge elders. 'Simi-. 
larly the girls are ·1rid fault with' 
if they do not plaster the Majang 
and sweep the plaza regularly. 
H first attracts the .attention of the 
village elders when the boys or 
girls are found guilty in neglecting 
their duties. They first accuse the 
Tondakar for not supervising the 
work of the Kanqerki. and Se[anki. 
Sometimes the T'andakar is fined 

. one or two rupees for the fault of 
the boys or the· girls · after, which 
the blame falls on the actual offen 
ders. One of the main features. , \ 
of the Juang·youth organisation i~. ~~ 
the collective responsibilities of .its \ : · 
members. For negligence .of' one's \ i 
d11tj.e~ or for the failure to carry \··\;··._ ,_

1 
+ . : .. ,, -_· N 
·--~' 

0 
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out any assigned );t;k-. in~case of : form;i1y.:o.l(Y th;-:1Kaitgerki "arid','tli~:-~ ,, . , ., 
.,t one inemher··~{,,the·. <lpnµitory, -~11 ·_ -, $elanki., ,'.of~ -t~~ 'b[ldeys"':vil'ia'g&,>· & ? the members,.c>f ~ the )>rgaiiisatfotl qhough th·e',·' amount, - 1n . fac_t!is -,., 
' are liable to be punished. They .·. shared by all the villagers. Twtt?. 
are fiqea,· the· firie being rice (gene- .Khandi .of paddy and two Kluuuli 
rally, one to . t~o 'Khandi) , .. a goat . of rice- {outofthe to_tal amount of 
or a pig, and about two· to five, " seven Klianiii' .: of ' pa:duy ' and ·si~. 
rupeea-forTiquor" f,w the 'village -Kharidf- of rice}' are giveii.)6r'.the':;: 
eldei£~- Th~y collect these· things-: .Kanqerk! and ·selanki 'as;:, . 
from their own houses or borrow -·exp~nses for turrneric-. 'and ,·oih 

V from some body on an' agreement (Kariger Sel~n ojan:· sascir{gj., 
\ ,; to pay it_ off by -·working. on. -the ... " · 1 : . . . .. . _ _ 

· ;_ creditor's field. The Jines are used •. . (iii) for giving corx~,!1111t . C!)m• 
for holding 'a feast· in 'the village. ·pany to the bride and t}:l~ groom · 

- . in the groom's village; the. Ka.I_lgerki .. 
and Selanki get _,a special share 'of 
rice . (about, te~ Pai or. a- ,I(Jzandi('-' 
anl ~ ·goat',: or a 'chickeri. 'the. 
Kangerki- and Seltuiki. cook- it and -C :,. 
distribute :ai:ribng· : themselves, 

Remuneratioti for the 
Age · groyps. 

Different . 

- Jt has.r been dealt in ea.rlier'pages 
,' that•' every ,;'age,'grQUP. has' its' 
.• P9:~s~;• ~no ~ pd~~tege_s · "''.afi)liated 
'', with \ts .rigp.ts and, resporisibil-ities: 
In other· wcirds, each respoiisibilify 

\,., is re~arded: in the fo~nial stru'c;~ 
fure of the society. 'Ea!. status 

1 ' enforces certain duties , d the 
) rew;rds motivate the duti \s to . be 

translated into action. e pri- 
i vileges and the reIJ1un.ern' on of the 
-·-..\various. age-groups r • - •ciat~4 with 

• ;· fhe <lormitorv organization · are 
\- described • b u~fly. 
1 
. A. · Knnqerki and · S;lanki- .,_, 
l, . (i) During -marriages the Kangerki 
' ,•·• :, ' ' 
[ ,and· Se_lanki a,_lways _as~ociate with 
\ the ,gr()om's partyJno special rites 
,\: are observed -in brid.e's,>,J:'ill~ge 

. since •the bride is.'. taken" .to -the 
: ' 'gi,-oom's· village for · ·m'.atr.ia,.'ge ), 
,_.--.,._ . ' . -· ._,,,_.' -• 

''. The·•_boys: bring fire-wood al\_d,the~. 
' SrlanRi · bring leaves. to the gro.oro;s 
hou$e.·· -During the marriage period. 

. Jiey are: -f'ed : .by .. the . :grdom's, · 
aren ts>· ,,,. -:. 

. (ii) A major portion· oftrie bride, 
, 'Yea,th w:hidi the: groom's·' patty 

"' ]_,.gives "to . t~e br.ide\-vHiagers ~oes 
~ >, . ,·; .. '&,'' ···,; • ' •• , 

(iv) After marriage the bride and 
._, . ' • ~, . : . I'_~ . . - -,. - .\ ' • ·,. .,_ ;,, f ;.. :::-: t4~ ,gi:opII\_ pay a, visif to 'tlhf b'I:ide1s 

. village:witn, the •oride,-~w~aith~• The . 
- Kangerki\atid. SelaiiJ{,0acc'c>mparryl'.. 
the, nia~de'd 'cdti~le: ;' Dtifhig ,their?.· 
stay ,i11 ,t~e Btiffi"i;vmag~;-they kre_: ' 
fed by the btfde's· 1.:farents?·; :,·r~ · · -..;. '. p~,.\:,~,-:_:;;.:1;>1kr·T ,, · 
(v)' On major, rftujil'': days 

Katiqerki and, Selav.ki J~ring. fire- 
, . . .. ' ')' . . . '. ? ', :'" "- ~ '_ ' i, ~ 

wood .and , leaves to the. T'aadalau: 
i:,o' . __ ,'. _ ,. •• , ·._,, -~ · --:.- i _ • ·, · ,._-.•-:'1\.r'.· 

and they _are fedb;)_':,.~i:fD-· --: ·• /, ... _:'7•; 

(vi) The day a; new:,:Tand,akd-r. 
is selected by the. Kangerki -and ' 

· S_elankLt}le formerrgives one &har~ 
. of- cooked ··ticf~an·d meat .curry,' to. 
the K'ah(Jerkt and: Sela11,ki,J1f; th,e: 
village, ~Simi la r 1 y- w4~n ~t: 
Ttuuiakdr resigns, from- -his office, 
he provides cooked rice ~nd u'ieat" 
curry tof the Kangetki and -Selani(i. 
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rituals 'of the village) he gives a 
special share of cooked rice and 
meat curry to the Kangerki and 
Selanki. 

Kaiiqerki and Selanki are giveu . 
shares of the gift the latter receive 
from their Bandhu friends. 

(viii) On every ritual occasion the 
Kamandaki get the head meat of 
the slaughtered animals which no 
other married people except them 
can eat. This meat and the rice 
grains used in the rituals are cooked 
in the Majang by the Kangerki. 
Both the Kamandaki and the 
Kangerki eat this food. 

Organized behaviour as manifes 
ted in communal and· group ende 
avour is a special feature in the 
tribal societies and is in full swing 
in the dormitory life of the Juang 

-~•\,) 

,. v' (ix) Lastly, the Kangerki and 
. Selauki, when hired as a working 
party are given rice and goat which 
they cook and eat on any conveniet 
day. 

B. Tandakar-(i) It has already 
been pointed out that on major 
ritual or festive occasions the 
Kangerki and Selanki are given a 
meal by the Tandakar. On the 
above occasions the Tandarkar is 
supplied with fire-wood and leaves 
by the Kangerki and Selanki. 

(ii) When tile Selanki and the 
Kangerki of a village receive gifts 
from their Bandhu Kangerki or 
Selanki they give a share of their 
gift to the Tondakat . 

(iii) The Tandakar has the right 
to ask the Selonki and Koiujerki of 
his village to work on his field even 
though he cannot pay them any 
thing for their labour. 

It is interesting and important tn 
observe how such group activities 

• are organised and how these are 
translated into action. Co-opera 
tion of the group members and 
their common interests find. full 
expression in two situations, i.e., 
dancing visits exchanged between 
Bandhu boys and girls, and their 
common economic pursuits like 
cultivating common patches-" of - 
forest land, working as hired labour 
parties for wages, collecting oil 
seeds from the jungle, etc. \1 

\ 

Dancing tixpeditions 
I 

C. The Widows and the 
wers-They do not get any 

re~tration from the village 
Onlt 'tt10se widows and widowers 
who associate meire with · th'? 

ff r ~ 
~

-,. .. . ... ..___,___ 
/ . ----~.., 

In Juan 
villages are i-clan villages. 
Marriages are stric · dordidden in" 
one's own village and in village 
which are related as Kutumb 
( agnate). Marriages are orily per 
formed between Bandhu - villages. 
All these rules also apply to the 
dancing organization of the boys 
and the ·girls. Dancing visits are 
exchanged between Bandhu villages. 
If the Kangerki develop special love 
and liking for the Selanki of a 
particular village they give gifts of 
fried-rice, ribbon for _buns, combs, 
etc., to the girls and invite them 
to visit -their village, In order td 
convey their eagerness for changu 
dance the boys may tie the gifts in 
a piece of cloth and leave the cloth 



,:,,: 
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f./JJf;,0;1~1FF:if i-l./f !f I ½ahii1o~a A, 
'"• y,,o ¥, ,r ": -. ., ,·· ~ ·.- ;' .~ 

. ~ithJJ}e girls 'teilii}i;tii'~nii\efJre.hirn , )hey'~roughff w\lie,.boys aqgf.say · 
'tije 'tlqth on .. their)rip t<> tli:e bpys' ;jokip,gJy .jl;lar the' boys· might/not:. 

· .yillage .. Someiirrles}' th~y, also Hke - Hrn ,thing:5 ·brought . by. th.ti" 
appeal for the girls' consent i~. a ·"untouchable'' girls, . . .. 

! I ·>-., :"•''1" •·., ·.·, ... ·•.· •f ' 

'"jokin~rmarin:er by saying, "if you 
,_'.,,, '•;ef~Ei1ioi d~IIle to our,'.~illage, then let 
1+· :·;your .0wn' '. brothers , marry you'.'. 

, .{:,· t. _. " - - .;•- . ,y ·,:; ., 

Whil~:maki:11g gifts the boys and 
the;gii'ls''fry to flatter each, other. 
ThtJ:?~0ys;\id~ntify .. themselves as 
"the sons of untouchables" and 

1 · address the girls as" the. daughters 
_\,' of If.in.gs". The g,irls also answer in a

0 
• 

/· similar manner describing them- 
{ selves as-inferfor to the boys. , The 
~\,; girls· distribute the gifts of their 
t . B;nolm Kanqerki among thJm- 
1,/ and'gi~f, a ;mall 'phare 'to .the 
t,fKqngerki "of ,:their · _·own village. 
t;·fyh~f(th~·boY_~-~isJr!n,te the 'gifts 
: - of th.,,~ir Bandhu''girls the-y also give 
~ a small share to their village girls. 

.: ·:. Before making a dancin1··· g rip the 

-.f ... ·.·•··"·S'_.~lqn··.··•·k· __ i colle·c .. t_,·.-.r.i .. ce .or pa·d·.· ... from , ' their- houses and prepare kes to 
-~'take;,:,far:l~J :,~andhu, n~erki. 
r ·0T:hey:aJS'o 'take' tobacco a, hquor 

· ~ with the ·c~k€s as-~,~fJi.?/d go +to 
.the boy's, village""}}R•;,; some windows: 
al):d:o}d'.}a . •"' ''f the villages -They 
take shelter in, any body's house 

.: but generally the house of a close 
'rglative ~}s ;_ preferred. The girls 
caJ!"'tht\,B;indhu boys to this _ place 

~- _ _Vi~~>;; ~i-': _ , 

and ask ."'about c.fheir health and · . . ·, ; ff :t-:;,x<_ · \-: ~. - 
happiness,' 'Tlre :boys, .always give 
funny replies to 'attract the" girJs 
sayaing th~f " some of tfie:rrt "''Yere 
sick," · "s~me - had broken th'efr 
legs on th~i:r w:iy back home froin 
the forest", "some wuld not ~alk 
,fqr: ~~oshing their feet with an, axe 

, \ wp,ile chopping .. firewood," etc. 
,. _,.,..);, ;J'Iie boys a-l;_b· ask about the health 
r ii{\ afthe g~irts:and the girls reply in 

'rbe usualfunny mariner, The girls, 
pye ,~~kes, tobacco ai:icf 6t~er gifts• 

~; 

·•··Durin'g' their~·,.stay. ·the 
and the party:: are - fed, hy .the. 

. •K anger kz and liy 'the yill,age elders .•. 
•- Both the villagers, and th~.Kl1ngerk( 

, equally shar~ the)m;d-en of fe,edi~g , .. 
the girls, The: "Kabg'.er,ki. 'pfovid~ I 
rice," dal, etc.,> for ,the meals 'from ,, . .. '1' .,,,- ' ,,.. , . 
their common fund, iLJhey "have . · 
any stock, otherwisef'they: c'ollec("\ 
such things from 'their.-°'YP- houses 
or - brin,g in loans . fro pi, ... ot,hei:s 
The villagers also collect- th'~1r 
\shares in 'insimilar fa~hion. 

Food is cooked by the villagers' 
on the plaza outside the Majang 
at night and· inside the Majang 
during the day.' It is sent to _th~ 
girls in leaf cups, prepared by 'the 
Selanki of the boys, village. . 

Cluuuni dance - goes .on : night' 
and day, but is more free at night._ 
At night the village elders retire - 

- from the M ajang and go· to: sleep in 
'their' .own - houses. · A strong 
competitive spmt develops 'bet 
ween the boys a~d -the'. girls an;12,: 
each party: tries to defeat the-other; · 

. The boys try to beat charigu over-. , 
night 'and make the gir-ls to dance'. 
They beat chanqu ·in alternates 
groups, The girl also split up in, 
toJ~o grqups and dance =infer 
mittantly. ··u the° girls try' to fl,ee 
awa.y,,:from the dancing ground to 

~1sleep , the · boys drag them and. force 
them. 'to dance. Likewise, 'the ·giplg 
do not' let' the boys fall asleep' an.il 
try to keep them alert by pouring ,. 
water on -p1em. It is really pain 
ful for the boys to get themst,lves 
f;ul .· .for th'e boys to get. th~mselve;s · 
drenched by -,th~ girls -.' llil \.:~~1~1_'.',.:r 

\ ,, ., 

.~:, 

e-/' 
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D~ring the dance both parties 
try to display fun to each · other. 
The girls kick and step on the foot 
of the boys while dancing. They 
also throw ashes, mud water and 
turmeric water at the boys and the 
boys throw the same things back 
at the girls. Juang girls never 
sing in changu dance. The boys 
get full scope to display their joke 
towards the- Bandhu Selanki during 
changu beat through songs and 
the girls cannot reply to it except 
by kicking, pulling chanqti froin 

.. their hands and throwing 
ash and water at them. The singing 
competition between the boys and 
the girls takes place when each ' 
party sings and answers to each 
other on their way back home from 
market fairs, or while working 
together in the field. Each party 
sings in chorus-to the other. They 
sing so sweetly and work so smo 
othly that they forget to go back 

· home and eat their noon meals. 

At the dead of the night when 
all the villagers fall asleep the boys 
take the girls to .a secluded place 
for massaging. The boys tell the 
girls, "let us go to the forest to 
figurative experssion of massag 
ing". The girls reply jokingly. · 
"we have never learnt how to sea 
rch for tooth-twings". The boys 
say, "Come, we will teach you". On 
certain occasions the Selanki of the 
boys' village also induce the 
Bandhu Selanki to massage their 
'brother' (meaning · their own clan 
Kangerki). The boys get themsel 
ves massaged in a group seating 
to each other or may pair off with· 
one girl each to different places, 
but ;n no case they sit wide apart 
from each other. While getting Jf /saged a boy may fondle the 

./ 
/"-... ' . . \ 

/ .. ·• ~-- L ~ ... , ,. . - - ~ ......__....,. . 

breasts of the girl but the joking 
behaviour does not lead to actual 
sexual indulgence.· 

On the parting day the girls are 
entertained with a meat-meal.· A 
goat; a pig, "or a sheep is slaught 
ered for them and shares of cooked 
rice and meat , curry· are given to 
the girls both for their meals and 
for carrying one share with them 

~ to eat on their way home. They . 
are also given rasi, saru, mandia .. 
maize, jackiruits and other sea 
sonal crops. The boys go up to 
certain distance to see the girls. off. 
On the way the girls massage the 
boys and the boys decorate their 
buns .with wild flowers. 
buns with wild flowers. / 
Common Economic Pursuits:.....,; 

The members of the dormitory, 
i.e., the lmnarried boys and the 
girls, ha~~ to present gifts to their 
Bandhu ':arteners. Besides, they 
have to •rovide food for their 
friends on e occasion of the. 

- dng expeditions. 
Such being the col~ responsi- • 
bility of all the members of the 
dormitory, they all work collecti 
vely to -enrich their common stock 
of paddy and other things for 
meetings such expenses. Thus the 
boys and the girls cultivate one or 
two patches of forest every year 
and raise various crops like paddy 
and rasi. In the months of June 
and July the Kangerki and Selanki 
collect bcmgrur (oil-seeds) from the 
jungle. Rosi and bangrur are 
either sold for money or are excha 
nged for paddy and rice. Money 
is used for buying gifts for Bandhu 
friends; and rice, dal etc., are 
used for feeding them. 

• 
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the latter beat changu. The 'folk 
tales and myths of the tribal origin 
are also learnt while sleeping in 
theMajang. 

( 4) Life in the 11fojang affords 
an effective economic organisation 
for the J uang youth. The 
Kangerki and Selatiki cultivate 
one or two patches of toila land 
every year and the yield is • stored 
for common use. The boys cut 
down trees, plough field sow seed 

' and harvest crops; while the 
Selanki help in hoeing, burning the 
dried trees and branches, debush 
ing, weeding and harvesting, 

5. Majang serves as a court-house 
of the village where the quarrels 
and conflicts are mitigated. The 
villagers gather around the Majang 
fire and discuss about the quarrels 
and other important issues to bring 
out compromise. In case of major 
offences the culprit, is fined an 
has to pay rice, goat and money for 
liquor to the village elders. Other 
wise, he might be asked to give one 
or two rupees for liquor. 

Both the intra and inter-village 
quarrels involving the Juang exclu 
sively or both the Juang and the 
non-Juang are also settled in the 
M ajang in this manner. 

(6) Majang acts as a store house 
or "Graingolla" of the village 
where paddy and other crops are 
stored in straw bundles by the 
villagers for the guests and rela 
tives. After the harvest two to 
five pai of paddy is collected from 
each family of the village and is 
stored in the M ajang for feeding 
the 'outsiders. The boys and· girls 
also store their stock of paddy and 
od.fr grains in the Majang. 

(7) Majang is a sacred· institu 
tion. The drums and changus are .• 
hung orr the Majang walls and the 
god and ~he goddess for changus 
and drums (known as Bhinia 
Badatiui and Katichuni, respec 
tively) are believed to reside 
inside the Majang. For this the 
girls are directed to plaster the 
Majang frequently. Before going 
out to perform any ritual the 
Nagam (village priest) and other 

• ritual officers first come to the 
Majang. On the occasion of Amba 
Nua the Kangerki worship changu 
and drums invoking Bhima Badama _ 
and Kancbuni. Many other rituals 
are also performed inside the 
Majang or in front of it, i.e., on 
the plaza. The distribution , of 
seed for first sowing is made in "; 
the Majang where the Nagam 
distributes paddy to each family 
for the\,first sowing. 

(8) T1.'e genuine artistic talents 
of the Ju' ng find expression in the 
constructio of their Majnng. 
Majang may called -the, 
museum of Juang aft-end decora 
tion. On its pillars and beams 
are carved figures of birds, beasts 
and graphic human beings. More 
over, the Majang walls are decora 
ted with paintings on the Amba 
Nua ritual day. 

.. 

(9) Majang may be used as the 
. kitchen on feasting occasion. Meals 
are cooked for the visitors inside 
the M ajang in day time and near, 
the plaza at night. On ever~ • ...._ 
ritual day the Kamandaki cook ~ 
their food with the offered r 
materials inside the Majang. \ 

\_~ 



YOUTH ORGANISATION 

(lO) The last but not the least. 
function of the Majang is recrea 
tional. It provides fun and 
pleasure to the boys and the girls 
who are tired after the day's toil 
and want to enjoy the sweetness of 
life by beating clianqu and joining 
dancing. At times, they find it so 
enjoyable that they keep dancing 
and· beating changu for days and 
nights . 

Modern Changes in the Majang 
Organisation 

The Majang institution is gra 
dually breaking down and some 
of t)Je important features of this 

. orgallisatiori 'are gradually vanish 
_ing1 due to the contant of the 
• tribals with the non-tribal people. 
Impact of outsiders and the chang 

of the people have brought. 
striking changes "-,in . the 

dormitory organization of the 
Jua0cg, The Juang of the plains 
vHl~~e~ come in contact)vith the 
caste Hindus more tj.oseJj than the 
Juang living on )'rii'fs. As such 
they have dey;::tbped a feeling of 

. - 

hatred towards the changu dance. • 
In some villages, the youths have 
Ramlila parties. They are taught 
dance and songs by an Oriya 
teacher· and exhibit their perform 
ances in the neighbouring villages 
for collecting money and grains. 
The Juang, in general, have also 
developed hatred towards their 
traditional dress" and ornaments. 
Some !iterate Juangs feel that their 
women should not wear beads and 
bangles of the traditional variety. 

Absence of organized labour and 
communal economic pursuits ,.::Jm 
co-operative basis in plains village 
is really shocking. The members 
of the dormitory are hardly asso 
ciating themselves with the affairs 
of the Majang. They prefer to 
mind their own business than 
taking pains for communal efforts. 
As such they do not cultivate 
patches of forest land of their own 
for a common harvest or go to work 
in a labour party to earn wages in 
cash or kind which could be used 
for meeting the expenses relating 
to the dormitory organisation. 



CHAPTER VII 

0 I. RELIGIOUS BELIEFS 
AND PRACTICES 

I 

Religion is one of the broad 
groupings · of cultural complex. 
It completes the adjustment of 
man in his society by providing 
security against unknown powers 
and forces which disturb him. 
It is the pivot of all human acti 
vities and is closely associated 
with life from conception through 
birth to death. It has two inter 
related constituents, the religious 
beliefs and the religious practices. 
Belief is the mode of conception 
and ritual is the mode of action. 
The rituals are the starting points 
of major actions of a society. 
They throw light on social rela 
tions expressing the structural 
arrangements of the society. 

Religion may very well be 
said to constitute the whole way 
of life of the Juang. Living amidst 
hills and forests the Juang believe 
in various deities, ghosts and 
spirits dewelling on hills, forests 
and streams and the ancestral 
spirits guiding every walk of their 
life. In order to get rid of the 
evil attention of these spirits, and 
in order to protect themselves and 
their scanty earthly possessions the 
Juang try to establish a friendly 
relation with the spirits through 
CJ;propriate rites and rituals. 

The study of the religious 
of the Juang throws light on 
other aspects of their life; 

lift 

eco 
nomic, social and political. 
Pus Putiei, a ritual obeserved in 
the month of December-January, 
for example, unfolds the socio~.., 
economic life of the Juang. 
Besides its religious . aspects, it 
marks the beginning of the new 
agricultural cycle for the · J uang. 
Until and unless this ritual is 
performed the Juang do not 
distribute land for shifting culti 
vation, d'o <!!Of start felling trees 
from toila, a~ d~ not thatch thejr 
house. The social i~ortance of 
the ritual lies in the fact that the 
persons who are scheduled to leave ~ 
their parent village ar~ excluded •. ~, 
from the bona fide villagers who 
visit the Nagam (ritual head) of 
the village with gifts of grains and 
seek his blessings. Marriages are 
strictly prohibited before Pus Punei 
and the parties bringing such 
proposals to a village before this 
ritual are fined. The political 
leaders find full scope to play their 
role in connection with tieie 
distribution of toila land in Ptr.~ •· 
Punei. They are the persons who 
allot patches of toila land to " 
different families, and some of the 
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•. leaders like the N agam and the 
Ardhan are alloted such land first 
before it is distributed to other 
persons. 

'- 

The religious rites of the J uang 
show traces of borrowings from 
the Hindus. The Juang of Keon 
jhar are less influenced by Hindu 
religious rites than those living 
in Dhenkanal. Some of the Hindu 
deities, are, however, recent 
borrowings and have not been 
completely assimilated in the Juang 

-religious system. The core of the 
Juang religion unaffected by Hindu 
influences, consists of two High 
Gods .and number of local deities 
presiding over fields and forests, 
-over hills and rocks, over streams 
and fountains, and over villages 
and homes. Further, the unseen 
world of the Juang is dominated 
by a pumber of named and un 
named spirits. Some of these 

· gods and spirits may be described 
below· in order of their dignity. 

.JtJANG PANTHEON 
.c;Y 

High Gods-Dharam Devta and 
Basumata are the two supreme 
deities characterized by their 
benevolent character. Dharam 
Devta is indentified with the Sun 
God and Basumata with the Earth 
Goddess. Both are respected with 
high esteem and have equal hold 
on the earth. Otherwise known as 
Basukl, Basukimotn, and Dharitri 
mata, Basumata is considered to be 
ths wife of Dharam Devta. 
' 
No ritual is performed, and no 

jmportant matter concerning the 
social, economic or political life 
of the Jaung is settled without a 
prayer to Basumata and Dharam 

Devta. All ritual start with the 
prayer, "the Dharam Devta above 
and Basumata below", the supreme 
deities safeguarding the life of the 
Juang. Offerings are made to 
them by lifting the gifts in the 
palms and looking to the sky, and 
by dropping some, of it on the 
earth. In every liquor ritual 
homage, is paid to Basumata and 
Dharatn Devta by sprinkling a few 
drops on the earth before drinking. 

Village Gods-Gram Siri is the 
main deity of the village. She is 
represented by some long and 
pointed stone emblems installed 
in front of the dormitory~ house. 
She is worshipped in all the rituals 
and is believed to protect the 
village from all kinds of cala 
mities and misfortunes. In case 
of shifting of village to a new site 
the stone emblems of Gram Siri 
are brought by the unmarried boys 
of the village and are installed by 
the village priest. 

Another deity, who is no less 
important than Gram Sirl, is Than 
pati (lit, the tutelary deity of the 
place). T hanapati may either be 
male or female and is believed to 
reside on some hills surrounding 
the village. In Barura, for exam 
ple, Boitinipat, or the hill where 
from the sacred river Baitarani 
has taken its course is considered 
to be the Thanapati of the Barura 
village. In Phulbadi, their 
Thanapati, called Phulamania 
and Nagadia, are believed to dwell 
on a hill close to the village. The 
great Baracha Hill of the village 
Kudipasa is believed to be the abo 
de of Barachoni, the Thanapati of 

, . " 
Kudipasa village. The villagers cla> 
im their clan name to be Baracha 
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named after the Thanapati. For a 
long time they were designated 
as Baracha clan people, but in 
course of time, this clan name is 
overshadowed by village name 
and Kudiposa villagers now call 
themselves members of Kusiposia 
Bok, rather than Baracha Bok 

Two more deities responsible 
for the big drums and changu of , 
the Juang are also equally impor 
tant. They are called Kanchuni 
and Bhima Badma, the former 
viewed as the wife of the latter. 
Both reside in the drums kept 
inside the dormitory. They take 
care of the health of the unmarried 
boys and girls and are specially 
worshipped by the unmarried boys 
at the New Mango Eating Cere 
mony. The villagers have great 
reverence for the two deities since 
they have full control over the 
sound of the drums and changu, 
and unless they are kept in good 
temper the drums and changu 
do not produce high sound in spite 
of strong beating. In marriages, 
offerings of chicken and rice grains 
are made to" them so that the 
villagers win in the changu 
competition by excelling their 
opponents in changu beating. 

Hill and River Deities-Each 
village has its own set of deities 
named after the surrounding hills 
and streams ( dumbak). The 
mountains like Malyagiri, Gandha 
mardhan, Nimgiri, Romaiqiri, 
Barcha and Guptaganga, etc., are 
supposed to be the domains of 
some gods. The forest gods are 
likewise named after local forests. 
The term Pat is a general term 
d2hoting the forest gods and some 
such forest gods are Gutipat, 

Rengapat, Kalapat, Buiiinipai, etc. 
Stream and river deities are as 
important as hill and forest deities, 
and are named after the . local 
streams and rivers. The River 
Baitarani, flowing from Gupta 
ganga Pahar in Keonjhar is 
considered sacred both by the 
Juang and the non-Juang. 

The river deities are primarily 
c harmless, but the sprits residing in 

streams and fountains and on 
hills sometimes attack human 
beings by bringing headache and 
fever to them. They are propi 
tiated with chicken, rice grains, 
and other offerings. In all major 
rituals the Juang pay homage to 
hill, forest, river and stream•" 
deities and pray them for protec 
tion. 

Deified "Heroes or Mythical 
Characters 
Rusi and Rusiani are always 

honoured by the Juang. They 
are believed to be the first couple 
living on earth at a time when Goel 
did not think of creajing other 
human beings. They were the 
first creation of God who dwell 
in the thickest woods oJ Gupta 
ganga Pahara on the Rusi Tangar 
near Gonasika. They made the 
first fire and collected turbers from 
the jungle. They used .to go to 
the forest every day with a 
diggfng stick (buluk) to eke out 
their living. In course of time 
this sacred pair of the Earth gave 
birth to sons and daughters who 
were the ancestors of the present' 
Juang. It was "the time of 
truth" and the Juang did not 
speak any falsehood. They were 
honest, truthful and hard working 
and they had so high , spiritual 

-· 
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power that whatever they cursed 
bore fruit without fail. They 
were covering their bodies with 
leaves and this made them to be 
known as Patuas (leaf-wearers). 
Now that era is over, and the world 
has witnessed countless changes. 
The..Juang have not been able to 
keep up their purity and sanctity 
by speaking· the truth. 

Their wants have now increased, , 
and they have to labour day and 
night to fight against the acute 
poverty they are confronted with. 
But in spite of all trials and tribula 
tions and woes and worries, the 
Juang never forget the glory of 
their past. They take pride to call 
themselves the descendants of Rusi 
and Rusiani and feel elated and 
honoured for their glorious past. 

Rusi and Rusiani are rarely 
worshipped by the Jaung, but they 
occupy a pivotal position in 
many' Juang legends. 

f 

Family Spirits 

f' The Juang believe that their 
dead ancestors continue to live as 
spirits. They reside in the Daala 
portion of the house and keep a 
constant watch over the activities of 
their descendants. Each house has a 
Daala where the ancestral spirits 
live, and they are offered shares of 
food on important occasions. The 
ancestors are called pitruki, and 
may protect or perturb the living 

· 'beings in various ways. If they 
are dissatisfied they kill cattle, ruin 
crop and cause bodily ailments. 
They also visit their relatives in 
dreams and express. their wishes. 

'- The Juang worship their pitruki 

out of fear for help and protection, 
and also have high regards for 
them. They offer puja to their 
pitruki both at communal rites and 
in their individual houses. Before 
new fruits or new cereals are 
consumed these are, first 
offered to various gods and to the 
ancestores, Breach of this taboo 
offends the pitruki thus resulting 
in serious consequences. Some 
times, the ancestors may cause 
illness and want liquor from the 
offenders. In such case the Raulia 
(witch-diviner-cum-curer) detects 
the disease and offers tobacco, 
liquor or chickens to satisfy the 
spirit. 

If the ancestors are pleased they 
watch the fields of their descen 
dants and look after their welfare 
by safeguarding them from 
dangers. The Juang also pray to 
their pitruki at all liquor rituals. 
Before liquor is drunk, the Juang 
pour a few drops of liquor on earth 
praying Basumata, Dharam Devoto 
and the pitruki. 

Lastly, the Juang .never neglect 
the wish of their pitruki in import 
tant matters concerning the village 
life. Decisions regarding marriage 
or changing of village site are 
never finalized without knowing 
the intention of the pitruki through 
divination. They keep piles of 
rice grains and read omens by 
performing the 'punji' ritual. If 
the ancestors object to certain . 
proposal they convey it by distur 
bing the position of the rice-grains. 
In such case the proposal is at once 
abandoned and a new proposal is 
sought for. "'-· 

! ' 
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Hindu Borrowings 

Now, the Juang are not quite 
unfamiliar with Hindu Gods. The 
Juang of Keonjhar are beginning 
\o borrow Hindu traits from the 
Oriyas, while those of Dhenkanal 
have long since adopted many traits 
of Hindu religion in course- of 
their contact with \he neighbour 
ing caste people. Hindu deities 
like Mohadeu, Paruati, Laxmi 
Thakurani, Durga, Rama and Sita 
are now worshipped by the Juang. 
In Dhenkanal, the Juang have high 
regard for Baladeo while Siva and 
Paroati of Gotiasika temple are 
considered to be the supreme dei 
ties of Keonjhar. Both the Juang 
and the non-Juang bring things of 
offerings and slaughter goat or 
sheep in the temple at Gonasika. 

Religious Functionaries 

In · order to get the favour of 
deities and' to avert the ill will of 
the malivolent spirits, the Juang 
have ritual specialists to propitiate 
them properly. The· ritual 
specialists work as intermediaries 
between the natural and the super 
natural. They offer sacrifices to the 
deities in various rituals and try to 
keep them in good temper. Such 
specialists have higher status in 
society and they enjoy special 
powers and. privileges. 

The ritual specialists are called 
Knmandaki. They are generally 
the elderly men of the village who 
undergo a series of special rites 
to achieve the role of Kamanda. 
The rites include such steps like 
slaughtering goats and chickens 
and offering· liquor, rice and other 
things to all the deities and pitruki. 
All ~1~se involve heavey expences 
and unless a man is rich and 

unless he is warned by his ances 
tors in dreams he does not like to 
become a Kamanda. The Kamanda 
has to give feast to his villagers on 
certain occasions, and for every 
birth, marriage or death cases in 
his own family and in the families 
of his close kindred he has to get 
himself purified by offering goats 
and chickens to the deities and 
the ancestors. The roles and res 
-ponsibilities of the ritual specialists 
'He described below. 

Noqam 

Nagam is the ritual head of the 
village. He is called Boiia or 
Diliuri in Dhenkanal and officiates 
in all village rituals. Each village 
has its own Nagam, but at times 
one Nagam may officiate in two or 
three villages. In Keonjhar the 
selection of Nagam is made 
strictly on the principles of genera 
tion. The eldest man of the 
senior most generation is selected 
as N agam and his office passes late 
rally along each kinship' genera 
tion to the next senior male 
member. In no case, Ql.e office 
is transmitted from father to son, 
rather the brother occupying the 
old Nagam's generation _get the 
subsequent chance to be Nagam. 
The Nagam being the senior most 
man of· the village (senior both in 
biological and social age) exercises 
considerable status and authority 
in the village. 

A new N agam is formally 
appointed by the villagers who 
handover a leaf-cupful of burning 

h
.. l, 

incence to him and declare 1m to 
be their Naqam, He performs all 
village rituals and is given special 
shares of grains on important 
occasions. Every year, the Nagam 
is given a bheda, i. e., free labonr· .. 
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party, in which one member from 
each family of the village goes to 
work on the Nagam's field. 

Ardban 

Ardhan or Padluui is the secular 
head of the village, but he always 
plays an important role in every 
ritual. He is given the charge of 
Pat Khanda (the big axe) and with 
this axe he slaughters the animals 
to be offered to various deities. 

The role of the Ardhan in 
rituals is to slaughter the animals 
after the animals are ritually 
offered to the deities. Slaughte 
ring of animals, however, is purely 
men's work, and since the females 
cannot do so, they are debarred 

• • from the privilege of assuming the 
role of Ardhan. When a Nagam 
dies his wife may continue to work · 
as Nagam and perform the ritualsv , 
but the wife of, the Ardhan cannot 
assume the office of the Ardhan. 

.,r, 

• 

Naik, Dangua and Adhikari 

• Naik, Dangua and Adhikari may 
sit with tee Nagam and Ardhan in 
all rituals by virtue of the special 
rites they have undertaken to 
become J(amanda. The Naik and 
the Adliikari have no specific role 
of play in socio-religious life, but 
the Dangua is viewed to be an 
assistant of the Nagam. He helps 
the N agam in carrying the offering 
materials to ritual spot, - and 
communicates the news and decis 
sions to all the villagers by shout 
ing in front of the dormitory house. 

• No generation principle is followed 
· for the selection of these posts 
and he who can afford to spend 
for Kamanda ritual can be the 
Naik, Dangua or Adhikari. 

Kuba Kanger or Matha Kanger 

It has already been stated that 
all the unmarried boys sleeps in the 
dormitory and have their own 
associations. The eldest and the 
senior most of them is called Kuba 
Kanger and he performs the duty of 
Nagam in certain rituals. In Amb 
Nua (New Mango-eating) ceremony 
the Kuba Kanger worships the 
drums and chaiup« and offers 
chicken and rice shares to Bhiina 
Badama, Kaachutii, and other dei 
ties. In certain villages he also 
conducts all important village 
rituals in the absence of Nagam. 

Family Heads as Priests 
The head of each family also acts 

as a priest for propitiating bis 
family ancestors. Nagam officiates 
in all communal worship, but after 
the communal worship is over the 
family-heads perform a minor 
ritual in their own house and 
offer cooked rice, chicken, liquor, 
etc., to their family ancestors. 
Rituals associated with the life 
cycle of the Juang are always 
performed by the family heads. 
Religious. Practices • 

References are made about the 
J uang religious practices in the 
yearly writings of Risely, Dalton, 
and others Dalton wrote that "the 
even tenor of their lives is unbroken 
by any obligatory religious cere 
mony" and "they offer fowls to the 
sun when in distress to the earth", 
Risley writes that "offerings are 
made at seed time and harvest, and 
forest gods are carefully propitiated, 
and offerings to the departed an 
cestors are also made in October". 
The J uang are no doubt a religious 
people the monotony of whose Ffe 
is frequently broken by feasts- ..,o:i.nd 

• 
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festivities and by rites and rituals 
of various kinds. 

· From the structural aspects of the 
Juang rituals, i.e., the equipments 
necessary, the procedures followed. 
and the personel involved, it can 
be said that almost all the rituals 
are stereotyped and show little 
variation. The ec;:uipments requir 
ed for all rituals are almost stan 
dardized. These consist of such 
simple materials like turmeric pow 
der, husked rice, vermilion, incense 
and wicks, milk, molasses, liquor, 
leaf-cups, flower, and animals for 
sacrifice, such as goat, sheep, pig, 
chicken or buffalow depending on 
the nature of the ritual. The axe 
is the only tool by which the ani 
mals are slaughtered. 

The procedures in the ritual vary 
from complex to simple rites, but 
the general trend is almost standar 
dized. The ritual procedures in 
elude such steps like-smearing the 
worshipping spot with cowdung 
and water, drawing circle mark 
with turmeric powder, putting ver 
milion dabs inside the circle and on 

the deity, keeping the wicks and 
incense burning, washing the 
husked rice, adding milk to it and 
making piles of offerings, pouring 
milk and/or molasses water on each 
pile, and offering of liquor and. 
cooked rice. For sacrifices the 
steps involved include worshipp 
ing the animal by sprinkling water 
over it, lifting it and making over 
a formal offering, making the ani 
mal to eat some of the rice· grains 

0 from the piles offered to the deity, 
pulling some feathers or hairs from 
it and throwing them into the 
incense, slaughtering the animal 
and worshipping the head by put 
ting it on the rice-piles. The final 
step of the rituals is to bow down 
and pray for the health and hap 
piness of the people and for the '-.., 
future prosperity. 

All these show that the rituals of 
the Juang lack much variation and 
it would be sufficient to give a list 
of their annual festivals. The fol 
lowing table gives such a list of 
the rituals performed by the Juang; 

Table 12 
Annual festive Cycle of the Juang 

St. j Name of the 
No. Ritual 

Months when 
performed 

Significance Remarks 

1 I 2 3 4 5 

l PusPunei N o v ember 
December. 

Marks the beginning Very significant 
of the agricultural in Keonjhar, 
cycle of the year. - 
Toila land distri- i 
buted to individual 
families. Marria- 
ges cannot be per- 
formed until Pus • 
Punei is observed, 
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SI. Name of the Months when Significance Remarks 
No. - Ritual performed 

. 
' 

1 I 2 .3 4 

• 

• 5 

2 Amb Nua • • February-March To mark the begin- .• Very significant 
ning of eating green in Keonjhar, 
mangoes. Mango 

• blossoms offered 
to deities and 
ancestral spirits. 
Unmarried boys 
worship drums 
and changu in the 
dormitory. The 
last day of Amb 
Nua is the cere 
monial dav for 
communal · hunt 
ing. 

3 Tirtia (ceremony March Paddy seed is distri- Important both 
for first sow- buted to individual in Keonjhar 

• ing of paddy). family heads by and Dhenkanal 
the Nagam to 
observe the first 

r sowing. 
1 
i- ,i' 

. 
May-June A day for feasting 4 R.<J}a . . .. Imper t a n t i n ... and playing on Keonjhar and 

f swings. Dhen k a n a I. 
~ Borrowed from 

•• the Oriya . . 
i 
i 

' Asadi .. June-July .. Bangrur fruits are Important in 
1- offered to the Keonjhar, 
I deities before these 
I are eaten. Marks 

f weeding and 

l 
debus hi n g of 
fields. 

j: fl 

l . 6 Machuri Puja July-August • 0 To mark the eating Not observed i~ 
,~ or China Nua. of new china, Dhenkanal. 

greens, cucumber, . maize and bhendi, 
etc. 

ii - 

I 
~ 
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SL/· Narrie of the 
No. . Ritual 

l. 

Months when 
performed 

Significance Remarks: · 

• 2 3 4 5 

1 Pirh Puja c: • • July-August 

8 Gamha Ditto 

Performed on hills. 
Pray the forest 
and hill deities . 
for protection of · 
toila paddy from 
the ra vages of 
wild animals. 

Worship of cattle 

9 Guda Bua Nua Au g u s t-S e p- 
(e ... ting of new tember, 
guda rice). 

I 

10 · Kimiyang and September 
Kalar t-A b a • October. 
(new eating of 
toila paddy 
and Kalart). 

New guda-paddy is 
offered to the 
deities and to the 
ancestors. 

Observed in a grand, 
scale. New toila 
paddy, saru and · 
Kalart are offered 
to the ancestors. 

Not observed in 
Dhenkanal. 

Obs e r v e d 'iii 
Keonjhar and 
Dhen k an a 1. 
Seems to ·be 
borrowed from 
Oriyas, •""' 

Observed in 
Keonjbar and 
DhenkanaE 

Observed only 
by hill-Juangs 
of Keonjhar, 

,· 
11 Gunda Dia (offer 

ing of toila 
paddy, saru, 
Suluir, etc., by 
indi vi du a I 
families in 
their toila.) 

The family heads 
observe this ritual 
on their respective 
toila fields and 
offer shares to 
their own family 
ancestors. The 
ritual may also be 
observed for the 
harvest of suluir 
or rasi. 

12 Gurubar Osha •• 

0 c to be r 
November. 

Ditto 

'- 
Strictly confined, 
to the hill 
Juang of .., 
Ke-o n ] ha r. 
The plains 
dwellers of 
Keonjhar an d 
Dhen k a na I 
observe the 
same ritual for 
the harvest of 
1 o w-1 a n d 
paddy. 

Performed inhonour Pu~ely ai:i . O~iYtt 
of· · Laxml, the ritual. and per 
Hindu Godess fer,. , .~fdrmed. by a 
wealth. few J uangs of 

Dhenkanal. 
J 



most of the rituals of the 

· are either performed to 
b~~inning of the impor- · 

activities like dis- 
. land, · felling 

of crops and to mark 
\!.lg~ 'e~ting of new. fruits and crops. 

. · "he festivals like Gamha observed 
,,c,,for 'cattle: worship, Raja observed 
";i:~~.t<;<~-,-_17::/--_:,c,~:e- '_ '·, . ' .· , 

f()J; .fe~sfh1g.·:;ip..d merry-making and 
G.~)~bar ' (ishci hbserved in honour , 

0"6f Laxmi, are purely Hindu rituals 
and have been taken up by the 
µa,ng from the caste Hindus. 
"::,,;".;<!:,·\· 
1· (.,;, 

The J uang have' no temple or 
special shelters where their · gods 
reside. ·It has already been <less 
cribed that Dharam Devta dwells on 
the sky, Basumaia on . the earth 
and the hill and· forest deities 
reside in the forests and on hills. 
They all are worshipped near the 
G ramsiri who is represented by 
elongated stone eni:blems installed 
near the dormitary house. Ances 
toral spirits supposedly take shelter 
in the daala portion of every family 
house. 

To conclude, it can be said that 
the J uang do not worship the gods 
and spirits from philosophical point 
of view or from the devotional out-: 
sprung of their heart. They are 
very practical in their temperament 
and worship the gods and spirits 
to get economic benefits .and safety 
and security. · · · 



CHAPTER VlII 

I LEADERSHIP PATTERN 

A study of the leadership pattern 
of the Juang throws light on their 
socio-political organization. The 
position of the leaders in a society 
is very important. The leaders not 
only enjoy status and high prestige 
in the society, but they exercise 
considerable authority in getting 
things done in the most regulari 
zed manner. Their voice in deci 
ding the quarrels and conficts is 
unique. 

The leaders may be classified as 
. traditional and new leaders depen 
ding on the antiquity of their offices, 
or as village leaders, and leaders of 
the pirh on the basis of the extent 
of area of their operation. It is 
however, convenient to discuss the 
roles of the village leaders before 
switching on to the leaders of the 
wider organization. 

Village leaders 
As has been described earlier, 

each village is a political unit 
having its own set of officers. These 
officers are in an informal way the 
leaders of the village and they have 
more voice in the village affairs 
than others. The village officer 
cum-leaders are mainly three in 
number, two of whom are tradi 
tional leaders and one is a new 
0tllce created by the Government. 

Nagam-Nagam or Boita or 
Dihuri is the ritual head of the 
village. He is, as far as possible, 
the eldest man of the village, older 
than others both in biological and 
social age. He being the oldest 
man of the senior most generation 
is viewed with more respect. Hk 
chief role is to officiate in all the 
communal rituals of the village, 
but he also exercises his power in 
such cases like distribution of toila 
land, fixing up date for village 
rituals, and in deciding quarrels 
and conflicts. In all cases, 
however, he consults with the 
village elders and gives due consi 
deration to their opinion. 

Ardhan-Ardhan or Padhan is 
preferably the Nagam'§ immediate 
junior, and is senior to all other 
villagers except the former. He 
is the secular head of the village, 
and his office has been created by 
the Rajas (kings) of Keonjhar and 
Dhenkanal. His chief function is 
to collect tax from all the families 
of the village, to allot land to each 
family, to settle village quarrels 
and to inform the imp or- ~ 
tant matters of the village to the 
Government. During the reign o( 
the Rajas, the Padhan was extre 
mely powerful and was responsible 
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for reporting the village affairs to 
the Rajas. It is after the indepen 
dence, that he has been 
responsible to the Government for 
his duty. In judicial affairs the 
Ardhan has greater role to play 
than the Nagam. 

Besides his judicial powers, the 
Padhan also plays an important 
role in all the village rituals. 
While the N agam makes offlerings 
to the deities, the Padhan's role 
is to slaughter the animal and 
present the head to the N agam for 
offering, 

In Dhenkanal, the Padhan means 
the richest man of the village, and 
hence the padhans of all J uang 
villages are usually rich persons. 
In Keonjhar, on the other hand, 
wealth is no criterion to be a 
Padhan. A person of the senior 
most kinship generation of the 
'(Tillage and the next oldest man to 
the Nagam is selected as Padban. 
Unlike the Padhan of Dhenkanal, 
the Padhans in Keonjhar villages 
have to undergo distinct rites and 
ritual 0 _ assume their office, and 
thir office combines both ritual and 
political powers. 

Dangua, Adhikari and Noika+ 
Dangua, Adhikari and Naika are 
primarily ritual officers. They are 
bona fide ritualists and their role is 
to help the Nagam and Padhan in 
all village rituals. Except their 
roles in rituals they have no other 

, definite roles to play in the village 
affairs. 

"Member"-"Member" is a new 
post created by the Government 
after the e2tablishment of the 
Community Development Block in 

the various sectors of the district. 
Each village has one Ward Member 
to work as its representative in 
the Panchayat. The Member is 
elected by his villagers in a formai 
meeting summoned by the 
V. L. W., or any: other Block 
representative. He is directly 
responsible to the immediate 
Government agencies for reporting 
the important matters of the 
village, and to encourage 
developmental works in the village 
executed by the Block-staff. 
During the tour of Government 
officers and other staff in the 
village, the Member has to arrange 
for their comfort. The Members 
are by far the most prompt and 
clever persons of the village. 
Since the Member has to keep 
contact with the Government 
agencies the villagers take much 
care in selecting the best man of 
the village as their Member. 

The Members are also invariably 
rich persons of the village. The 
fact that the Member is elected by 
the villagers, reinforces that he 
must have exercised some influence 
in the traditional. system of the 
society, even if he holds no formal 
role in that system. He has full 
freedom in deciding the important 
matters of the village, and it is 
noticed that in most villages the 
words of the Members weigh much 
in settling disputes. 

Village Council 

It is necessary to discuss about 
the modus operandi of the various 
leaders in deciding village affairs. 
Each J uang village has a set of 
formal leaders to execute various 
duties, but it is erroneous to think ~~ 

I 
I 
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that they are vested with supreme 
authority in expressing their 
verdicts in all spheres of life. In 
fact, the J uang are a democratic 
people and the real authority of 
the village is vested not with the 
de facto leaders, but with the 
village elders called Bara Bhaiki. 
Before any matter is finalized it 
must first be discussed by the 
village elders in the dormitory 
house. In such discussion, every 
elder has full freedom to express 
his opinion freely. It is difficult 
to materialise any proposal unless 
the issue. is unanimously agreed 
to by all the village elders. The 
village elders have the right to 
dismiss any of the village officer" 
for. his inefficiency and select a 
suitable substitute. 

The ritual-head (Nagam) of the 
village has important roles to play 
in the village rituals but he has 
little voice in the village council. 
The secular - officer (Padhan) is 
responsible for certain external 
affairs of the village, and has a 
definite role to play in the village 
rituals. But he does not neces 
sarily exercise supreme power in 
the internal affairs of the village. 
The other officers hold no power. 
So, it is evident that the offices of 
the leaders confer responsibility, 
but no real authority. The offices 
also entail considerable economic 
burden owing to which the offices 
very often pass over to persons of 
junior generation on account of the 
unwillingness of the proper persons 
to assume. the offices. 

The topics discussed in the 
village council for decision include 
matters like quarrel between two 
-irill~der., breach -of rninor-' taboos t, ¥' .••. ' 

in the village, failure to· discharge 
the duties in case of the unmarried 
boys and ,girls, break down of joint 
families, inheritance cases, and love 
cases between the boys and •girls 
of bandhu clans, etc. The guilty 
persons are fined, the· amount 
varying from liquor worth two to 
four rupees to heavy amounts 
consisting of a few maunds of rice, 
a goat, and a few rupees for liquor·. 
The fines are utilized to hold· a 
-feast which is shared by all the 
villagers and liquor is poured 
on the .ground to · mark the miti 
gation of quarrels and conflicts. 
In cases of love intrigues between 
bandhu boys and girls the villagers 
detect the offender by asking 
the girl. The boy is fined 
with stuffs of ric-e, goat and money 
for liquor, and the girl is made 
over to him in marriage. The 
cases of incestuous love affair, 
adultery, and pre-marital pregnan 
cy cannot be decided at the 
village level. These matters are 
referred to the Sardar (headman of 
pirh) and to the elders of aH the 
villages of the pirh, who are w 

summoned to meet in a ... council 
and decide the matter. 

Inter-Village Councils 
Certain matters like dispute on 

land boundary between two 
villages, disputes about divorce and 
separation of marrying partners 
cannot be decided by one party. 
For this the elders of both the 
villages meet •·· togethei., and finalize 
the matter. , Disputes ~onc~rnint 
land are difficult to be decid.ed 'in 
the village level, and very often 
such cases . are· .brcmght; ti/ the 
Court of 1.:awt:ftir '']'itdgment But 
the dses 6'fi8i~orcie'2and separation 
a~e: dei;iaed'"wiUiwp linich trouble: 

.. 
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_ h1 such cases, the groom's villagers 
gq to the bride's village and a 
coun~il is held where the matter 
is discussed by both the parties. 
U the groom's family is found 
fault with for such separation and . ' 
the girl is unwilling to go to him, 
her relatives may claim a cow or 
a bullock from the groom for 
divorcing the girl. But, if the girl 
is proved to be erring, the groom's 
party claim for the recovery of the 
full amount of bride-wealth paid at" 
the time of· marriage. Generally, 
the full amount of bride-wealth 
cannot be paid by the girl's 
parents, and the groom may take 
one of the former's cattle in lieu 
of the bride-wealth paid by him. 
It is after this that the formal 
divorce ritual is performed by the 
villagers of both parties by pour 
ing liquor on the ground and 
announcing the formal divorce. 
After the divorce, the groom loses 
all claims over the girl and she is 
made free to be remarried any 
where In case the groom's 
villagers do not like to permit the 

~ girl to be remarried elsewhere, 
they fore-go compensation for their 
bride-wealth and never perform 
the formal divorce ritual, and 
until and unless the divorce ritual 
is performed the groom's villagers 
continue to exercise their jural 
claim over the girl who remains 
as their daughter~in-law for all 
her life. In such case, she cannot 
be remarried elsewhere, and when 
she dies her husband finances for 
her funeral. . 
Pirh Organization 

V 

As discussed in the previous 
chapter the Juang area of 
Keonjhar is divided into four 
pirhs, which are the maximal 

traditional territorial units. Each 
pirli has one Sadar who, before 
independence, was directly respon 
sible to the Raja. At present he 
exercises his judicial powers in 
deciding cases like incest, prema 
rital pregnancy, witchcraft of 
serious type, homicide, etc., Such 
cases mobilise delegations from all 
the villages in a pirh, or in some 
cases, from the villages of two 
pirhs. In deciding all such cases, 
the Sardar however is not the 
supreme authority. The delegates 
invited from all the villages have 
equal voice in the council. 

In minor cases, the offender is 
fined a few maunds of rice, one or 
two goats and a few rupees for \ 
liquor: Besides, he has to feed the 
delegates once. The fines realized 
from the offender is spent for a 
feast on the spot. In case of 
incest the guilty persons are 
ostracized from the village. All 
their belongings are either 
destroyed or are sold away and 
tti~ money is spent for the feast 
arranged by the Desa (the dele 
gates) people. 

The post of - Sardar is an 
appointed one and is not purely 
honorary. He gets a monthly 
remuneration of five rupees and 
a pair of dress every year in the 
Juang-Bhuinya Darbar (council) 
held by the Government. The 
Sardar exercises his power if 
called for a pirh council, but has 
little or no authority in the 
internal affairs of the village. 

Jatl-Sabha of Dhenkanal Juangs 

The Juang of Dhenkanal have a 
similar territorial organization as 
pirli organization of Keonjhar. 

· I 

"' 
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Here the Juang area is judicially 
divided into a number of local 
units called Desa. Each Desa is 
composed of ten or more villages 
and the villagers meet once every 
year to discuss various incidents 
of the year affecting their tribal 
life. The council which meets 
every year is called Iati Sabha 
'{literally, the caste .. assembly), and 
is a variant of Oriya caste assem 
blies, which still continue to 
gain popularity among the Teli 
(Oilmen) of that area. Each . 
village delegates a representative 
from among its villagers to the 
Jati Sabha. The senior most 
Behera is called Bad Behera who 
is viewed to be the head of the 
council. 

The council discusses and decides 
matters relating to illicit s~x 
relations between the kin members, 
divorce, liquor-drinking (as . this 
is severly looked down upon by 
the Juang of Dhenkanal and they 
fight tooth and nail to prohibit it), 
b e e f-eating, widow-marriage, 
divorce, and quarrels and conflicts 

00n major issues. This "Caste 
Assembly" is, no doubt more 
formal and powerful than the most 
informal assembly of Keonjhar 
Juangs, and in the latter case it 
is very difficult to get a thing 
doae quickly. 

' 

j 
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CHAPTER IX 

! CONCLUSION 

I 

The Juang are not an insolated 
people and they never live away 
from the forces of the outside 
culture. In Keonjhar they · live in 
close proximity of the Bathudi and 
.Bhuinya tribes. The Pano, Chasa, 

• Teli, Gour and other caste-people 
have made their way to Juang area 
and have settled with them from 
lo?~ past. The Juang have migrated 
toh.{)henkanal and Pallahara due to 
expansion and more possibly to es., 
cap~ exploitation and tyranny of the 
then rulers of Keonjhar State. In 
Dhenkanal and Palhiliara they are 

. di(f used, over a number of villages 
where they live amidst the vast 
arry of varying caste people such 
as the Chasa, Gour, Teli, Sundhi, 
etc. Th; forces of Hindu culture 
and.Hindii ways of Jiving have in 
fluenced the Juang ·way of life 
both in Keonjhar and Dhenkanal, 
but the changes are not so striking 

. .In Keonjhar as in Dhenkanal, In 
Keonjhar, the Juang of Juang pirli 

· live in their original land and - they 
have full control over the cultivated 
;,nd uncultivated land of their 
village. The few caste people 
living in Juang villages of Juang 
pieb. are made tenants. They 
have little or uo independence 

whatsoever in exercising 
powers and privileges. 
must pay their annual 

their 
They 
land 

revenue regularly in cash or kind. 
contribue funds to Juangs . for 
village rituals, and finance other 
contingent expenses of the village. 
The Gour are required to supply 
milk and milk products for · all 
village rituals ; _ sheep, goat, or 
chicken for important rituals 
and a buffalo-calf for the 
Nuakhia (New rice-eating) cere 
mony. In general, the caste people 
living in these Juang villages con 
tribute money, grains, goat, sheep, 
chicken and other o~ering materi 
als for Juang rituals. After the 
year's harvest they give money and 
a few measures of grains for pay 
ment of annual land revenue of the 
village. Funds are raised from 
them to meet such contingent 
expenses like pleading cases in 
the G o v e r n m e n t over land 
disputes, and in carrying out other 
matters relating to the Government. 
If any non-Juang goes against the 
decision of the Juang or commits 
any wrong he is immediately sum 
moned to the village council of the 
Juang and is fined, the fine taking 

. the form of feast and liquor for ,.t!_ie 
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village elders. The non-Juang in 
habiting the Juang villages observe 
the Juang rituals, taboos and pro 
hibitions for the safety and secu 
rity of the villag« and they share in 
the belief system of the J uang. 
Like the Juang, they do not eat any 
fruit or crop before the Juang per 
form necessary :rituals and offer the 
first fruit to the deities. They also 
believe that breach of such taboo 
will result in fatal calamities in the ~ 

village like tiger menace, death of 
cattle and human beings due to 
snake-bite, failure of crop, and so 
on. In this area, however, there is 
very little scope for the alien ele 
ments of culture being thrust upon 
the Juang. The Juang are no doubt 
influenced by their caste neigh 
bours, but they have also been 
able to diffuse some of their own 
culture traits among the caste 
people. 

The inter-group relation in 
Dhenkanal is completely different 
from what has been described 
above. Here, homogeneous Juang 
villages, or settlements predomina 
ntly inhabited by the J uang are 
very rarely met with. The Juang 
of this place live sporadically over 
the Sadar, Kamakhyanagar, and 
Pallahara subdivisions and they live 
along with the caste people. They 
live in separate wards in the main 
Oriya villages, or are found in small 
hamlets of labourers. Living with 
the Oriyas it is difficult for them to 
maintain the traits of their tradi 
tional culture. Their attempts to 
keep up the traditional tribal cul 
ture are mocked at by the Oriyas 
who consider their traditional dress, 
ornaments, and standard of beauty 
_i;__" _ 

to be ugly and primitive, their social 
0 

customs relating to birth, marriage, 
and death to be most uncivilized. 
and their songs and dance as open 
expression of sex feelings. The 
Juang of such place are frequently 
ridiculed, condemned, and dis 
couraged for their tribal customs 
and manners, and in order to raise 
their status in the society, the 
Juang find no way out except adop 
ting the Oriya way of life. The 
rapid process of acculturation has 
thus led to the decay of traditional 

" J uang culture in Dhenkanal, and 
the present way of life of the Juang 
of Dhenkanal is a mere imitation 
of the Hindu way of life. 

In the course of their interaction •• 
with the various caste people and 
their increasing association with 
the outside world the Juang have 
witnessed a lot of changes in their 
traditional culture. After the esta 
blishment of Community Develop 
ment Blocks in the Juang areas, 
and with developed communica 
tion facilities the Juang are 
frequently coming in contact with 
the Government officers. Fairs, 
markets and liquor shops in the 
plains have attracted many a Juang • 
to come in contact with various 
people and thereby help culture 
contact. The advent of railways 
has thurst great change on the 
Juang of Dhenkanal, A wild gulf 
of difference exists between the 
Juang of Keonjhar and Dhenkanal 
though both are in the process of 
adopting Oriya way of O life. 'I'he 
material aspect of the Juang • 
culture has undergone a great 
change. The tiny huts which • 
were* "amongst the smallest that 

*E.T. Dalton, Descriptive Ethnology of Bengal (Calcutta, 1872) 
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human beings ever deliberatelv ~ . 
constructed as dwellings" have 
given place to solid and strong 
houses: Some Juangs have construc 
ted houses with windows, and a 
few rich ones have houses with tile 
roofing. The household appfiances 
including the husking mortar and 
pestles, a few earthen and gourd 
vessels, bamboo tubes, and leaf 
cups and plates have been replaced 
by more substantial, costly and 
durable articles. However, suku 
(gourd vessel) continues to linger 
in Juang villages of Keonjhar and 
are used for fetching water and 
carrying liquor and gruel to distant 
places. Modern umbrellas have 
pushed their leaf counterparts out 

V 'of many homes. Hurricane 
lanterns and flash lights are 
gradually gaining popularity among 
the Juang. 

'Fhe dress and ornaments of the 
.Juang have been changed to a 
greater extent. Bamboo combs. 
which were once a prized posession 
.of the Juang girls, and which the 
unmarried boys made with great 
care to make and present those to 
their sweet-hearts are fast disap 
pearing jmd giving away to plas 
tic and wooden combs of the 
market. The traditional orna 
ments which consisted of a whole 
bunch of bead necklaces. a number 
of heavy brass bangles, and a few 
brass · and alloy rings are · being 
discarded. The women are more 
attracted towards dazzling glass 

v and plastic bangles, and in 
Dhenkanal rich Juangs have 
adorned their women with all 
varieties of silver and gold orna - 
ments. The dress of the women 

which consisted of "a string around 
their waist, with a bunch of leaves 
before and behind,*" is no more 
encountered now-a-days, though 
some old J uangs still remember 
about their leaf-dress of the past. 
Shoes have gathered prestige value 
in the J uang society, and some 
young people have got cheap 
chappals and canvas shoes, bi-cy 
cles are no more an exclusive 
possession of the caste people as 
some .Juang have purchased by 
cycles. In the village Kudiposa, 
there were four by-cycles won by 
the Juang. 

The economic life of the Juang 
has been greately influenced by 
their neighbouring caste people, 
The Juang have taken up plough 
cultivation from the Oriyas to 
increase their farm output. More 
over, the economy of the J uang 
exhibits three stages of develop 
ment in Keonjhar, Dhenkanal and 
Pallahara. The Juang of Keon 
jhar eke out their living mainly 
by shifting cultivation and by 
collection of roots, fruits, greens 
and other edible jun~le products. 
This is due partly to their primitive 
agricultural practices and partly to 
the rocky and hilly area they 
inhabit. The Juang of Dhenkanal 
live in plains villages like the 
Oriyas and they adopt low-land 
cultivation just as their neighbou 
ring Oriya agriculturists. In 
Pallahara, however, the situation 
is completely different. After the 
enforcement of Forest restrictions 
the Juang of this area are for 
bidden to cultivate toila land. They 
are neither permitted to cut toila 
land, nor do they have enough 

~,w. w.·m1h_ler, A·.~te.tistical Account of Bengal (Landon, 1877), Vol. XIX. 
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plains land to construct irrigated 
paddy plots. Being handicapped 
in both ways the J uang of this 
place have taken up basket-making 
as the main source of their living. 
Bamboo has rich growth in the 
forests of Malyagiri and the J uang 
find profitable to cut bamboo from 
the forest and weave into various 
patterns of baskets. The advent of 
railways to Dhenkanal and ~ cons 
truction of roads have afforded 
ample labour opportunities to 
the Juang. The Juang find cons· 
truction work profitable, and they 
work as daily labourers in con· 
struction work. 

Change in the social life of the 
Juang is . the most remarkable. 
The Juang of Keonjhar have 
developed hatred for Changu dance 
and songs, and they have intro 
duced kirtan and jatra parties as 
sources of their recreation. The 
dormitory life and the associated 
youth organization which continue 
to flourish in Keonjhar, have lost 
their charm in Pallahara, but in 
Dhenkanal these have come to a 
decay. Marriage rites of the Juang 
have been thoroughly changed and 
unlike the custom in Keonjhar, the 
Juang groom of Dhenkanal goes 
to the bride's house to get himself 
married. The girl is no more 
brought to the groom's village by 
her village women and her dormi. · 
tory friends. Unlike the customs 
in Keonjhar and Pallahara, the 
Juang of Dhenkanal have abolished 
the, system of bride-wealth. The 
grooms' par.ents no more pay heavy 
amounts of rice, cloth and money 
as bride-wealth to get their son 
macried ; rather the bride's parents 
give ornaments, utensils, grains, 

etc., to their daughter as a token- of Q 

love and affection. The changu 
competition between the groom's 
and the bride's villagers is gradual- 
ly declining in Keonjhar, and have 
come to an end in Dhenkanal since 
a pretty long time. Many of the 
traditional funerary rites and cus 
toms are gradually dropped off in 
Dhenkanal and just like the Oriyas, 
the J uang of Dhenkanal observe 
death pollution for ten days (not 
two to three days, as in Keonjhar) 
and they observe a series of taboos 
as observed by the caste people. 

The religious life of the J uang of 
Keonjhar has been least affected 
by the caste people. Here, the Juang 
observe the same rites and rituals • •. 
with great details to avoid the dis 
pleasure of the local deities. In 
Chapter seven it has been dealt to 
what extent the Juang rituals are 
closely connected with their annuai 
agricultural cycle. With the 
introduction of low land paddy 
cultivation a few new rituals for low 
land paddy have been newly adop-, 
ted by the plains J uang of Keon · <, 

jhar. In Dhenkanal, however, the 
Juang have cut short their annual 
fesfrve cycle, and they u do not 
observe many rituals· which are 
performed by the hill Juang of 
Keonjhar. The Juang pantheon. 
however, has been more elaborate; 
The Juang believe in their tribal 
deities, but feel content to get the 
protection of the more powerful 
Hindu deities. Some of them 
believe that the Hindu gods and 
goddesses are more powerful, and ~ 
by worshipping them most of the 
Oriyas have gained much wealth 
and power. M ahadev, Laxmf 
Tbakurani, Parbaii, Baladev and 
Durga of the Hindu pantheon are 

-~ 
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housewives. They work hard from 
dawn to dusk collecting greens, 
roots, fruits.: tubers and other 
edibles from the Jungle to supple 
ment their family diet. They go 
to market to sell loads of forest 
collections and bundles of firewood 
which fetch them a good sum. 
Hence, the Bhuinya are much less 
indebted than the Juang. 
The J uang rarely want to 'wound 

the felling of others by telling 
naked truth. They are more in 
trovert in nature. They might not 
feel freindly with somebody, but 
never express their inner feelings 
openly unless they are heavily 
drunk. The J uang are ~ 
democratic people and before tak 
ing any decision they seek the 
opinion of all the village elders in 
the dormitory. If all agree un - 
animously, the matter is accepted, 
but the objection of any single 
person may be sufficient to reject 
a proposal. They have great 
suspicion of the outsiders, but 
once they become friendly they 
render every help to please the 
outsiders. They are quite hospita 
ble. Any outsider visiting their 
village is accommodated in the 
village dormitory, and in spite of 
their poverty they collect food 
stuffs from every family to provide 
a meal to their quest. Besides, 
any family relative visiting a Juang 
village is viewed as a guest of the 
village. He is given shelter in the 
dormitory, and is provided with 
food by the villagers. Such hos 
pitality is remarkable of the Juang 
of Keonjhar, but in Dhenkanal the 
breakdown of dormitory organiza 
tion has brought an end to such 
customs. 
'-Many Juang of Keonjhar have 

little idea about the · outer world. 

To them the outer world constitute 
Keonjhar, Dhenkanal, Talcher. 
Athgarh, Laida ( ?) , Bamanda , 
Sambalpur, Cuttack, Puri and 
Calcutta. In their communal 
rituals, the Juang priest prays for 
the health of the J uang and of the 
people of the world at large-the 
world constituting such places as 
stated above. The Juang of 
Dhenkanal are now not ignorant 

, about the affairs of the outer world. 
They have seen many places 
besides their home district, and 
they have been taught in schools 
about various countries, their 
people and the varying customs 
and manners of the peoples of the 
world. 

The Juang do not feel happy to 
welcome outsiders who want to 
reside in their village permanently. 
Most outsiders never give them 
anything, nor are they sympatheti.c 
towards them. They approach the 
tribals with aversion and scorn and 
they mock at their tribal way of 
life. Culture contacts with the. 
local people have in no way .•. 
helped the J uang to lead a better 
and healthier life. They have · 
rather given scope for the. breeding 
of contempt and ridicule for - the 
Juang. The Juang have little 
reason to love their neighbouring 
caste people. Every contact with 
them is a contact where the Juang 
are condemned, despised, and 
looked down upon. They are the 
rich people of the locality who 
lend money and grains to !he J uang 
and exploit them in every possible" 
way. They tempt the Juang to 
take loans at the time of their 
marriage, festivals and during the ~ 
lean_ months and demand heavy 
interest from them at the end elf \, 
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Pa:CX~; ;nor .does he accepts water or Hindu manners and customs; 1;1h~y~,/"' 

t:, cookedJood from h}~·:.· Li~ewise' no iQ,ng~rda.ke ;pride -in tll~ir~,;p;~t'::~: 
·,,•pers,ons of other castes~neithertouch- - s. '·1:pl!ur~/\ll!ltl"ar,e ash~m,ed: to,,~h{h~:"·' 
P- a,)ua11g'-~orJ? g_i.ef ~c~ep.ti;fWJ\ter ·~"bf }he piinfitive Jua_pg of JfAorim:a{ 
and cooked food--from him though . who stil,l lead afmosf uncivilized 
'the Juang may eat in their house. ~ JiJe in=the ~emot~-wp~ods ,anffo:r~st\ 
;r~~ - clo!e cultural 13.ffip.ities of the Risley in 1.891 , :.9'l:>sef;'t4:, ,tI.iJ}~; 
''J'tiang· with the Bhuiriya and the attempts made. by the Jua,Iig,2' to,· . 
Batliudr'hold~F fhe .. three to be •;~ atfairFhigher· social stattlf ~iid. he.: 
allied' trib~;. ·-:They,ii,i!i11p.ahit the wr~te :- ·. - • ,; • · '' ·-'}t 
same cultur.aL. and-., geographical · 

. ·.·, c-.··--"·'·""· ' ' 

area and in their soci~l, 'economic,, ,,,. .-., 
religious, ~nd political; lifi they "In "cpurse 
e~bibit. ·n1a.1.1.y;, .common features. 
JiL, Juang legends the Bhuh~ya are: 
t1:iimed•to be a brother Jribe''to the 
iila'~g/· ang· \h~,B~tht1di.,are con, 

-lsider,{q· to'~hei':a secnon - of the 
• ,, :"'.'°::·':"'.::;:"~~'?{ .. ,.,"r,, ':,r 



fiiptt~ts. ·seiif~&; 'Rul:>lieation 
~.-~ft:Lzti~~ti~!e~;.i~~~Jti~t\···· 
j$~c~rtttibutot . wHl 'l>f given 
Jy;.~f!t:FERifs)df:otr:prfn{~.·.a~d·· 

?2•5'f<>eeacfr· stn:ncht'id ,article:·· 
"'' . .. ""' .. '· - ':.-, .. -,,;. )j} ~.:'..:_:,',::;Ji ;-_~- 
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